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TARGETING ON IN-SCHOOL YOUTH: FOUR STRATEGIES FOR COORDINATING

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

This report is the third in a series of Interim Reports to be

prepared by the Youthwork National Policy Study on various aspects of

the Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects. These projects are

being conducted under the auspices of Title IV, Part A, of the Youth

Employment and Demonstration Projects Acts (YEDPA) of 1977. The pro-

tects are a set of local programs and represent an efifort by the U.S.

Department of Labor in collaboration with countless local and state

educational authorities, public and private sector organizations, and

community based organizations to explore together improved means of

providing employment and training opportunities for young people, par-

ticularly those from low-income and minority families. The Exemplary

In-School Demonstration Projects are administered through Youthwork,

Inc., an intermediary non-profit corporation.

TARGEING ON IN-SCHOOL YOUTH is a report devoted to the analysis

and explication of four strategies currently being employed to assist

in-school youth in their career awareness and in making the transition

from school to work. The four strategies--academic credit for work

experience, increased private sector involvement, career awareness,

and job creation through youth operated projects--all seek means of

linking education and employmene-training. In this present report,

'selected aspects of these four strategies are examined in detail.

These include the administration of the various projects, the curricula,

the form and content of academic credit being granted, and the involve-
_
ment of the youth themselves in the operation of the programs. Data

for this report came from thirty-six projects in 29 states.

Additional copies of this report may he obtained by writing in

care of the above address.

February 1980
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There are two contrasting views of
what is wrong.in the job market.
The first holds that many applicants
are not hired because they lack -,

basic competences required for
effective performance or because
they hAve acquired training for
which there is little or no demand.
If blame is to be apportioned, the
educational system must be considered

the major culprit. The opposing view
holds that the educational system is
a minor actor. The critical issue
is the lack'of strong and consistent
demand for labor. A slack market
means trouble no matter how well
people have been educated and trained.
I suggest that both positions are
overstated: Both employers and
employees, especially those with
education and skill, possess con-
siderable flexibility that should
facilitate the absorption of new
job seekers into the economy.

Eli Ginzberg, 1979
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PREFACE

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Acr (YEDPA) became

law on August 5, 1977. It amended the 1973 Comprehensive Employm t and

Training Act (CETA) so as to provide the initiative for an expanded

effort to address the problems of youth unemployment. YEDPA added several

new programs to improve employment and training opportunities for young

people in their.late teens and early twenties, ,particularly those from

low-income families. It has sought to emphasize more experimentation and

innovation an the part'of the CETA local government sponsor.system than

has been the case with programs developed for unemployed adults.

The Act is particularly concerned with overcoming the barriers

between school and work by more closely linking education, employment,

and training institutions. It seeks to forge new relationships. Ote of

the four programa authorized by YEDPA waa that of the Youth Employment

and'Training Program (YETP). This program was designed to provide a

full range of work experiences and skills necessary for future employment,

espeCially for those low-income youth, 16 to 21 years of age, who are in

school or out of school and unemployed or underdmployed. Certain YETP

provisions provisions also allow designated forms of participation by

i
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4600,

youth 14 and 15 years old, as well as by youth who are not economically

disadvantaged.

What provides a sense of urgency to this effort is that there is

a desperate need both to improve the education of low-income minority

youth and to find the means by which to create more employment for them.

The evidenee on this point id both conclusftg and sobering: the situ-

ation for poor minority youth, as compared with white middle-class youth,

has steadily deteriorated over the past 15 years. Whether one measures

employment rates or labor force participation rates, the disparities

have grown and continue to do so. This is in spite of all the education,

employment, and training programs initiated since the mid-1960s and

6
carried on to the present (cf. Adams and Mangum, 1978:19-34).

The spending level for YEDPA for both fiscal years 1979 and 1980

has been approximately $1.1 billion. The first priority for these funds

has been to generate in the vicinity of 300,000 employment opportunities

for youth. As such, they have become an integral component of efforts

by the aaministration to reduce the present levels of unemployment.

Nevertheless, and in tecognition that present approaches to reduce youth

unemployment are imperfect, both in design and implementation, the Act

has authorized the Secretary of Labor to allocate up to one-fifth of '

YEDPA funds on demonstration projects to support knowledge development.

The mandate from the Congress was clear:

1

Sec. 321. It is the purpose of this part to establish a
variety of employment, training, and demonstration programs
to explore methodcs of dealing with the structural unemploy-
ment problems of the nation's youth. The basic purpose of
the demonotrationArrograms shall be to test the relative
efficacy of the different ways of dealing with these problems
in different local contexts.

ii



Sec. 348. ...to carry out innovative and experimental pro-
grams, to test new approaches for dealing with the unemploy-

ment problems of youth, and to enable eligible participants

to prepare for, enhance their yrospects for, or secure
employment in occupations through which they may reasonably
-be expected to advance to producting working lives. Such

programs shall include, where appropriate, cooperative

arrangements with educational agencies to provide Special

programs and services...

The monies that were to be distributed according to form" among

the local sponsors of programs for youth would alleviate some unemploy-

ment and "buy time". Yet there was little confidence that, in the end,

these projects would either address the long-term needs of the youth or

provide new insights into how programs might'be more effectively organized

and implemented so as to have a greater impact. New ideas, new approaches,

and new actors would have to be on the scene if innovative and path-

breaking approaches were to be found. And while it was not explicit in

the legislation, it can be surmised that it was the hope of the authors

that if successful projects coLd be located where jobs were created and

the youth were prepared to assume them, then perhaps cities and states

would be encouraged to redirect portiods of the 80 percent formula funds

towards projects of this kind. ThUs, the discretionary funds projects

could achieve a ripple effect throughoUt the entire infrastructure of

youth employment and treining prograis.

To learn more about one aspect of-the complex set of relations

between education and present/future employmeht opportunities, the

Department.of Labor set aside in Fiscal Year 1979 from the discretionary

funds approximately $15 million for "Exemplary In-School Demonstration

Projects".. These grants were to. explore the dynamics of in-hchool
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projects and their effectiveness. They also would be awarded to promoie

cooperatian hetween the education'and employment and training systems.

To assist the Department of Labor a1 its regional offices in

undertaking this effort, Youthwork, Inc., an intermediary non-profit

corporation, was established in January 1978. It was created with

financial and administrative support from the Field Foundation, the

Public Welfare Foundation, the Southern Aducation Foundation, the Taconic

Foundation, and the Eleanor R000sevelt Institute. Youthwork's responsi-

bilities were to include: developing guidelines for the competition to

select the Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects, reviewing submitted

proposals, making recommendations for funding, providing guidance and

technical assistance for those projects selected in the competition,

developing an'd implementing a knowledge development plan so as to increase

understanding of different approaches and their effectiveness, and for-

warding research reports and policy recommehdations to the Department of

Labor.

As a result of a five-fier evaluation process designed to select

from among the more than 520 submitted proposals, Youthwork made its

recommendations to

chosen. The first

in September 1978.

the Department of Labor. Forty-eight projects were

contracts were signed and projects began operatipn

Forty-seven of the original 48 projects have been or

are now (February 1980) operational.
1

1
An additional nine projects

a non-competitive basis.
were also funded during Fiscal Year 1979 Vn

iv
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To assess these projects and their efficacy 1.:" achieving the twin

goals of program effectiveness and inter-institutional collaboration,

Youthwork undertook a number of knowledge development efforts. These

were to include the use of analytic ethnographic material collected by

a trained observer placed at each project, fhird-party evaluations, MIS

systems, and self-study reports from the individual projects.

For the first of these efforts, that of developing ajcross-site

comparative framework employing qualitative data collection strategies,

Youthwork, Inc., selected in September 1978 a group of researchers et

the College of Human Ecology, Cornell University. The Cornell project,

entitles "Youthworkeatiorial Policy Study", has undertaken a longitudinal

qualitative rgsearch program. Trained observers at each of the project

sites have been gathering data on selected key policy issues. These

data are, in turn, analyzed and used by the Cornell staff as the basis

for reportseksuch as the present) and for the development of national

policy recommendations.

TARGETING ON IN-SCHOOL YOUTH: FOUR STRATEGIES FOR COORDINATING

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICES is the third of the Interim Reports

to be prepared by the Youthwork National Policy Study. The Report provides

a systematic and detailed assessment of the four strategies being

. employed by Youthwork, Inc. to effect a closer linkage between education

and employment for in-school youth. The goal is to provide a framework

within which to view these four strategies and assenG their relatift

utility for different target populations of youth. Each of the four

strategies will be analyzed according to: program administration,

program curriculum, the form and content of granting academic credit,



youth involvement in program operation, and otaff-student relations.

The thrUst is to both distinguish these strategies, one from another,

and to also clarify the variations that occur within each of the approaches.
w v

The analysis is both inte)r- and intra-organizational.

Data for this preoent,report have been gathered.by trained on-site

observefo at thirty-six projects in 29 states.. The data have taken the forms of

intensive and in-depth interviews, non-participant oboervations, the use

of written materialo, and statistics gathered by each site /or the purpose

of reporting to the Department of.Labor and to Youthwork, Inc. A mord-

.
detailed discuo6ion of the methodology is to'be found in Chapter Two.

The Report is divided into seven sections: the Intzoduction, a

chapter discussing the methodology, four substantive chapters, one for

each of the four strategies being analyzed and the Summary and Recommendations.

Each of the four substantive chapters will examine one strategy in li ht

of the six analytic areas listed earlier.

Appreciation must be expressed to the many on-site Jboervers

associated with our effort. They 'have consistently performed with a

level of interest and competence during their many months in the field.

A list of their names followo this Preface. Likewioe, mention must be

given to the local project personnel who have been genotouo with their

time and candid in their responses. As a means to protect those versons
%

at the local sites Who have been part of this sizeable knowledge

development effort, anonymity was promised from the beginning. Those

who tiave participated will know who they are. Perhaps they will

recognize themselves amidst the descriptive and interview data.1

12



In those instances where a local site does not believe itself to

havd been represented accurately, even if anonymously, we would welcome

coMment and feedback. We would note that attempting to do justice

simultaneously to data from.40 or more sites haS been a challenge.

The trade-off between sCope -and depth is always one cOnfronting a research

.effort. Our success mould come in the.reader gaining a grasp of the

-4

contextual framework within which the various projects operate. We are

working On policy issues that across a broad spectrum of.projects.

The goal is to sort out the gen ric commonalities and 4ifferences, not

to detail or evaluate the nuances of individual effo ts.

"A

Ray C. Rist /

Principal Investigator
February 1980

/ 3
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This monograph is an interim report on the four programmatic .

school-to-work transition models being developed and implemented by

Youthwork, Inc. It is the third in a number of such reports to be

prepared by the Youthwork National Policy Study, located at Cornell

University. The report addresses both the within model variations as

well as the distinguishing features bet en t various models. The

four models--academic credit for wor experience, career awareness,

expanded private sector involvement, and youth initiated projects--

Ican best be conceptualized as varying in-s ool strategies for

involving youth as they undertake to make their transition from school to

work.

The four models are'neither conceptually definitive nor are

thgkinutually exclusive.in practice. They represent different

xi
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emphases on a common theme. This report seeks to sort out the

strengths of the varying approaches, suggest when an approach is most

appropriate for a particular target population of youth, and to des-

\4,cribe something of the latitude available for program implementation

within the respective strategies.

A consistent theme across all four approaches is that none

is "actor proof". We state this as our very qlksteneral finding because

we wish to emphasize our conviction that the pursuit of actor proof

programs in the area of youth education and employment/training

programs is futile. Besides being a poor use of time and resources,

such an approach ignores the key strength of the projects we have been

studying--a strength based on the inspired and competent efforts of

staff.' To look elsewhere than td the people who organize and impletent

the programs is to miss the central point. The projects only work when

people involved successfully make them work. The contrary tendency,

as Mangum and Walsh (1978:14-15) have noted is:

To be searching for the "actor proof prcram,
or programs, that were so wen_ conceived and
constructed that their effectiveness does hot
depend upon the competence of the human keings
who either operate them or partictpate in them...
Evaluations may be correct when they blame the
failures of programs or program components on
the weaknesses of program personnel, but such
criticism sheds very little light on the
potential effectiveness'of the programs or the
components themselves.

We take it as a major task of this present report to highlight those

areas of "potential effectiveness" so as to fnhance the effectiveness

of the actors involved, not to render them irrelevant.



The second of our genetal conclusions with regard to these four

strategies is that while these efforts are necessary to youth in their

transitioh from school to work, they are not sufficient. Our data

suggest that there exists a persistent discomfort at the sites and

in the offices of their sponsors that "not all is being done that

ought to be done". We view this as a misdirected conceriklk ecially

in light of those expectations for the projects to accomplish more

than what is possible. Given the constraints on the projects of

funding, of scheduling, of existing on "soft money" as short term

demonstration projects, of some numbers of youth being reluctant to

commit themselves to yet another federal project, and the lack of

prior collaboration between the CETA system and the local LEAs, the

projects have perfOrmed remarkably well. But they cannot be expected

to ensure-employmebt opportunities with promotion podsibilities, nor can

they be expected to retain all youth in their programs.

That we have learned so little from our efforts ver the past

two decades ought not now press us into seeking instantaneous results.

These projects will need careful scrutiny, not to provide premature

"outcome" data, but to learn.what we can of implemevtation, of the

trials of program start-up, and of hOw to slowly but confidently build

the inter-institutional linkages necessary for program operation.

The2task is One of learning how to weave together the social net to

be_placed below, youth as they make their way into adulthood and the

world of'work. This view is consistent with that of the National

Commission for Manpower Policy wiiich has recommend6d that the focus

of study on CETA programs be that of the strengths of the various



approaches. As was noted (1978:107-108):

In view of the rapid and continuing growth of
federal manpower programs, together with the
deliberate shifts in programmatic emphasis,
it would seem reasonable to assume that the
efficacy of manpower programs, in their
various forms, was well established. This
is not the case, however. Not only is the
efficacy of any single program more an article
of faith than documented evidence, but also
there are very few clues regarding the relative
efficacy of alternative programmatic approaches.

Youth need to get started somewhere in building their experience

with work. It is inappropriate to measure program performance and

outcomes when the youth have barely left the starting blocks. To

assist youth in making choicep as* result of exposure and experience

in an in-school project ought to be acknowledged for what it is.

The third of our general findings is one that we have documented

previously (cf. Interim Report (/2). The ane "treatment" which has con-

sistently appeared as important to the youth and to the overall success

of the projects has been "individualized attention". The student

populations being served by'the iouthwork projects tend,as a generali-

zation, to be students who have not experienced success in conventional

schools and in conventional classrooms. They are students whose constant

accumulation of unmet academiC and interpersonal needs are not well

redressed by large-scale, mass programs. The students appear to 1.1(/-

best responded in those settings where there has been quiet and

consistent interaction with adults, where the individualized assessment

of their basic skill needs have led to an individually tailored and

closely monitored course of study, and where the adults in the programs

have taken the time to assist the youth in sorting out their options

xiv
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and choices for the future (the very oppOsite of an "actor proof"

program!). This finding holds across the various strategies and

across the age ranges of the students. Students have fluorished when ,

they have been treated as "whole persons".

In this present report, each of the four strategies have been

examined along several dimensions. Those common to the four are 1) the

conditions and provisions of awarding academic credit; 2) the means

of ensuring youth involvement in the projects; and 3) the forms and

functions of varying styles of program administration. In addition,

each of the four models have been studied from the perspective of one

or more additional issues specific to the model. Recommendations fox

the generic as well as strategy-specific concerns are located at the

end of each.chapter. What follows in this present summary is an

overview of those findings generic to all four strategies.

I. Awarding of Academic Credit

The academic credit for work experience p ojects have, of

necessity, demonstrated a range of approaches. Given that there are

no standardized procedures, each project has ad to evolve a set of

agreements between itself, the school adm istration responsible for

the certification of credit, and the yo h. The agreements have,

over the course of our study, been n a constant state of change.

This has been due both to the changes in criteria developed,by the

1

school administrators as well as the changing needs of the participant

youth. But amidst this welter of variation, there has emerged a rather

constant concern--for what competencies ought students be awarded

credit and what form ought that credit to take.



The fact that there has been such a constant tempo of change

in the projects suggests that it is highly important that there be

developed a means of sharing information And problem solving

experiences among the projects. Where possible, they need to be

able to benefit from one another. If there is no single blueprint

for developing the linkage between work experience and academic credit,

then those who are, as it were, in a constant state of improvisation

need all the assistance they can muster. Which leads to a second

concern. Technical assistance in the area of implementing the linkage

.J,
between academic crèclit and work experience needs to be both systematic

and sustained. Assistance in the development of competency 'statements

and in specifying measurement of these same,competencies appears

absolutely essential at present. And so long as there are changes

within the projects, that assistance should be continued. It is not

evident to date that such assistance has been of the consistency and

sophistication to re;/ent frequent "rediscovery of the wheel" by the

various projects.

Third, there is the concern to be reiterated from the general

findings discussed in the last section. The fact that the academic

credit for work experience projects have been in a state of flux

renders meaningless any discussion of "outcomes" in a conventional

sense. That competencies have been defined and redefined, that the

basis for granting credit has been fluid, and that the youth have

more than once expressed bewilderment at the situation in which they

have found .themselyes ought to give pause to any consideration Of

summative evajuations. It is the process that is most.in need of

study, not the measure of products.

22
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Finally, there is evidence that those academic credit for

work experience _projects which have been meat successful implementing

the linkage between credit,and experience have been those projects

with close'ties to the school s stem if not a particular school buildin

Proximity and frequent interact-ion appear to be important concerns

to school administrators as they have negotiated with project

officials regarding the granting of credit. The faCt that the granting

(or withholding) of credit is an important institutional function of

schools means that they are not likely to relinquish this perogative

without assurances and some means of monitoring the projects. I3e1ng

in the same school build,ing as other more traditional educational

activities appears important in this regard. For the projects, there

is perhap less autonomy, but greater ease in implementation and in

the securing of credit for their activities with the,youth.

U. Youth Involvement

1.iccinctly, in other than the specific strategy area of "youth

involvement", there is little evidence of it in the YouthWork projects.

Indeed, there is even considerable variation withintIthe strategy area.

The reasons for this current situation are several. irrit, only a f'ew

projects (five to seven) have created an organizational mechanism

by which youth involvement could be more than simply epocodic and

sporadic. In these succenpful instances, the youth have been given

responsple roles in the project, be they as."peer coubselore or

as "directors" of their own small enterprises. It is in such

,institutional roles as these that the youth have had a basis from

which tob discuss their concerns and attitudes regarding the proljects

- and the activities taking place within them.
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A second reason for the low levels of youth involvement in the

projects is that there are, save the instances aboite, no efforts

underway to train the youth to learn how to become more actively

involved in the projects: The tenor of most all projects is that

the youth are "clients" and,as such, are served. The concept of

"empowering" the youth to take a more directive role in the affairs

of their projects is simply absent.

Youth also tend to be transient through the project. While

staff remain, cohorts of youth come to Ole project and,after some

period of.time, leave again. The program is thought to "belong" to

the adults. This limitation plus the fact that the "institutional

memory" of the project is held by adults makes /it exceedingly difficult

fOr youth to play a meaningful role.

In the large majority of projects, what involvement has been

evident was that which was most immediate to the concerns and activities-
of tbe youth themselves--their roles and their responsibilities.

Issues of budget, of the staffing of the project, of the design of

the curriculum, and negotiationo with other organizations and agencies

were all retained by adult staff. .The point in stressing the latk

of involvement is to alert those interested in the issue to the

constraints as well as to suggest what might be avenues for change.

There appearo to be li'ttle or no empirical evidence that youth.

involvement is a prerequisite to a successful transition. But,

alternatively, there is little or no literature which suggests it

is a hindrance. Thuo the issue is one of utility. Is youth

involvement congruous with,the philosophy and orientation of the

individual project? If so, it ohould be encouraged. If not, other

strategies are also available to asoi9t in the transition process.



III. Program Administration

Different, approaches to program administraiion among the thirty-six

projects reviewed for this report have proven successfuI. The approaches

fall on a continuum from a strong central administration which oversees

program operations to a participatory approach where degtions are

more frequently made in a decentralized manner. In either event, the

most smoothly operated programs all exhibit a clear sense of program

purpose and direction.

Expressions of dissatisfaction were heard most frequently when

the lines of responsibility were not explicit and when the plograms

could not organize themselves to deal with recurrent problems in an

effective manner. In thoae instances where "no one knew for sure

what they were supposed to be doing", program disorganization and low

staff morale were clearly apparent. Again, it should be stressed that

no one administrative style was more closely identified with these

dissatisfactions any more than one was, identified with the successful

practices. What also provoked considerable frustration among staff

was the sense that they, as an organization, were spending considerable

amounts of their time on recurrent problems--problems that they believed

could be solved by changes in program organization or more delegation

of responsibility. ,Issues such as recruiting students, developing

competencies for academic credit, maintaining high retention rates,

and authorization for expending funds were consistently mentioned as

points of contention.

In contrast pro rams o eratin mo t smoothl be the

hierarchical or participatory, possessed several factors in common.

These were: 1) development from a 4re-existing program or cluster

of programs.; 2) low otaff turnover; 3) location within or near to the



schools where students were bein served 4 staff *Mbers were either

members of the faculty'or were at the site daily as participants

in the program; 5) operators experienced in working_with in-school

youth programs and with educational administ?ations in general; and

6) the _program taking place or at least beglnning during the regular

school day. As the number of these factors declined at the sites,

there was a corresponding decline in efficiency of program Organization

and administration.

To return to a theme noted earlier, there is evidence from

our survey of the administration of the programs that there is a clear

need for technical assistance to the projects on matters of organization,

overnance decision makin ()trate ies and probleM solvin The time 1

.
.

le ..
,

and energy of many staff and many administratrs at simply too many

projects were taken up in dealing with these issues. A consistent

strategy of assistance might have lessened the times when improvisation

was built on improvisation, consuming more and mordof the energies

of those on the projects. It is also recommended that tAse who are

about to undertake the development and implementation of sucfi projects

be provided with in-depth training so no to forestall if not eliminate

the emergence of those problems at yet additional numbers of sites.

We are likely to find, if no/assistance is provided, that history

repeats it Of.

XX
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

p.

The youth unemployment situation in the Unit& States is a !hatter

of the utmost national concern. With unemploymenit rates for all youtil

approximately 20 percent and for those of mihority.youth nearly double

that figure the country is in the midst of seeing literally hundreds

of thousands of young people_pass into adulthood without ever having

been employed. And the implications of this prolonged period of unem-

ployment and schism between the young and the world of work are not

encouraging. As has been documented in a growing number of,studies,

the relation between long term unemployment and the work experiences of

persons while young is clear: Those who are marginal to or completely

outside the labor force'while they are young tend to be the same

persons in the same predicament when they are adults. The process

appears to be a cumulative one, and the cycle of unemployment persists.

1
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It should also be stressed hat the size of this population is not

to

.

insiRificant. On the average in 1977, 1.6 million young people
vo 1

between the ages of 16 and 19 were unable to find jobs and their .unem-

ployment rate was almost three times that for persons 20 years and older.

"Rated differently, youth account for appoximately one-tenth of the labor

force, but allmt one-quarter of all unemployed. In his address of

January 10, 1980 where he announced his new initiatives in the area Of

youth unemployment, President Cartet stated that there were:

2 million.high school studentl in lower income school
districts alone who are at least'two years behind in
their basic skills that are taken for granted in
today's job market, and I need not tell you that the
2-year measurement is much better than many of these
young peoples' educational 1 el demonstrated. A

IS
large number of high school g duates in the United
States of America are still fp ctionally illiterate.
They eannot read or write. TIley cannot add or sub-

tract well enough to hold a simple job..

There is a second large group of disadvantaged young
people also, coincidentally, about two million, who
are already,out of school but having severe problems
gettinl a job, and if they ever get a job, of holding
a job.

In sum, there iS an "at risk" population in these two categories alone of

nearly 4 million youth who are likely candidates for the unemployment rolls.

The response to this situation by the federal government hal: been

thrygh the initiatives contained in the Youth Employment and Demonstrations

Projects Act (YEDPA) of 1977. Created with a specific focus on the needs

of youth, the efforewas to signal a quantum leap in the support of

youth employment and training projects. 4Indeed, in its first two years

(1977-1979) YEDPA programs accounted for one fourth of the measured

employment growth for all teenagers and approximately three-fourths

of all employment growth for black teenagers.
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But if YEDPA was to be more thah simply ameliorative--desperate

as such ameliorative efforts were needed--there had to be new approaches

and new strategies for addressing the persistence of youth.unemployment.

The reason being, as Magnum and Walsh (1978) have cogently stated, that

little or no systematic effort has been made over the past years to

learn from previous efforts, both positive and negative. The decisions

on what programs to instigate, what policies to pursue, and what objectives

to seek have heretofore not been made. Their rather somber assessment

includes much of what they understand to be in the YEDPA initiatives

as well. They note:

4

It is ironic that after 17 years of experimentation
with employment and training programs for youth,
Congress found it necessary to legislate activities
and programs aimed at discovering the causes of youth
unemployment and its potential solutions. It seems

fair to ask whether the assumptions upon which past
youth programs were based were faulty, or whether the
programs themselves were poorly designed or mls-
managed. Yet, aside from the research provisions of
the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act
(YEDPA), the programs authoriied by the Act are the
same as those which have been implemented over the past
17 years--work experience on community improvement and
conservation projects, institutional and on-the-job
training, counseling,'placement and other kinds of
supportive services...Congress undoubtedly hoped that
programs 'initiated under YEDPA would be innovative and
would unearth heretofore untried techniques, but one
of the criticisms of past programs has been that they
have been almost exclusively experimental. Experiment
has been piled upon experiment, but a-concerted, overall
policy for treating youth unemployment and transitional
problems has never emerged. (p. 11)

If Mangum and Walsh are correct in their assessment that "aside

from the reseakch provisions", little new or.innovative could be

anticipated from the YEDPA effort, then, of necessity, attention

should focus on what the research sponsored YEDPA might yield in the

way of new insights or programmatic initiatives.



Of particular concern in the present instance has been the initia-

tive taken by the Office of Youth Programs in DOL to sponsor the Exemplary

In-School Demonstration Project. This project has been administered with

the assistance of Youthwork, Inc. Each individual program, competitively

selected, was to be an exemplary effort in one of four areas: (1) expanded

private sector involvement, (2) job creation through youth-operated

projects, (3) academic credit for work experience, or (4) career information,

guidance, and job seeking skills. The special focua of these programs

has been on the relation between in-school (or those who can be persuaded

to return to school) youth and employment/training opportunities. The

underlying rationale is one of bridging the traditional schism in American

society between school and work by developing a number of mechanisms

which,allow these two experiences to overlap. Rather than youth experi-

encing their education and work as dichotomous and unrelated., the aim is

to explore innovative means by which to make them coterminous and

interrelated.

The individual local programs selected for this demonstration

project were slated to operate from between nine and eighteen months,

i.e., between September 1978 and March 1980. Programs could include

summer activities in 1979 if those activities were shown to be a

logical extension of the school year program. They were funded from

$15 million set aside by the Department of Labor for discretionary

projects under the authority of the YETP legislation. The projected

size of the youth populations to be served in the programs varied from

a low of.35 to a high of 10,000. Sites were located across the nation

in 31 states and in locations that ranged from rural io metropolitan

areas. Individual grants ranged from aPproximately $175,000 to $400,000

with the average being near $300,000.
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The period covered by this present report--September 1978

through December 1979--has provided a sufficient time frame within

which to examine the four substantive areas in which programs were

to.operate. Each of these four models was designed to address one or

more of the contributions that in-school programs.could make to increase

both the academic preparedness of the youth and the skills they would

need to successfully secure employment. The task of this present report

is to explicate both the organizational differences between the four

models as well as to define more clearly within model variations. The

goal is to Tmovide to program personnel and policy makers alike an

understanding of the range of options available within the four models

-and when it is that one or another of the approaches appears most suitable

for a particular target population of youth.

A particular strength of this report is that it is able to examine

the programs over tide. In this way, our analysis is able to take into

account changes that have occurred and the merits of.these same changes.

The concerns with modifications in curriculum, in restructuring adminis-

tration, in coming to 4greements on the awarding'of academic credit, and

in finding ways by which to increase the involvement of youth.are docu-

mented in detail in this present report. Each of these concerns, set

within the context.of the on-going life of the individual programs,

provideS a window through which to examine hqw it is that the programs

organized themselves and responded to the needs of staff, administrators,

and youth. What is presented here is an analysis of those contextual

variables that have come to play such a dominant role in the life

of the programs. Further, it has been these same contextual variables

.that have come to be such important determinants of variations

31



between program strategies. The thoices made on academic credit, on

forms of youth participation, and on curriculum have all had an important

impact in differentiating the-strategies, one from another.

YEDPA and Knowledge Development

While the direct support for youth employment programs commands

the bulk of YEDPA appropriations, improved knowledge development is 9f

high priority. Indeed, the Cbngress authorized in the legislation that
o

up to a full 20 percent of the YEDPA funding could be used for demon-

stration projects seeking innovative means by which to address the probleffi

of youth employment. The first General Principle of the YEDPA Planning

Charter of August 1977 stated:

knowledge development is a primary aim of the new
youth programs. At every decision-making level,
an effort must be made to try out promising ideas,

to support on-going innovation and to assess per-
formance asrigorously as possible. Resources
should be concentrated and structured so that the
underlying ideas can be given a reasonable test.
Hypotheses and questions should be determined at
the outset, with an evaluation methodology built
in. (p. 5)

With the first phase of YEDPA funding ill FY 1978,,an ambitiouS

agenda of demonstration, research and assessment activities was implemented;

The Knowledge Development Plan structured an array of discretionary efforts

which would hopefully address a number of the most pressing 'questions

facing Rational policy makers. (DOL, 1978.) Within this 1978 plan

were a number, eight to be exact, "first order" questions which needed

"we
to be answered to both design and implement-the national priorities

regarding youth unemployment. Of the eight first order questions posed

by the 1978 Knowledge Development Plan, two are relevant to this present

report. They are:

32



and

7

1) Are there better approaches and delivery mechanisms
for the types of career development, employmeht and .
training services which are currently being offered?

2) What works best for whom? What performance or
outcome standards are best to determine what does
and does not work for youth? Which youtivwith
what characteristics benefit from which programs
and approaches?

It became apparent that as YEDPA moved into its second fiscal

year (1979) that a number of "second order" questions also deserved

attention. For the most part, these question6 were refinements and further

clarifications of the original eight. They focused more specifically,

for example, on targeting for sub-populations of youth, on isolating
P.

the effects of specific service components, and to compare among alternative

delivery approaches. Seven such second-order questions were posed for

the fiscal year 1979 effort. Three of these seven can also be addressed

with this present report. They are (DOL, 1979:5):

and

1) What strategies are most important at different
points in the lives of youth? Must training be
delayed until greater maturity is achieved?
Are employment and training programs a way of
inducing maturity?

2) How do the problems of significant youth segments
differ including those of migrants, rural youth,
the handicapped, offenders, young women with
children, runaways, and the like? Are special
needs groups and special problems better handled
by mainstreaming or by, separate programs for
these groups?

3) How can the lessons from knowledge development
activities best be'transferred to improve
existing youth programs. How can the institutional
change process be promoted?
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Of course, these bread questions from the fiscal year,k1978 and

1979 Knowledge Development Plans subsume many more detailed and spe-

cific sub-questiOns. Several are taken up in this present report.

They include (1) what insitutional settings appear most appropriate for

particular sub-groups; (2) what strategies are most appropriate for

enhancing the quality of the worii- experience; and (3) strategies for
%-

enhancing the appropriateness of the job placement.

It should be stressed again that the vantage point from which

these questions are addressed is that of the actual programs themselves.

The views are not those from the "top down", but from the "bottom up".

An important distinction and one that ought not to be dismissed when

further policy and program initiatives related to the YEDPA effort are

undertaken.

Youthwork, Inc. and Knowledge Development

The programmatic activities of Youthwork, Inc. are a direct response

to the efforts by the Department of Labor to address key knowledge

development issues. With Youthwork focusing on in-school youth and the

manner in which the educational and CETA delivery systems are able to

contribute to the resolution of the youth unemployment problem, there

has been achieved that necessary concentration of resources "so that the

underlying ideas can be given a reasonable test". The Youthwork knowledge

development effort has predicated its endeavor upon the following

assumptions:

--More is known about the intentions of innovative

youth programs than about program operations.

34
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--More is known about program outcomes than the

fkprocesses that generated such outcomes.

--More is known of the reasons foi program failure

than for program success.

,With these assumptions explicated, Youthwork-formulated four

knowledge development goals, each of Ohich sought to address the imbalance

described in one or more of the assumptions listed above (Youthwork, 1978).

1) To identify barriers to program implementation

and how to overcome them.

2) To identify unique features within programs that

most help youth to achieve program objectives.

3) To examine both the degree and direction in which\

participating institutions have changed, and how

these changes took place.

4) To assess basic assumptions underlying both the

policy and practice of in-school programs in

helping youth make the transition from school to

work'.

To achieve these goals, Youthwork structured its knowledge develop-

ment activities towards data collection and analysis in three areas:

the central policy question of the respective roles and responsibilities

of the educational and CETA delivery systems vis-a-vis youth employment

and training; programmatic issues relating to the implementation and

collaboration of approaches undertaken by individual programs in the

four focal areas; and the local knowledge development issues unique to

each program operator and community.
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It is to aspects of the first and second of these data

collection and analysis areas that this present interim report is addressed.

This report focuses on between as well as within model differences.' It

describes and analyzes certain unique features which distinguish programs.
P.

,

The degree and direction that the participating programs have changed

is illuminated as are several of the fundam ;ntal assumpti ns about the

transition from school to work and the manner in which different

programmatic models are thought to assist in that transition. Direct

observation of program activities, both formal and informal interviews

with participants, and the longitudinal perspective have all been employed

to ascertain when programs are working, why they are working, and for

whom they are most appropriate.

Targeting on In-School Youth: Defining the Issues

As suggested in the quote by Ginzberg at the beginning of this'

report, there are two contraSting views on the origins and persistence

of youth unemployment. The first view posits that many applicants are

not hired because they lack certain basic competencies or that the

skills they do possess are outmoded or for which there is little

demand. The fault for this situation is laid on the doorstep of

education, the sector of the society responsible for instructing the

younUn basic competencies and for orienting them towards appropriate

adult roles. The alternative view holds that the issue is not one of

the skills or competencies of the applicants, but rather that for some

years now there has been a weak and inconsistent demand for labor--

particularly the labor of the young. In this context, the point is,

raised that one can create a thousand and one different bridges for

36
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the transition from school to work, but if there is no,work when the

transition is completed, all is for naught.

Ginzberg writes that he believes both positions to be overstated.

But overstatement is not the same as being incorrect. If both positions

ate fundamentally true, then each is tied in a rdeiprocal relation to

the other. Which, in turn, suggests that any effort that addresses

only one'of the two propositions will have a very low probability of

success. No single strategy can be assumed to comprehensively-address

what is a multi-faceted and multi-dimensional phenomenon.

But having said that a single strategy will not suffice is

simply to have stated the negative. Indeed, it is not clear what will

work, hence,the emphasis within the YEDPA legislation upon innovation

and research. We must consider ourselves fortunate at this time if we later

learn that we have been working with the correct questions, for it is

obvious that we are some way off from providing the correct answers.

Witness this summary of responses by program operators to the question

of how to enhance the motivation and performance of the youth in their

programs (Mangum and Walsh, 1978:68-69):

The majority of operators at the local sites agree
that motivational and performance difficulties asso-
ciated with youth are among the most severe operational
problems. But there is disagreement on how best to
resolve these issues. Some argue that programs dealing
with youth should not contain other target groups,
thereby allowing operators to concentrate totally on
their special problems. Others assert the opposite,
that the role models provided by older, more experienced
workers are essential for the younger, less stable
employees. Some operators contend that the problems
of youth may not be particularly different film those
of other hard to employ groups and that a well
structured program with quality work sites providing
meaningful work, training, and opportunities for
permanent transition is the key to success witb all,
target populations. Other combinations of program

tit. 37
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treatment are being attempted with youth, such
as the inclusion of remedial education and insti-

tutional job training in the basic work experience
format, What is clear is that definitive answers
to these or other questions Concerning.the most
effective methods for dealing with youth are not
yet at hand. (emphasis added)

If definitive answers are not at hand, the first task then is

one of sorting out which questions are likely to be answered and when.

Secondly, it will be necessary to undertake systematic efforts to gain

the answers in such a way that the impact is cumulative. In much the

same way as the 'OYP has prioritized a set of generic first and second

order questions, the same has to be done on a more specific level for

each of the areas in which- we are woefully lacking in data and

answers. We have to begin to chart our course, or we will end up

once again as Mangum and Walsh described it earlier, without an overall

policy for addressing the issues of youth unemployment and School to

work tradsition.

We are at present in a stye of approximation--a stage where

there are useful operating lessons to be learned from answering

correctly posed questions. Our sophistication in sorting out what

1

works best for whom is slowly accumulating, but again, we are learning

more about the negatives, i.e., what not to do, and still uncertain

on the prescription.

There are sTveral additional insights to be gained from a closer

examination 'of the duality and reciprocity of the causal relations posed

by Ginzberg. These can be presented as complementary to his basic

position and can also illuminate the framework within which the

following analysis of the four programmatic alternatives has been

%

undertaken.
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First,.the fact that effective strategies must include attention

to both sides of the relation-Ttraining and employment--necessitates

that those institutions which perform-one or the other of these functions

best must, of necessity, work collaboratively with other institutions

to achieve tha maximal iMplict. The issue is not one of "either-or",
%pp

but rather that bf what each is able to most effectively contr1but4

to the success of the whole. It i"no longer either education or

employment, but an effective combimation-of the twi The task is to

work out effective linkages between institutions so as to build on

respective strengths. That such a view has been accepted by the Congress

and the Department of Labor is also evideht in the mandated 22 percent

"set aside" in the YETP portion of the YEDPA legislation. These funds

have been specifically targeted for thOse programs which are created as

a result of collaborative efforts between the CETA and LEA A any

local, community. Literally hundreds'of such awards have been made in

the past two fiscal years, suggbsting that collaboration is beginning

and the exploration of mutual assistance is underway.

Second, the question of 41What works best for whom" remains of

the highest priority. If resources are to be used most effectively

to assist those most in need, there must be an increased

understanding of the education and employment needs of groups of

youth and how it is that these can be fulfil d. The concern is for

specificity, or as is used in the title of this report, with "targeting".

The match between the needs of'youth and the correct\program response

is a major concern of the current YEDPA demonstration efforts. The

creation of Youthwork and other non-profit intermediaries is but one

example of the means being employed to study specific program alternatives

33across various youth populations.
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Finally, to remediate for the present lack of skills and compe-

tencies among literally millions of young people will necessitate a

strategy different than that which must be employed to halt the con-
.

tinuing rgoccurance of this condition in the future. For teenagers and

young adults who lack basic skills, the options are relatively limited

especially if they have already left the educational system. Remedial

programs can be created, but current\Tctices are not encouraging as

to retaining youth in the programs, if in act they can be persuaded to

enter in the first place. The transmission of basic skills by non-

traditional means is perhaps the preeminent educational challenge for

this eohort of youth. On the employment side, thelsame can be said

about the creation of stable employment opportunities.

For those youth who are still affiliated with a school, the clear

implication is that programs on their behalf must be initiated mich

earlier in their schooling proCess. They also must be done with a more

systematic attention to the acquisition of skills and the demonstration

of basic competencfes. The creation of reinedial programs for'students

in the last year or two of their formal education is simply too little

and too late. The effort has to begin early and concentrate

upon those in greatest need. (Here again there is a clear con-

sistency between this position and the recently announced youth unem-

ployment initiatives by the President on January 10, 1980.) The investment,

early on and intensive,appears to be worth the cost. As Adrims and

Mangum (1978:137) have Ooted:

Investment in education and training (Wring youth
is closely correlated with subsequent investment

over the life cycle. Those who invest early,

continue to invest later. Thus, part of the

economic returns to education and craning during
youth is realized through access to subsequent

4 0
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education.and training opportunities. Not only.
is-tHis Milportaux to:early labor.market.success,
but also toavoidance of later ecOnomic and social
problehis asSociated with declining investment and
ensuing Skill obsolescence with age.

Though the recent National Academy of Education report (Kerr, et a

1979:17) offered a more guarded assessment when it dtated, with respect

!

to thelOngterm impact of ork-education programs,'^"The avirage eff cts

are modest atbest," the point remains: participation in education!and

employment training, programs dOes have an impact Upon the life-chaUCes
A

of-youth.- The'empirical question is not one Of whether an impact,lbut

in what degree.

The sites selected by Youthwork to serve as Exemplary In-SChool
4

Demonstration Projects have bee presented with a challenging set of
\

problems. The sites were chosen for their potentialjto demonstrate that

innovative programs could be created so as to impact upon the tansition

from school to work for specific target populations of American youth,

All parties to these exemplary programs have had to deal with a continuing

set of chang ng conditions, changes that had the potential for severe

disruptions ,1.11 the ptovision of services to the youth. It is to the

credit of tile CETA and school delivery systems, as well as to the

Separtment of Labor and eo Youthwork, that in spite of many start-up

problems and.the chaotic press of the first year-program implementation,

ihe preliminary findings are strong and consiiient. The various program

models are taking on distiudlive attributes and :will contribute significantly

to our understanding of which in-school programs are most appropriate

for which cohorts of youth. The four models provide a cogent analytic

framework within which to discuss in-school alternatives and their

relation to targeting on youth in need.
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a

Having said this, it is important fo stress that the findings

reported in this interim report are based on the first fifteen of
I

the eighteen'months that the projects have been slated to function.

.) As auch, this report must be taken for what it is, an interim ;issess-

ment of what we understand to have been in existence through December

1979. The four models have undergone, in greater and lesser degree,

ihanges since their\initial conceptualization, let alone in their

early implementation. This report seeks to explicate several of these

key changes and provide insights an the strategies which appear most

appropriate to insure the'successful application of the intended

model. This report can p* rovide an important backdrop for discussion of the

variety of alternatives available to CETA and individual LEAs as they

7
seek to combine their efforts on behalf of in-school youth.

On This Report

The primary source of data for this report has been the materials

produced by the individual on-site observers at each of the 36 reporting

-

projects. These observers, wiih few excep ns, began their affiliation

*with the sites during the veqifirst days of program start-up. Their

field notes reflect the sensitivities which can come only from a

long and in-depth involvement with their respective programs. It has

been the task of the Youthwork National Policy Study staff at Cornell

University toAiring together the.ethnographie notes, the materials from

countless interviews, the extensive documentation, and the various

numerical data as the basis for analysis. It is in this way that we

have sought to describe the mosaic that is the Exemplary In-School

Demonstration Project.
1

Together with these multiple forms of field

1
A detailed account of the methodology employed for Olis study can be

found in Chapter Two.
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data, use has been made of the MIS,data system established by Youthwork.

These latter data have been particularly helpful in allowing a melding

of the descriptive data with various tabulations: number of participants,

time in the program, projected target group enrollments, etc. The final

thread weaving through this anal3rsis is"that of the extensive literature

whith has emerged with regar&to/youth unemployment in general and the

YEDPA initiatives in particular. While little of this literature has

been formally published, in journafarticles or books, the number of

reports, conference papers, occasional papers, and federal documents

grows almost daily.

,Each of the'following four chapters reportS on a different program

Model within the Youthwork initiative. A number of analyses cut across

these four chapters: form and content of curriculum, patterns of pro-

gram administration, agreements on the awarding of academic credit, and

mechanisms for increasing,youth involvpment.

Recommendations for both the Department of Labor and Yduthwork,

Inc. are located at the end of each chapter. The recommendations are

emergent from and consistenf with the individual programmatic focus

found in the four areas. That there are differences in the recommendations

across these four areas, (e.g., recommending increased individualized
No

instruction in one area and increase adult instruction in another) is

to be expected. Indeed, it is precisely this ability to begin to

differentiate which programmatic options appear to best function with

varying organizational forms and for which groups.of students that

marks this Interim Report as an important contribution to our under-

"standing of "what works for whom and why?".

4 3
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METHODOLOGY: 1THE APPLICATION-OF ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Introduction

In September 1978, Youthwork, Inc. requested a group of researchers

at Cornell University to undertake a longitudinal ethnographic study of

the entire cohort of funded projects. The Cornell effort, entitled the

"Youthwork National Policy Study" began immediately to locate and train

on-site observers for each of the projects. The first traininisession

for observers was held in October 1978 in St. Louis, Missouri. Subsequent

training sessions for additional observers were held in Washington., D.C.

and in San Francisco. Al1 told, observers were trained for 44 of the 46

operational sites. A second round of training sessions, to

allow for necessary "mid-course corrections", were held in the Spring

1979. Training was also provided in May 1979.to observers from an additional

seven sites added to the original cohort of projects.

The first training sessions were used to acquaint the newly hired

observers with the initial foci of the research effort and to examine

the basic skills observers would need for their fieldwork. The emphadis

18 4 4
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was on describing how to traingulate data sources (printed matter, obser-
,

vations, formal interViews) and effective ways to acquirq data which

would contribute to answering the key policy questions. The focus 'of

the Spring training sesSion was to further specify the issues to be

examined in the remaiader of the year: The session Also dealt with

particular protleTs encountered by observers during their first six

months on their sites. A third emphasis was a review of the nature

and strengthe,Of-in-depth focused interviewing.

A significant departure from tradiLonal ethnographic research

was instigated with this present study. Rather than send the observers

into the field and wait fOr the "emergent issues" to become apparent,

time constraints as well as specific policy questions of concern to the

Congress, the Department of Labor, and to Youthwork, Inc. necessitated

the pre-definition of the areas of investigation. Five "analysis

packets" have been written, each of which has focusbd on a particular

area of study. The analysis packets have not specified how the data

relevant to the various policy issues should be collected,'only what

were the areas of.concern. Appendix A (attached) is'a copy of the

Analysis Packet developed for this report. An such, the packet provides

the framework within which the data for this present rePort have been

gathered.
1

Throughout the study, observers have remained responsible

for determining the important events and activities at their respective

project sites and for insuring that these events are faithfully

reported in their field notes.

1
This is not lo suggest that this report has been based exclusively on

data collected with respect to the Analysis Packet. Material from other

analysis packets has also been used when appropriate.
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Perhaps more important to stress than the changes made withtn the

methodology is the fact.that qualitative research is being used at all.

The application of this method to the study of the Exemplary In-School

Projects represents something of g break with traditional approaches tq

the study of education and employment training. Rather than rely-exclu-

sively ord the,models of "input-output" evaluations, or those which stress

summative approaches, Youthwork, Inc. has opted for a multi-method

evaluation. It is employing both quantitative and qualitative approaches.

In this manner, YouthwOrk has available analyses based on the study of

social processes and day-to-day realities not amenable to quantification.

Not all that should be known about these projects can be learned through

mathematical tormulas or standardized testing. An in-depth familarity,

a closeness to the staff and students, a longitudinal perspective which

permits the oserver to study changes and reactions to changes over time

are all'strengthg derived from an ethnographic approach.

There is a growing consensus among.those involved in large scale

policy evaluations that there is an important, indeed critical, role to

be pla d by qualitative research. Too often in the past, the assumption

has been made that statistical realities coincide with cultural realities.

That this is not so has been the Achilles heel of so many efforts at
w

evaluating employment and training programs. Succinctly, to build from

the round u one needs to know what ig_going on at the round level.

As Weiss had already noted in 1970:

One hopeful direction is to place less streas
on evaluation of over-all impact, studies that

. come out with all-or-nothing, gO/no-go conclusions.

More resources should be allocated to evaluations

that compare the effectiveness of variant
conditions within programs*(different emphases
and components of programs, attributes of
spongoring agency structure and operation,

4 6
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-?
characteristics of participants) and begin.to
explain which elements and sub-elements aie
associated with.more or less Success. Such
an approach produces data of- interest across
a wide range,of programs and has high utility
in pointing direction for further program
development.

In reviewing a large number of studies of the utilization (or

a .

lack thereof) of program evaluations, Alkin and Daillak (1919) have'

concluded that the utilization of process evaluations is hindered by

the attempt to translate complex and multi-dimensional variables into

linear and discrete variables. Program persons themselves know this

can badly destroy their program. Thus they increasingly tend not to

place much reliance on such material. In the end, it is of little

benefit to program operators and policy makers to have to rely on

artificially created "clean" data in a complex and messy world. Alkin

and Daillak also conhude:

In a very real sense, there is another major
finding of the study; an enhanced conviction on
our part that naturalistic methods are the most
powerful and appropriate methodology for the
study of utilization. (p. 49)

We would conclur and suggest that the same would hold true for studies

of program implementation and inter-institutional collaboration as well.

What follows in this present chapter is a discussion of /the

methodology used in this research. The key point be reviewed are

the theoretical and empirical rationale for qua itative research, the

. various techniques employed, the manner in which the data were coded

and analyzed, and the strengths and limitations of the overall approach.

I. Theoretical and Em irical Rationale

Many labels have been attached to the research strategy in which

researchers directly Observe human activity and interaction in a

4 7
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naturalistic environment. The earliest use of this technique was by

anthropologists in their field studies of pre-literate peoples.

Malinowski (1922) labeled his technique of observing and participating

in the various activities of a Trobriand village as "ethnography". He

described his goal in utilizing=this technique as follows:

The field ethnographer has seriously and soberly
to cover the full extent of the phenomena in each
aspect of tribal culture studies, making no dif-
ference between what is commonplace or drab, or
.ordinary, and what strikes him as astonishing and
out of the way. At the same time, the whole area
of tribal culture, in all.its aspects, has to be
gone over in research. The consistency, the law
anci order which obtain within each aspect make
also for joining them into one coherent whole.

More recently, Valentine (1968) has called for new ethnographic

research to be conducted among various groups of North American urban

poor. He states it will be only through direct participation in the

life of those being studied will there emerge an understanding of the

strueture of the society in which they live. Valentine contends just

as provincial judgments were made by colonialists concerning the

peoples they encountered, so also provincial judgments are presently

being made about the poor by middle-class social scientists. The

provincialism must be overcome by sustained contact which leads to

acceptance and understanding of the internal logic of the group being

studied. Valentine notes (1968:8-9):

From the time of pioneer,field workers onward, it
has been recognized that prolonged, intensive,
direct exposure to the actual conditions of life
is needed to understand a previously unknown culture.
This involves direct observation of social behavior
and participation in community life as well as
systematic questioning and discussion with informants.
Only by this immersion in on-going group existence
can the anthropologist probe thoroughly beneath the
surface of a culture and replace superficial impressions
with more accurate insights.

4 8
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Dating back at least a half century, American social scientists

have utilized ethnographic research. They have completed such diverse

studies as those of industrial strikes (Gouldner, 1954); patterns of

community organization (Hatch, 1948; Lynd and Lynd, 1928; Warner, et al.,,

1944); behavior,in public places (Goffman, 1963); psychiatric inter-

viewing (Scheff, 1966); clientele in stores wl.th pornographic material

(Polsky, 1967); development of racial identification (Clark, 1947;

Goodman, 1952); Whyte (1943) and his study of "Cornerville"; Liebow

'(1967) with cab drivers; and Bogdan (1975) to measure "success" In a

poverty program.

Within the field of education, both participant and nonparticipant

observation have been employed in the study of classroom activities and

interactions. Bellack (1966), Biddle and Adams (1967), Henry (1963),

Rist (1970, 1973, and 1978), Smith and Geoffrey (1968), and Kleinfeld

,(1979) have all utilized direct observation of clasgroom situations to

analyze attitude formation, peer group relations, student teacher

training, and variations in teacher control techniques. The ethnographic

approach has been used in several recent large scale evaluations of

desegregation (Rist, 1979), science education (Stake, 1978), and

educational change in rural school districts (Herriott, 1978).

In the employment field, Wurzburg (1978,1979) adopted a case

study approach to provide an on-going picture of how prime iponsors

were implementing YCCIP and YETP programs. The Work in America

Institute (1978) used short case studies to describe private sector

intiatives for the hard-to-employ and the National Institute of

Education funded the RMS Research Corp. (1979) to conduct intensive
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ethnographic evaluations of implementation efforts at four replications

of the Philadelphia based OIC/A model of school to work transition.

II. The General Research Plan

The Youthwork National Policy Study chose the ethnographic approach

because of its flexibility in design and execution and, most important,

because qualitative data are most useful in capturing the processes and

- on-going problems and successes of.program development and implementation.

In addition, these types of data easily lend themselves to a formative

feedback design which is essential to the Improvement of employment and

educational programs for low-income in-school youth. The field work

hoe drawn heavily from the methodologies i'taditiondlly associated with

anthropology, sociology, and social psychology.

Throughout thegperiod of the field work, the field researchers,

one at each of the sites, have functioned as ethnographers. Their

overriding concern has been with capturing and describing various

dimensions of the project. The role has been more that of a student

interested in learning about how the various'pieces of a puzzle fit

together than a traditional evaluator who enters the setting with

explicit a priori assumptions about what the system ifs and how it is

supposed to lunction.

The complexities of implementing multi-task programs in schools

are different to capture with straight interview data and/or survey

questionnaires. The field researchers have been trained in the appli-

cation of the traditional emic approach to field work. This approach
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dictates that the observer should ascertain the criteria that informants

use to interpret and describe their own experiences. Variously des-

cribed by other researchers as "folk system analysis", or studies of

the "social construction of reality", the importance of the approach

has been described by Ogbu:

From this perspective the behavior of any group of
.people in schools, churches, or Oolitical rallies
are not governed by an "objective reality.out there",
but by the "reality" they e erie e and interpret.
oot studies document the middle cl ss interpretations

of the universe pf these people. ,AN1 hough.the theories
that emerge may be self consistent, they do not repre- -

sent accurately the "realities" they attempt to explain.

Data Sources
A-

Field reoearchero have use0 multiple data sources for their

description and analysis of the in-school exemplary program with which

they are affiliated. The basic otrategy of data collection is that of

a triangulation of data sourceo, i.e., to combine varying kinds of ,

data from different sources (cf. Dentin, 1970). Data from diverse

oeurceo,tend to be complementary because of their reciprocal strengths

and weaknesses (cf. Rist, 1977). The basic research activities of

on-site observers have been those which simnitaneously combined document

analysis, respondent and informant interviewing, direct participation,

and extensive observation of the various Lets of the local project.

There was also the occasional opportunity to use data gatheeed by

others at the site, e.g., third party evaluators.

Participant Observation. Ethnographers attempt to immerse

themselves in an environment to understand the situation im the

oyotem--allowing impressions and patterns to emerge from their
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\,gparticipation with, and observation of people in their natural settin s.

'Ethnographic field work is guided by grounded theory (cf. Glaser and

Strauss, 1967). This involves developing hypotheses and analytical

frameworks by interacting directly with the empirical reality.

Traditionally, field work of this type was only assumed possible through

a long and intensive period,of residency on site. Of necessity, the

field work conducted in this present study was done on a somewhat

different schedule. An important variation from the classical model

was that the observer was noe"in residencY", but was a member of the,

local community who.visited the site on an average of one day, per week.

The amount and quality of data that were collected over the months and

months of these weekly visits suggests, though, that the traditional

model may be overstated for study of American organizations when conducted

by Americans themselves. As Pelto and Pelto (1970:92) have written:

Every individual is a participant observer--if
not of other cultures, then at least of his own.
But the typical nonanthropological resident in
a foreign community returns to his native haunts
with a very unsystematic and incomplete picture
of the scene he has observed. Field work requires
much more than simply "being there" and passively
watching what people are about. Often the iield-
worker, in observing a particular pattern of
behavior or an event, needs to find out a great
deal more about that event than he is able to
observe firsthand. His personal theoretical
frame of reference suggests to him sets of questions
to ask; relationships of this event to other types
of data must be explored, and a host of other
materials must be considered in order to make
individual observations useful. In cases where
the fieldworker feels that a significant block
of information is availdble to him simply through
his observation of a particular type of event, he
may nonetheless need to devise ways of,ensuring_
the representativeness and objectivity of his
observations in anseries of repetitions of the
given event. By structuring observations and
systematically exploring relationships among ,

5 2
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different eventsthrough Interviewing, watching,
and perhaps administering "tests"--participant
observation can be converted to scientific use.
(p. 92)

Over time, our data suggest.repeated patters of behavior emerge and are

identifiable, even if observation is non,continuous.

Key Informant Interviewing. "Working with informants is the ball-

mark.of ethnographic field work", according to Spradley and McCurdy (1972).

The difference between a respondent and an'informant is that a respondent

will respond o specific questions (usually honestly) whereas an informant

answers specific questions and then supplies additional, unsolicited

information (both related and unrelated,to the question), giving the

researcher a broader view'of the situation. Spradley and McCurdy (19721

explain the process and difficulties in selecting informants.

The ethnographic field worker must locate helpful
people, win their cooperation, and establish a
close, personal relationship with them. This task
is not simple, because it involves a basic conflict
On the one hand, the ethnographer establishes a .

relationship of trust wtth his informants. It is

Alesirahle that ihis be produrrive and beneficial to
'both parties. Often it is marked by friendship.
On the other hand, the ethnographer seeks to know
things that informants may be reluctant to reveal.
Indeed, they may pqrceive that the researcher is
asking them to tell%Ibcrets about other people to
whom they are loyal. At the very least, they will
he asked to talk about what they know in a manner
that is new to them. Some of the ethnographer's
questions may be emharrapsing; otherd are outright
stupid.

This basic conflict is exacerbated when one is perceived as an evaluator.

Generally, working alone rather than in teams creates a less threatening
A

atmosphere which is more conducive to gathering data. The value to a

researcher in having a key.informant iS that this person knows their
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setting from the inside and has had experience in their current aocial

situation, e.g., the school. Another important characteristic of a

good in t is his/her willingness and ability to talk or

communicate.
4 .

tnfomal Interviews. Many of the data were collected during

informal interviews with students and staff imbers during lunch or

after school. The purpose of using informal"interviewswas to'collect

data in normal, "natural" settings. Information collected in the

natural setting is more likely to reflect real condition6 and-

constraints operating on the individual. The approach avoids many

of the problems associated with role playing. .In addition, this

approach mitigates many of the problems that exist in the laboratory

setting wpere artificial stimuf+ (stimuli isolated from the context

in'which an individual would actually be operating) produce an

artificial response (a response that reflects the environment of the

laboratory). Informal interviews have also been conducted at the

homes of staff members, bars, sitting on the hood of a car, a coffee

shop, staff offices, and on the streets.

Biographical Case Studies. Case studies of individual

students, their background and progress throU); the'program, continuh

to be compiled. These studies document the development of students

as they progress through the program. Expressive autobiographic

.

interviews have been extensively used thus far to develop the case

studies. The expressive autobiographic interview according to

Louise Spindler is:
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A cross between a struCtured interview and a
'chronological autobiography. The respondent ,

is asked to tell the story of his or her life
but intervention by the anthropologist at
critical-points...relevant to (specific topical
points of interest)...tuins the autohiography
to relevant considerations and perMits an
economy of time that is not possible with the
full autobiography. (Spindler and Spindler,
1970, 11. 293)

The data collected from these intensive interviews with the youth

haVe been integrated into the present study hy means of illustration. In.

this Manner, the impacts of programs can bp portrayed in the lives.of

lv
individual youth.

Written Documents. Field researchers obtain copies or make

abstracts-of all written records pei)inent to their exemplary program. Such
-,-

records have included evaluation repor6s, memoranda, announcejents,

internal communications, unn-confideniial aisessments of studnt per7

formance, formal contracts of association, newspaper clippings and the

like. Also, the actual learning packets, textbooks, supplementary

reading materials and assignments used in theivarious projects have con-

tributed an understanding of the system. They have been used as well

to document-the instructional pravices used at the different sites.

MIS Data. One aspect,of the multi-method approach being used

by Youthwork, Inc. to evaluate the Exemplary In-School-Programs has

been to c011ect certain:standardized data across all operational sites.

This haq been done through the use of a Management Information

System (MIS). Daii collected from each site in this system include

number of students enrolled, number of students who have successfully

completed the,program, the percentage of predictedstudent population

55
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served to date, the size of staff, and a host of demographic variables
4

about the individual students. These data have been made available

to the YNPS and have been incorporated into this and other reports.

Data Transmission. Two forms of-data have been produced by

the on-site observersg The first is a copy of each and every protocol

generated'by-the observer during any data collection endeavor, be that

effort one of idterviewing, observing,.or the collection of written

materials. These are gathered together by the project director and

staff at Cornell so as to maintain a continuous monitoring system of

field produced materiaL To date (February 1980) 1807 such proacols

A

have been produced pnd mailed to, the YNPS Cornell office.,

The setood form of data transmitted from the on-site observers

hlve\bee brief (3 to 5 page) analytic narratives written in response

#to 41!qu t on sent by the Cornell staff. The questions have addressed

specific d ensions related to the key policy questions guiding this

research effort.
4

Organization and Analysis of Field Notes
0

Systematic and analyticaljpbservations depend upon the recording

of comprete, accurate, and detailea)field notes. On-site observers are

charged with recording their observations as soon after witnessing an

event or an interview as possible. Field researchers were cautioned

that using mechanical devices such as tape recorders for the recording -

of events tends to inhibit spontaneity and candor. Unless otherwise

ssreed upon with the individual site observer, no mechanical devices are

used during on-site observations. During the.research, training

sessions were held at which observers were instructed in styles of note
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taking and the manner in which the field notes were to be converted into

protoco1s. These protocols are the key data source for the subsequent

analysis. One copy of each protocol remains with the field observer

"And one copy is sent to the YNPS Project Director. All protocols are

,read promptly by YNPS ataff. There has been close contact between

YNPS staff and on-site observers. The YNPS staff requests additional

data to Correct omissions,.resolve contradictions and clarify ambiguous

statements while the material is still fresh in the mind of the on-site

Observer. Additionally, other kinds of strategies or activities to

be obsermed may be suggested to provide data needed to answer particular

probing questions. Sample protocol pages from two on-site observers are

enclosed.

.Distilling these voluminous files of protocols has required a

series of coding and editing steps. Code sheets have been developed to

coincide with each of the analysis packets. Reading the protocols and

categoriziug the data by topic has been undertaken by the YNPS staff

and done according to a framework necessary to answer the key policy

questions. Further, this effort has allowed for a-standard conceptual

framework to be applied across all field sites. In the past, multiple

frameworks applied to multiple sites have often detracted from

the ability to generalize and develop recommendations.

Validity

\s The validity of natmralistic case study material depends greatly

a upon he manner in which the data are recorded, the sensitivities of

the field researcher and the quality of the analysis of the data. There

are at least three sources of validity for naturalistic data which are
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name of researCher:.
date of observation: 7/25/79 32

subject of observation:. Interview w/student
site of observation: School
protocol #: 43

page 1 of 2

1 has been in the program for about three month8.
2 She has been attending the school for a little
3 longer than that--about 4-1/2 months. She
4 found out about the program and the school
5 through her parole officer. She was givel the
6 choiee between coming to the school and going
7 to classes at . She chose this school because
8 the classes are smaller here and because of the
9 program--"the teachers are cool here. They take
10 the time. If you have a hard time learning some-
11 thing or if you have a problem, they will help
12 you with it." During the summer she is working
13 for the newsletter of this school. She is in
14 charge of the section of the paper called "Job Haves".
15 She writes artitles on where different people work,
16what their jobs are about-and how they like it.
17 They are gofng to be published in five newsletters
18 this summer. She and the other students in her
19newsletter class like the work they are doing and
20will be continuing it this fall.
21
22 She is currently on lay-off of her job. She had.
23worked there for several months assisting the
24 medical personnel pulling charts, taking phone calls
25 and stocking medical supplies. She liKed the work
26 but did not like the staff she worked with. She had
27 disagreements with her supervisor about the clothing
28 she wore when she was on the job, leaving the job
29 early, and coming in late--"I felt like she was
30 picking on me. I think I'd rather work someplace'
31 else besides the health clinic. It's too hectic."
32 She also told me that she would prefer something
33 closer to her home. She mentioned that the staff
34 at the health clinic was small and that they didn't
35 have the time to train her properly. Sometime in
36 the near future, she will be meeting with her super-
37 visor and a staff.person from the school to work
38 out some of the problems she had there. She doubts
39 very seriously that she will go back. She feels
40 very strongly that her supervisor was not fair with
41 her. She thought it was unreasonable of her to
42 request that she not wear short-sleeved blouses--
43 "The other girls wore them, but she didn't yell at
44 them."

45 .

46 She didn't get into the program immediately after
47 her enrollment in the school. There was some con-
48 fusion over whether she was eligible or not,for
49 the program. It took about six weeks for her
50 certification to go through. During that time she
51 took the orientation class that is required before
52 placement in a job.

53
54 The credit that she was getting for her job place-

55 ment wap very important to her. She plans on com-

..'



nane of researcher:
33

page 1 of 10
date of observation: 3/28(79 ,

subject of observation: Interview with Prime Sponsor Personnel Overseeing the Current
site of observation: Prime Spoasor 'YETP Youthwork Program
protocol #: 26 Office

1 The following is an interview requested by Dr. -

2 on inquiring upon the relationships between ,CETA
3 and the school.
4

5 Question: Where does the program interface with CETA?
6

7 Response: 'Up.to now, we have been serving two d1t-
8 ferent groups. The groups are almost identical bui'
9 they (referring to youthwork,program) draw from
lOreferrals addressing more troublesome students. We
llserve the dame type of population, but not the same
12kids and they provide a broader range of services
13than we do. ("They" is a reference to the youth-

14work sponsored program. "We" refers to other youth
15programs sponsored and conducted by the prime sponsor.)
16After the recent meeting (he is referring to the
17meeting between youthwork, prime.sponsor staff and
18program staff.) We will have established a direct
19 linkage between other youth programs and the
20 program. The reason for the direct linkage is that
21 exemplary program had start up problems and diffi-
22 culty 'in ,ruching the projected number of students .

23 and our other CETA youth programs havewhad difficulty
24 in obtaining academic credit for our participants.
25 By establishing concurrent enrollment between a
26 couple of our youth programs the youthwork program
271411 provide a broader base and,more services and
28 hopefully we will align the prime sponsor and the
29 school district more closely and this relationship
30 will continue afterthe current program.

31
32 Probe: Is one of the main reasons you suggested
33 the concurrent enrollment with the youthwork program-
34 was to establish a precedent for academic achievement?

35 (Explanation: In the meeting of Pebruary' 16 found
.

36in Protocol Number 20, it was suggested that students
37 currently enrolled in a YETP Program conducted at

39 rolls and be paid from their m y for the first
Nmc38 the local high school wouldI.i.ransferred to the

40 100 hours and in addition to that the program would

41 provide a job coordinator'and classroom instruction

42 and the students would receive academic credit for

43 the classwork and on-the-job training.)

44
45
46
47
48
49

50

51

52
53

d

54
55
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applicable to the present study; ecological (external) validity;

phenomenological (internal) validity; and contextual,validity. In

naturalistic research, the data are considered to be valid, they

reflect or describe what actually is--what has occurred, what oon-
D V

ditions exist, what interactiona have taken place, etc.
1

Ecorogical validity mearli; that the setiing is accurately portrayed.

If the account of the activity faithfully descrlbes the setting in its

natural form, then the report is ecologically valid. Field accounts

must preserve the integrity Of the natural setting. It has been:a:key task

of the project director and his st,uff to continually monitor the field -

a

protocols for authenticity between the data and the seiting.

Internal validity is achieved within naturalistic research when,

the descriptions of the events, situations, an& interactions- among.actors

are such that they accurately reflect the perceptions and intentions of

-

the actors themselves. An observer seeks to understand how those who

were involved interpreted what they and others around them weie doing.

The goal is to present material in such a way as to enable readers to

understand "from the inside" why adtors behaved as they did.

Contextual validity comes from the accurate capturing of the

"natural business" of.the'actors in xhe setting such that to an outsider

'reading the report, the rhythm and routine of the setting become

apparent. The descriptions of the setting should "ring true" to those

who participate in the setting. At the same time the fullness of

description should make pertinent features of the setting understandable

to outsiders.
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III. Strengths and Limitations of the Data

The major strength of the data which have been collected is derived

from the longitudinal nature-of the research design. The single most

apparent weakness in most research efforts attempting to document and

analyze program implementation is that they laCk a sufficient longitudinal

perspective (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). A number of studiet have

utilized what could more aptly be described as a-cross-sectional approach

in contrast to studying the program in question over time (cf. Rossi and

Wright, 1977).,

Another major strength of the data is that long-term participation

in a social system allows an observer to become sensitive to the subtle

nuances that have meaning only to those within the system. A weakness of

..0,0 quantitative designs is that they assume that behavior can be abstracted

and measured accurately. The abstraction from various scores and test

results can only give indication of output,'not of process. Long-term

participation in a social system-permits the observer to understand the

processes which occur.

A basic epistomological assumption underlies the selection of

direct observation as the primary ra'search strategy employed in this
a .

study: that direct observation can make positive contributions to the

study of the context of human and institutional behavior. The problems

of 'bias or preconception may be critical to the interpretation givOn

in the data, nevertheless, there will exist an account of the behavior

relatively independent of the interpretations drawn from that account.

The observations at the sites were necessarily selective. However,

closervers wereinstructed to lobk for situations which would contribute

Oita to an analysis of the key policy issues. They were encouraged to

vary both the day of the week and the times of day when they visited

c.

6 1
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sites. This strategy was designed to collect data over a whole spectrum

of issues and over the entire time span of the program. A limitation of

this approach is that not all events and activities,could be covered.

Thus, there was an imperative for continuous visits to the-site in

order to gain over time a, perspective of what constituted the "typical"

or "normal" patterns of interaction.

Another limitation was the blanket promise of anonymity to those

observed and interviewed. Particular methods of data collection had to

be evaluated in light of whether it would insure protection to those,

involved. In promising all site personnel they would remain unidentified,

they were assured that statements made by 4them would not be reported to

their superiocs. This consideration restated in the loss of one important

form of data. Data could not be reported if they would have given strong

clues as to the identity of the site or respondent involved. The YNPS

continues to believe in the appropriateness of this approach.

IV. Targeting on In-School Youth: Four Strategies for Coordinating

Education and Employment Services.

This report is the third in a series of interim reports being

produced by the Youthwork National Policy Study. Tbe most intensive

data collection period for this report was undertaken from September

through December 1979. However, certain aspects of the report, e.g.,

the focus on retention, draws on data collected since the beginning of

the individual projects. The projects reported upon here have been

operational since September 1978 or later. Of the 51 projects where

there has/been an on-site observer, more than 30 of these projects

have been operating for 12 months or longer.
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The focus of this report is to 4aborate upon and detail Eleveral

key dimensions of each of the four strategies being implemented by

Youthwork, Inc. The goal is to better elucidate the internal dynamics

of each strategy so as to understand its parameters, strengths, and

content areas. Where possible, an effort will also be made to describe

for which target groups of youth the respective strategies appear most

appropriate. The task is one_of differentiating the strategies, not

ranking them. Comparisons can come only after one first knows what it

is that is being compared.
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CHAPTF2 THREE

ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR.WORK EXPERIENCE

Academic Credit for Work Experience was selected by Youthwork, Inc.

as one of four programmatic areas designed to implement innovative

approaches to the problems of youth unemployment. AB a national policy

condbrn, providing academic credit for work experience-was chosen as a

primary focus area because:

Some students are so discouraged by past schooling
experiences that they find it difficult to learn
skills through traditional academic routes. Pro-

viding credit for work experience can be the key
to encourage some of these youth to continUe their

education. In general, it is believed that work-
education linkages can improve both the work and
learning experiences. Although a number of schools
in the country have programs that award credit for
work, few programs successfully interrelate the
education and work experiences. Schools need to
take advantage of the fact that many jobs offer
opportunities to stimulate learning (DOL Application
Guidelines, Exemplary Program, 1978, pp. 14-15).

38
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The academic credit projects,are designed to help economically

disadvantaged youth make the transition to the,work world,by providing

youth with work exploration and placement in the public and private job

sector. As an incentive to participate, to bap them economically, and

to simulate real work experiences, they-receive minimum wage payment

for their job placements. Additionally, the participating youth are

awarded academic credit for their participation. This second dimension

is an inducement for the target population, potential dropouts, or drop-

outs to remain/return to school and matriculate toward graduation. The

projects offer a gamut of services to youth: psychological, educational

and vocational testing; career education guidance counseling; remedial

education; job readiness skills classes, career exploration; and job

placement.

, .

Progrhm Characteristics

Nationally, there were 12 projects funded by Youthwork, Inc. for

fiscal year 1980 as a means to examineyarious approaches to the pro-

Jvision of academic credit for work experience. Five of the projects

are extensions of previous programs, whereas the remaining six projects

are new programs. The projects are located primarily on the East Coast

(n...6) and the South (n=4) with the remainder in die North Central (mei)

region of the United States. Areas of location of the projects ranged

from population densities of major metropolitan proportions to rural

areas with populations of less than 10,000.

The academic credit projects vary greatly in organization although

they.have.in common the basic feature of awarding credit for work exploration/

experience. Two of the projects are postsecondary ftograms (one is
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affiliated with a community college and the other with a stateuniversity)

sto
and involve young adults aged 18-21 years old. The remaining projects

servd a 14-19 year old population. These latter nine projects are located

in a variety of settings: three are in self-contained alternative
:2

schooIst, one is a public non-profit projecr located at a site other than

a school building and five projects are physically located in school

buildings. Three of the projects also cut across these categories.

One has five high school sites and a community college site, another

has sites at both alternative and traditional high schools while a

third has both an alternative school and a public nonprofit site.. The

size of the target population to be served ranges froth 38 to. approximately

700 youths. Table 1 provides a summary of project site characteristics.

Data Analysis Mdthodology and Sample

This chapter examines several components of the organization

and operation of the Academic Credit for Work Experience projects. The

three areas studied include the award of academic credit, program

administration and retention. Where applicable, the Academic Credit

projects are analyzed according to where the project is physically

located or by their LEA affiliation. Programs in this focus area

operate within four different facilities: post-secondary institutions,

public schools, alternative schools or outside any educational

institution (public nonprofit). Education institution project

affiliations include the LEA, state or post-secondary institution.

A number of different data collection'methodologies were

implemented at the project sites to provide information for this chapter.
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TABLE 1

ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR WORK'EXPERIENCE PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

.

Projects

1975 City
Populationa

Number.of 'Where
Project.Sites Conducted

(10/01/18-09/30/79)

Aitual/Projected
Numlier Of Students

to be Servedd

Program
. Statuse

A rural 1 PNP 44/38 115.8 Extension

B 636,725 '1 AS 70780 87.5 New

C 25,842 1 In-school 105/90 116.7 New

. A

D 378,112 5 3 In-schOol Es 2AS 251/727 34.5 'New

E 381,042 1 In-school 164/160 102.5 New

F 1,815,808b 1 In-school 64/80 76.2 Exten5Apn

G 339,568 1 AS 108/102 105.9 ..'". Exttigdon

H 665,796 2 AS 100/87 114.9 Extension

I 381,042 1 PSS .77/79 9.75 New

J rural 9, 1 PSS & 5 In-school 64/56 . 114.3 New

K rural 1 In-school 45/57 78:9 New

L 8,000,000*. _2 PSS & LEA 50/50 100.0 Extension

a
Source: County and City Data Book 1977: A statistic abstract supplement, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census 1978.

bConsolidated city--county population figures.

PNP Public nonprofit program

AS alternative school
PSS post-secondarY school

d
Sour e: Blackstone Institute MIS reporis, 12/16/80.

eNew programs are defined as prograMs created by Youthwork, Inc. and proArams defined as extensions

are programs which evolved from previous funding sobrces.
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Trained participant observers, located at nine of the eleven projects

provided three forms of data for this report.. .The first method used

-
by the participant observers was documentation of their program's

operations and interactions based on a focused analysis paeket (see

the Methodological Chapter of this report). Over five hundred pages

of focused on-site observation data were generated in the form of

protocols by means of this method. This information was cross-validated

through a comparative analysis of several thousand pages of protocol

data provided by the on-site observers at ten of these projects during

fiscal year 1979. The second data collection'aiethodology used by

on-site observers was unstructured questionnaires administered at seven

of the eleven projects. The questionnaires were constr cted by the

on-site observers and followed the outline of the f .lysis packet "Program

Organization". The third method employed brsev u of the on-si

observers was narrative summaries of observers perctotions of thc.

characteristics of their project's program orgaM4rt o \third .

dais methodology was espectally useful 'as a means of triangulation of

findings, as it provided a meant to crosat-.,yalldate the researchers con-

elusions from the protocol data by comparison with the on-site.observers

impressions. Table 2 below summarizes the types of data used for

convergent validation.

In addition to these data collection methodologies, quantitativp

data provided by Youthwork, Inc. on the Acadeinic Credit projects were

integrated into the analysis where applicable.

Excepting the two projects which did not have on-site observers

in the Fall 1979, all but two of the nine Acadexiic tredit.projects

1



MODELS OF

Programmatir
Project Mode1_,

410

In-School 3 2 3 5

Alternatil'ie School 3 2 2 3

Public Nonprofit 0 0 0 0
1

Post-Secondary. 2 2 2

A

43

r-

TABLE 2 .

COLLECTION ACTIVITIES BY PROGRAMMATIC

ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR WORK EXPERIENCE PROJECTS

Program Organization Data Collection Methodology

On-site Observer FY'79.

Focused Protocol Question- Project. 'Protocol

Data naires Summaries Data

;
TOTAL 8 6 7 10

emAloyed at least two of the data collection methodologies outlined

above. One of the projects where the on-site observer did not use at

least two data collection methodologies was included in the following

Findings section.ds convergent validation of finding was available

though soal y ar 1979 protocol data. Therefore, eight projects are,

included in the analysis,of this chapter. Table 3 summarizes the

total sa7mple size and reasons for'exclusion- 'nom the following Findings

section.
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TABLE 3

STATUS OF ON-SITE OBSERVERS AND REPORTING

AT THE ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR WORK EXPERIENCE PROJECTS

Programmatic
Project Model

Inw-School

--
Alternative School

,

Public Non-Profit

Post-secondary

TOTAL

No Observer
Present

Incomplete
Data

Observers Data
Used in Chapter

:Total # of
. Projects

1

0

1

°

0
_
2

.

1

0

0

0
.....

1

f

3

3

0

2
_
8

5

3

1

2

11

FINDINGS'

Introduction

The Academic Credit for Work Experience Projects were designed to

grant academic Credit to youth for-competencies acquired through career
NM

development classes, job exploration and jobsplacement. Under tbe YEDPA

legislation of 1977:

4

The Congress fully intended that arrangements be
made with the state and local education officials
so that academic credit would be given for the
skills and knowledge acquired through work experience
that would deserve credit if earned through traditional
schooling or in other ways. (DOL, ETA, OYP 1977:1).

, For youth participating in the YETP academic credit projects to

receive credit for their program participation, both the LEA and
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CETA must work together to develop credit arrangements. Within state-

legislated minimum required courses of study, LEAs have primery

responsibility for determining the amount and type of credit received
. -

by secondary students in their district.

Predominantly,in American schools, the local school
board is the only agency authorized by legislative
action to develop local policy.governing the award
of credit. Learning which takes place under the
sponsbrship of that local district, whether it is
mandated by state or locally-developed cuiricula,
whether it is 'in the schools' or elsewhere, can
be legitimately recognized by the districts through
the award of credits.

There appears to be a great deal of local autonomy
in the granting of credits. Building principals
may have discretionary power over the awarding of
credit. School districts can create courses of
stv.dy and determine how many credits each is worth.
(National Center for Research(in Vocational Education,
1979:14,15)

Negotiating with the LEA or post-secondary institution for
2

accreditation of learning or skills acquired by youth, the Youthwork

Academic Credit projects have designed several Means to ascertain the

level and type of achievement of their participants. Contingent on the

credit arrangements made with the LEA or post-secondary_institution,

the projects "measure" youth performance or learning through the use

of learning contracts pr competency tests. Learning contracts are

individualized and are designed by either project teaching staff alone

or with input from LEA teachers or guidance counselors_,The contracts are

designed to designate what learning objeCtives will be pursued and how the

indiVidual will be assessed.on knowledge or skills acquired in the classroom'

or work site. Competency tests can be part of this process, or indirectly

related by means of acquiring credits through passage of.LEA, state or_

post-secondary standardized competencyiteets.
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The following two sections examine-how academic credit arrange-

ments are determined and how competency levels and learning contracts

have been developed wer the past year. Throughout this chapter, the .

tamifications of program.organization on competency.criteria and

academic credit are discussed.

I. The Determination of Academic Credit: Organization

Whether academic crddit is granted, what type and how much credit

is awarded.to YETP academic credit program participants is determined

by three different organizations: the LEA, state, or post-secondary

institution. Depending on the population se ed and project location,

the acadeiic credit for work experience project staff negotiated with

these organizations to determine fhe award of academic credit to

participants. Table 4 below summarizes the relationship in the granting

of credit between the eight projects and the accredidation institutions.

The credit negotiation process between the projects and the education

'institution .0aries contingent upon which education organization has

authority over the recognitidn.44 academic credit.

The state has discretionary power over the granting of academic

credits at tvo of the alternative schools and is involved in setting

minimum competency levels for graduation at one in-school project.

The accredidation process at the two alternative schools took.place before

the inception of this study, and hence cannot be documented hete. .

Aside from annual curriculum and program checks, the state 4pears to

72
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6

TABLE 4

*RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROGRAMMATIC MODEL'AND EDUCATION

ORGANIZATWN JN THE GRANTING OF ACADEMIC CREDIT

Eaucation Organiiation

Programmatic Post-Secondary
Project Model .State LEA Institutiolw

In-School . 0 3 0

A
Alternative School 2 1 0

,

Post-Secondary 0. 0 2 4"ms

TOTAL 2 4 2

2

have allowed these two projects to decide for themselves the design of

courses, curriculum and competencies (within state mandated course

minimums). khe states alkow more autonomy.and local project authority

in credit arrangements to the alternative s6hools than do the LEAs to

their affiliated youthwork'progr'ams. The mosi stringent requirements

are set by post-secondary institutions.

The LEA is involVed in deciding curriculum, courses, and compe-

tencies,at fOur of the studied academic credit projects (three in-school

and one alternative school). Determiliation of credit arrangements

between project stAf and the LEA occurs on an individual-iy-individual

student basis at three of the four.projects. At-the LEA affiliated

alternative school, whose participants come to the program from a

number of different public schools, the credit process is described

by the on-site observer as follows:
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Academic credit is granted in subject areas
defined by the public school in whicb the
student ie formally enrolled. English, Math,
Social Studies and Physical Education are
common to all local public schools. Other
subjects'may differ from.school to school. ,

Credits are granted in aCcordance with the
policy of the individual school...In other
words, all granting of credit must be handled
on a school by 'school basis.

Two in-school projects negotiate with the LEA on a similar basis,

where participants credit arrangements are made through interactions

with the public school (LEA) teachers or guidance counselors and pr ject

teachers. This is particularly the case for sthte minimum courses of

study (i.e. basic skills), as opposed to electives. A learning

coordinator at one in-school project said:

For.some academic courses where the students are
to get YETP credit, I have gone to the regular
high school teachers of.the Courses and found
out what teachers expect of their students and
what activities occur in regular classes. If-I
feel the YETP student cannot meet the regular
course objectives, then I modify the course and
call it independent study.

Academic credit arid course work is predetermined by the LEA curriculum

for the project participants in the area of basic skills. Project teachers work

with LEA teachers to hssure that participants meet the LEA course and competency

criteria. This negotiation process occurs when project academic credit plans for

a youth are being designed between the LEA teacher or counselor and

, the project staff. Once a youth becomes a program participant, the LEA

is no longer involved in the participants project educational experiences.

The LEA does not actively monitor the "quality" of the youth's edi;Cation

services or academic credits at these two in-school projects.

The final in-school project is organized differently than the

other two in-school prolects. Instead of reporting directly to the
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LEA, they have been integrated into a special education program at the

school site and negotiate with that program. Indirectly they are

involved with the LEA as their teaching staff are teachers from the

school system assigned to the Youthwork program. Credits and courses

are determined by the other alternative program at the school, although

essentially the ctedit coursework is the same as the site's public

school curriculum. The on-site observer explains:

Up until now the public school's department heads
have not been involved with the YETP program
because the school's alternative program has made
the decisions as far as what was taught without
input from the department heads. Most of the
teachers in the YETP project were assigned to it
from the public schools because they were lowest
in seniority, not because they were ideologically
committed...the teachers run their classes as they
please. The'YETP piogram is a lot of extra work
for them as they are supposed to make sure students
do not work in class on competencies they are
assigned to learn on the job. The teachers ignore
this and do not treat the YET? student's curriculum
any differently than the regular alternative edu-
cation program student's curriculum.

In this instance, the public- school alternative program is responsi-

ble for monitoring the academic credit arrangements for participants

although they have alpved more autonomy in the initial choice of com-

petency levels fhan1.Se other two in-school projects. In part this may

be because the project teachers are from the school system and know the

traditional curriculum well enough to match learning contracts and

competencies with the public school's measures of subject mastery.

The post-secondary affiliated projects are similar to the LEA

affiliated projects in the determination of credit for Youthwork

participants. Credit is awarded to Youthwork participants at the two

post-secondary projects when they meet the standards outlined in the
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institution's core curriculum. Independent study courses do not have

to meet such rigid competency requirements. A post-secondary observer

explains:

The post-secondary insitution would not approve
the awarding of credit for direct work experience,
so through curriculum design the project staff
attempted to circumvent this problem. None of
the academic credit is granted in lieu of taking
a traditional curriculum course. The complete
course of study includes basic courses and pro-
gram courses, much like a traditional college
program with a major subject.

,t4

The two post-secondary projects differ in the process of obtaining

ciedit for Youthwork participants. At one project the students enroll

in the institutions regular courses, and at the other project the project

teaching staff teach the class material themselVes from the post-

secondary course syllabus. Both projects rely on tutoring of partici-

pants in core curriCuldm, with credit determination negotiated between

project and the post-secondary teaching staff. The post-secondary

administration decides the basic guidelines, such as whether participants

get credit for work experience, and rely on their teaching staff to

negotiate with the project staff and individual participants on the

acquisition of academic credits. Regarding credit arrangements, the

post-secondary institution is the least flexible of the project affiliated

education institutions in granting academic credit for work experience for

competencies derived from the work experience.

Where projects have to negotiate with several different schools

(which includes three projects) problems emerge. Aside from being

time consuming and limiting in the types of credit awarded and for wh9t

type of mastA there is confusion oveXow much credit can be awarded.

An LEA affilitated project observer discusses some of the problems of

granting credit to Youthwork participants:
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04.

The awarding of credit varies from ane school
system to another. One school may say, 'Because
we assume the students will learn English in
school and at work we will give them full credit
for English'. Another school in the same situ-
ation may say, 'We will give the student half a
credit for work and half a credit for English'.
Each school determines its own requirements for
distribution of credits. Each school can make
whatever it wants into an academic credit.

There is evidence from the-observation data that the process for

determining academic credit is changing. This is particularly the

case for those projects-affiliated with an LEA or post-secondary

ihstitution. Originally, these projects (three in-school and two

post-secondary) were stymied by the education authOrities in the

-granting of credit to Youthwork participants.
1

Over the past year,

negotiations have lead to greater acceptance of the projects.

One post-secondary Youthwork project teacher said:

I think what is going on is that we have had some
successes with the students. The faculty sent us
some students they thought were real losers and
they are turning out well. They are getting jobs
now. I think that helps alot.

The process of institutionalization of the academic credit pro-

jects and their evolving relationships with the LEAs will be examined

in a forthcoming report. At present, 'the relationships are having

clear ramifications for the functioning of the projects, especially

in regard to credit arrangements for the student participants.

1
See Youthwork National Policy Study Interim Report 1)1, 1979r74-80
for start-up problems of projects and the lack of commitment by
LEA's to the Youthwork academic credit projects in awarding both
basic skills credit and work experience competency based credit.
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II. The Determination of Academic Credit: Competencies

Seven of the eight observed academic credit for work experience

projects were granting academic credit to participants during the

Fall 1979 school term. Credit was awarded to participants for both

elective or work-study and basic skills (core curriculum) coursework.

The one projedt which was not granting credit was unable to doo

because of problems in developing learning contraci.b and measuring

competencies.

This project exemplified a process that six of the eight studied

projects were undergoing. As the projeCts entered their second year of

operation, they began to develop new procedures or refine old ones so)1§.

to determine measurement of competencies or acquired knowledge skills.

Why projects are trying new methods is discussed by the observer at an
111L

alternative school:

The program coordinator feels that they are
getting closer to a working system of awarding
academic credit by trying new ideas to see if
they work. She felt that they would develop
a theory later. No one geems to know exactly
how to do it.

In the effort to develop new procedures so as to enhance program

services, one project rendered itself incapable of granting credits. .

As was explained by the on-site observer:

This fall they decided to pretest students on
their curricula for the entire school year, not
jUst for the competencies tjistudent might acquire
at the worksite. Pretes ng began in October 1979
for Math and English subljects, apd it took the
students 2-3 weeks to co plate these tests. For the
Social Studies component, mo1st students took 5-6
weeks to complete the pretest. The Xeroxing of
these pretests alone 'cost $500. The tests are
still not marked as of mid-December, as the two
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aides who were supposed to mark the tests quit.
It took one aide, beforg she left, one full day
to mark the Math tests for one student. Hope-
fully, contracts will be established for the
students once the tests are marked.

Five of the other projects are also working on their learding

contracts or means of determining credit, although they have not become

paralyzed by this process. One in-school project has not changed its

credit procedures as the project staff are sati ed with the process

which was developed last year. The other project which has not

changed is a post-secondary project which has its course competency

levels set by the faculty. In this case the educational institutions

defined competency levels(so the project did noi need to try innovative

approa0es. Otherwise, six projects (including the stalemated project)

have devised new or refined competency determinations and learning

contracts.

The ways these rojects are changing their measurement of compe-
-*

Of participants differ. Thus far, employers havetencies and expectat

not been.observed ç,b be routinely involved in ascertaining youth's compe-

tencies at any of the eight projects.

on attendance and general attitude of

/
factored by project teachers into the

of credits./ Competencies and rec pt

Employers are asked to report

the Participhnts, yhich is

youth's course grade or award

of credit, for the most part,

are determined by passage of written tests, turning tn products and

for all but three projects, attendance reco ds.

Involvement of work site supervisors n ascertaining competencies

is one means of relating the work experience learning and skill attain-

ment into the youth curriculum'and academic c'oursework. Two post-

secondary projects and one alternative school have begun to involve
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work site supervisors in the measurement o outh competen es and

teaching of youth skills.
2

The observer at the al sative schoo

reports:

Right now they are attempting to involve more
employers in the awarding of credit through a
reading and writing workshop that is planned
for the near future. The program is going to
insist that all employers attend this workshop
and try to pressure them to become involved in
integrating teaching skillson the job.

Seeking input from supervisors is in response to problems,

encountered at the work site where students were not properly supervised.

Without proper supervision youth participants were not able to integrdte

the skills gained through work experience with their academic and

educational needs. At an alternative school:

Some of the employers have not been able to
provide the close supervision some of the
students need. The director hopes to be
working with employers to help them develop
techniques for supervision that require minimal
time, yet provide the students with the attention
and directions that they ne,ed to have.

One post-secondary project beginning to involve the employer more

in the process of evaluating and teaching youth participants at the job

site has encountered problems in doing so. The change in 'procedure

wap req,magted by the prime sponsor and entailed having work site

supervisors sign a paper acknowledging their-responsibilities to the

youths. This has not proved to be successful in integrating the

2This is beginning to occur at one other in-school project, but has
not been as active a process. The other projects do not involve
the employer in the competency criteria and objectives, although
the ;roject staffs do integrate,work experience gained skillg and
knowledge into the contract or competency criteria.

so
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work experience into the youth's-competencies plans or in making super-

viesers more responsive to youth's skill and knowledge needs. This

procedure has been documented to frighten potential supervisors from

employing youth at their work sites. One teacher at this project said

employers responded to signing the document and paperwork by saying:

"I.will be happy to take the kids, but I am
not going to fill out any papers." The
teacher then commented, "So what am I going
to do?"

Not only are employers hesitant to become involved in this

documentaiton process, the teachersat this post7secoT1ary project

themselves have not been committed to this mandated procedure. They

have had tO respond to faculty pressure in designing their curriculum

and have had to cónform tp the institution's competency determinations.

As one teacher explained:

We have to make sure the school system's objectives
are met first. I have to see, for example, that a
student covers all units of a sociology syllabus
first.

This project has been thwarted in its efforts to evelop work

experience related competencies becausp of this lack of/curriculum

autonomy, and also because they have been unablevo deVine the objec-
,

tives of the post-secondary curricula. When asked why/ they have been

unable to develop objectives and measures ok attainment in their

learning contracts, one teacher responded:

vi -

My problem withaphe college faculty is'that they
know nothing about education. I think f you
asked them for the objectives of their ourses
they would say "each student has towrijte a paper".
Academicians are concerned with memori ing facts
got reai learning. They.want studentato0

memorize facts; not learn the basic sociological
principles.

84.
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The other three projects (one in-school and two alternative

schools) are refining their competency/learning contracts in several

ways. The in-school project is in the process of making several

changes: 1) increasing amoUtit of credit possible to obtain, 2) stream-.

lining competency related paperwork, and 3) focusing more on the intent

of the coursework and less on the course (specific) objectives. One

of the alternative schools is trying to individualize competency

criteria for coursework and more thoroughly atvlyzing each youth

.,,

participants economic and social backgrounds. Thp ogler alternative

school lo in the process of discernielg participants educational and

course needs as a means to assure participa ts meet graduation credit

requirements. This process is beginning t entail a pre- and post-test

oY participant's competency levels in Mat , English, Social Studies,

and Science.

III. Program AdmInistration

Central to the functioning of every organization
it; the administrative process. No organizafion.
can afford to be without administrative talent,
Adeao and technelogies, for their absence places
an organizationTs resources in jeopardy and
minimizes the effective and creative use of
those.resources. *(Mackelloie, 1969 in Demone,

et al., 1973:233)

. .

The administrative otAgwture of an organization,operateo to

d'efine, regulate aqd sanction -interorgankzational behavior. In human

service organizations, there are primarily.two means of structuring

the organization; bureaucracies and the profes ional norms of staff.

1Both operaee, bat quite'different ways, to efine interorgaSizational

behavior and operation. These factors essentially operate to maintain

social regulation of the organization in an inverse fashion:

b.2 490"
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In.organization's effort to maintain some level
.of interorgani-zational reality and/or social
controkan organization-will rely on professional
norms and standards 1.1 possible). If this is
not.postibIe, then hierarchisU bureautratized
systems will emerge. The.greater the degtee of
professionalisnOthe less the bureaucratic
hierarchy; conversely, the less the degree of
professionalism, the greater the degree of
bureaucratization. (Hall, 1967 in Demone, et al.,

19 :165)

The resultant administratiVe structure of the organization is

somewhere on the continuum of a bureaucratic hierarchy to a participatory

dem6cracy, where a participating democracy it the result of relying

on professional norms, decision-making and follow-through as the meánp

of administration: Whichever administratiVe structure characterizer

the organization, the administrative fuctions of-the structure remain
-\%

the same: data input, monitoring,-problem conceptualizing, problem
1

>
.

analysis, organizational decisions, action, purposeful follow-through,

feedback, generating organizational change, human ..ellations, and

'communication. For the organization to operate without strain, all

these functions must be performed by someone necessarily affiliated

with the organization: Theaucratic hierarchy is predicated on

hierarchy of authority and a .system of rules. Specialized functio

of both administrative structures, such as decision-making.prpcedure

can be the same process in both structures. The'differenct between

the structures is Thhether the procedure is systematized and governed

by a clear set of rules responsibilities and roles. Participatory

democracies are chatl rized by consensual administration where there

is no clear delegation of authority or clear, delineated staff

responsibilities. Ith autocratic administration involves 4 sole adminis-

trator who does not delegate programmatic power and authority Fe
0-

0 ,
project staff.

8 3
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nip Academic Credip for Work.Experience projects have created and

,ubilized both of the adminisVrative structures described above:

bureaucracies nd participatory democracies. A Variant of a bureaucracy,

. autocratic administration,- was developed at and project.

The Academic Credit for Work Experience programs are administra-..

tively Characeilzed by three different structures as noted in Table 5. 1

, TABLE 5

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTUR OF THE ACADEMIC FOR WORK E4PERIENC.E PROJECT6

Bureaucratic
Hierarchy .

Participatory
DeMocracy Autocratic

InSchool_Projects 3 0 0

Alternative Schools 1 2
;

1 )1.-2
. Post-Secondary Projects 1 0 1

.41--
I

I

TOTAL 5 / 1

-It' is extremely important to note 'though, that th: administrative

structures of the projects have evolved ovet time, and are still in the

process Of changing. Alsa of importance.is th1 what characterizes

and differentiates bureaucraCies from participatory democracies is

primarily the staff role differentiation in terms of,routinized.tasks

a
and responsibilities./

Alternative Schools. DuAng the.first year of operation, two

of the three °alternative schools were administratively operated under

a participatory democracy. Although ultimately th6 directors of these

schools were accountabas for each of the-programs, the administrative

84
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functions of theschools were decentralized and delegation of responsi-'

bilities was not hierarchial. Of the administrative tasks necessary to

be performed for the organization to function, only data monitoring

was specialized and performed by one specific person. At one school,

this taks, considered oneroun(see YNPS Interim Report.#1, 1979:66)

was shifted to different staff members thoughout the year as it became

toohurdenspme or cumbersome. The other administrative taské,.. such

ad problem analysis, generating change, and communication involved a

process of reaching a consensus of participants and invested interest

staff members.

Two of the alternative schools are now in the process of changing

their, administrative struCture from participatory to bureaucratic. At

one school there has been a resistance to this chang by the director

and other staff members who have been with the organization several

years. At a staff meeting at this sehool, the on-site obse ei comme
a

All this emphasis on role development is in contra
to what I have heard in the past from the same
people who are supporting these ideas. In the

past they felt the school was getting too structured
and was loosing some of the quality that made it an
alternative high school.

-
The change in administrative structure underway in the schools

is in response to,pressures for accountability. Without rules and

lines of authOrity, services dtlivery stafi and on-line program
- 7

admlnistrators had been unable to coordinate their services or provide

comprehensive services to participants. One school which has conse-

quently become bureaucratized perceived the need to obtain service

accountability through coordination of curriculum and hence hired a

program coordinator. This alleviated'at.least one of their service

'delivery problems. As one staff member said:
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Having Jane here also is good.
3

She has definitely
organized a lot of things. It is important too;
students were asking howmany credits they had and
they should know that. She takes the pressure off
us this year.

Operating under staff shortages and with time constraints,

services delivery staff, such as teachers, did not have the time, nor

the clear authority to coordinate their curriculum with,other teachers.
=

As illurated in the case beIow,.they V
were unaware of the student's

academic credit situation and-needs treyond thleir individual classroom.

One of the alternative school's staff commented:

Terri thinks she will be graduating in January.
One of the things the new learning coordinator
ig doing now is reviewing every student's
credits. Some students do not have the points
thfy thought they had...It will be interesting
to see what Terri's attitude will'be if it .

turns out she cannot.graduate in January..

In response to this lack of coordination, two of the alternative schools

have, or are in the process of formalizing delegation of responsibiltty.

One on-site observer relates:

The program administration has been tightened up .

considerably in the area of supervision of teachers.
Last year, because of absences and consequent
la'ck of personnel, the program director and the
head of the Education Department were complaining
mightily on having to guess on whether to renew
teacher's contracts. It appears that the program
tdirector is spending much more time in the super-
visory role with teachers. He does this in a
formal structure rather than an informal structure,
and it is perhaps due to his *formal 'tile that °

the grumbling about hierarchiai deci i6n-making
is being triggered.

3
Throughout this entire report, names of project personnel and-partici-
pants have been changed to protect the identity,of the individuals.

SC
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From an administrative perspeCtive, one way to achieve accounta-
,

bility is to become more hierarchial. One program administrator stated:

There is no decision-making structure, it does not
exist. One Of the things the director and I are
working on now is how deciiions are made. Now they

are made with some form of consensus. I would like
to see some changes in the way decisions are made
if I am to be held accountable for what goes on
here.

There is resistance by program staff to becoming bure ucratized, despite the

perceived need for it, for several reasons. The alternativ schools

feel that by becoming bureaucratized, they are replicating the tradi-

tional schooi environment. The consequences of a hier'arcIIial structure

in traditional schools, from their perception, is the re son in part

why these schools have failed in meeting their sihdents needs. As

an administrative structure, bureaucraciies have the potential to

inhibit innovation. In a bureaucracy:

Over time the tasks people perform and the ways in
which,they relate'to each other become sufficiently

..routinized to allow necessary levels of predictability
in everyday organizational life. Imbedded in these
developmental processes are both the elements that
are required for long term organizational stability,

goal setting, and growtji, as well as the potential
for excessive routinization, bureaucratic red tape,
boredom and organizational dry rot. (Gardner et al.,

1965 in Demone et al.
9
1973:163)

These latter occurrances are probably what the alternhtive school staff

equate with bureauC?acies.

Another reason why alternative school p ograms do not want to .

change their administrative structure is because some of the service

delivery staff feel that a bureaucratic structure would preclude their

h4ving impact on program decisions and changes. As a participatory

democracy, dministrative functions are carried out through a

decentralized process of staff taking responsibility for and initiative

:8 7
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an decisions and actions. It is reliant on individual professionals as

the means of administration. Fearing the loss of professional autonomy,

the one alternative school which has moved some distance tOwaids

creating a bureaucratic administrative structure is encountering problems

with several staff members. As the director explains:

The staff (teachers and counselors) say they have
no involvement in decision-making. I say they have
a lot. We discuss everything in groups. With the
particular group of people we have on staff I find
they prefer to turn the decision over to me and the
other administrator. We do not impose a schedule
on them, they can write theAr own schedule if they

. want. But instead, after making clear what they
want, they ask us to do it for them. They do not
t.int to be bOthered with the details of making up
a schedule and I do not blame them. We do go back
after we have done it and Say; 'Is this what you
wanted?'

As this program-has recently evolved its structure into one more

bureaucratic, it is yet too soon to know what the long term reaction of

the staff will be. At this project, and at the alternative school which

is still participatory, but steadily changing, the on-site observer

elucidates what may be occurring:

There is much lip service paid to hierarchial
decision-making, and, in fact, 'this style of.
decision making has been emphasized bore this
program year than in previous years. There is
much grumbling frbm some staff, particularly
teachers, about autocr'atic decision-making. It

is in this observer's opinion, however, that the
decision making is not hierarchial. In fact;
staff members have input into the kinds of
decisions that are made, but there are no formal
channels for this to happen. Therefore, many
stalf members do not perceive that their strongly
held opinions are having impact upon the shape of
the ultimate decisions because they are not
present when the decisions are made.

58
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It is not that an-line staff do'not have input into decisions,

but that they do not see the immediate outcomes of their input. .The
0

issue, then is less one of administrative structure than the fact that

/ tertain functions of the structure are not bein'g implemented. this

instance, there is no formalized means for input (it is hot a bureau-

cracy) and more importantly, there is no tangible feedback to staff on

their input. If the newly (evolving) bureaucratized alternative

school administrators could provide feedback to staff on the outcome%)

of staff input, staff discontentment may be rectified.

Another factor which has hindered effective and efficient adminis-

tration of two of the alernative schools is that responsible staff have been

concerned with educational rather than administrative tasks. Human service

organizations typically promote and appoint administrators based on

'their academic training and interests rathe'r than on administrative or

managerial interests. (Demone et al., 1973:233) Such people are not

always the most knowledgeable or effective administrators. At two,pf

the alternative schools the operators would rather practice their profession

(education) and work with the students instead of concentrating on

program administration. One director said:

The more time I can spend with the kids the better
veryone will feel. The problem has been having
a director who wants to be more in the role of a

r teacher, but recognizes the need to take adminis-
trative tasks off the teachers. I am looking for-
ward to finding a new school site where we can
have two offices so that I can move down to the
school site full-time. I will be more distracted
there, but I will be happier.

As two of the alternative school directors would rather be working

with the students, they tend to ignore or )procrastinate on administrative

chores, or to delegate the responsibility to other staff members. By
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a

delegating administrative tasks to staff members at different times,

confusion is created and accountability becomes qigh unto impossible.

At the third'alternative school, a bureautratic hierarchy has

been administratively operative since at least October 1978. .Staff

roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and the administrative

functions of problem analysis, communication, and problem resolution

are operational. What have specifically helped-the administration of this

alternative school are on-site t,oacher supervision and coordination

of curriculum. The whole prob3ect staff attends weekly staff meeting

f
with a structured agenda often centered on problem analysis and iMple-

mentation of decisions. Administrative responsibility for the project

is assumed by the director, which is the director's bole responsibility.

There is no conflict of roles and responsibilities at this project (in

contrast to the other two schools) because the director has delegated

responsibility and follow-through on decisions. At one staff meeting,

the on-site observer described an interaction as follows:

The director tells the staff (s)he tnts a written
account of what they are doing in t eir classrooms,
what they feel they should be doing, and what their
limitations are. (S)He asks them to have this
report in by the next Monday, and promises to
schedule a personal conference with them to discuss
this report in the near future.

Within this administrative structure, staff are able to work together

on consensual problem-solving and maintain good inter-staff relationships.

At another staff meeting, the on-site observer gives his/her opinion

of the meeting as follows:

From this staff meeting, I see that the individual
members of the staff, although sometimes disagrbeing
on how to approach problems, seem to be able to
work together in a cooperative manner to meet the ,

needs of their students:

90
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At all three alternative schools, staff interactions and adminis-

trative fUnctions focus primarily on student needs. In this context

the staffs work together and program administration is modified and

.changed to meet the participants programmatic needs. Relating a dis-

cussion with one of the alternative school coordinators, the observer

writes:

The staff tries to remain sensitive at all times to
the needs of the students. The basic assumption
in many discussions at staff meetings and more
informally through everyday activities is that there
is not one answer for all students. What works.best
for one particular student may not be best for anoth

The observer comments at another time after attending a staff meeting:

I Gee that the,indiv ual members of the staff,
although sometimes di greeing on how to approach
problems, seem to be ab e to work together.-In a
cooperative manner to meet the needs of the students.

t

In-School Projects. All three of the in-school projects are

bureaucratically administered, although the reasons and results of this

structure are different for one than for the other two in-school

projects.

Two of the projects are responsible for less client services than

the alternative schools, and hence these in-school programs have been

inter-organizationally easler to administer. Roles and responsibilities

of staff are clearly defined at these two projects. An on-site observer

summarized the administrative structure of the projectsias follows:

Everyone really takes care of administrative responsi-
bilities for their own area. The project director
handles administration CIG it relates to the outside-

. bureaucracies; such as CETA, DOL, Youthwork, Blackstone
etc. The teacher, for example, must check up for
absenced,from the class, and bring the student up
for disciplinary action if he/she misses two classes.

9 i
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He is responsible for equipment and materials in the
.classroom. The home-school liaison is responsible for
' intake forms and income verification of participants.
She also picks up time sheets every two weeks from
employers. The job developient counselor must keep
in touch with employers, must d,evelop',new jOb sites
and must arrange to geç students interviews with

- potential employers. The secretary haddles cleitcal //

,and secretarial duties.

Unlike the alternative school projects, two of the in-school pro-
.

jects are responsibte for only a segment of the studentS educational'. needs%

Exceptionb to this are youth who only need a few credits 'to graduate and

take them only through the Youthwork programs% Otherwise, at two projects

students in the in-school.projects typically takes classes in the

regular school curriculum in addition to their Yduthwork"project classes.

The school system is thus part of the administration of in-school projects.

Curriculum design, courses and credits are arranged by'the projects in

conjunction with,the scfiool systeM\ The.result was that the in-school

projects were administratively bureaucratic.
%

One in-sdhool project is an exception to the consequences of

administrative interaction between in-school projects and the LEA.

This third in-school program is operated separately from pits affiliated

public.shool curriculum and administration. Its youth participants

take all their coursework through the project and, while located within

the public school, do not interact with the public school personnel.

The project is subsumed under another alternative educatiod program at

the school which in turn acts as a liaison With the LEA. The Youthwork

project is bureaucratic in administrative structure, but lacks an active

centralized adminicrtrator. The on-site observer compares the adminis-
.

_trative structure to a "feudal system with each-of the components

working separately of each other, yet all paying taxes to p common master"

9 2
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I*

(the alternate program). The result is similpr tiw the alternatilte schools

which are participatory democratic in administrative structure, and

where there is a similar lack of cooidination of kervices. It is not

a participatory democracy as there are rules and regulations for what

each staff member should be doing. The problem ,is.that there is no

supervision of what each staff person is doing. Teacheks are not

following the project agenda or curridUlum d otential program-

matic changes are not being made.

Inter-organizationally, the decision-maki process at the other

two in-school projects fias been (like the altef ative schools) based on

a consensus. Because of small staff size, a d unlike the alternative

schools, the consensual decision-making p ocess usually involved only

two or three staff members. Typically, the director .and staff person(s)

meet informally for problem anailysis and program deciaions: These two

in-school projects have had betwe one and four teachers for their
1

programs. With these smaller teachilkstaff sizes and less responsibility

for the total education needs of participants, these two in-school

projects have not sought tight teacher supervision.

This is in contraxt to two of the alternative schools which have

had to strengthen the supervision of teachers and coordination of

0

curriculum. At one school, a person was recently hired a cifically

je
A

with this as their primary respondibility. Administrat ely, this,

resulted in relieved strain in the area of service deliery and

accountability.
4

Also impacting on the administrative difference
%

4See p. 3.22 of this report fog discussion of one alternative school

hfring a learning coordinator to coordinate curriculums and discern

the credit needs of participants.

9 3
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6

between alternat.ive schools and in-school projects is that the choices

of curriculum and courses at the,in-school projects are not as flextble

or extensive as those in the alternative schools. With the LEA moni-

toring mandated services,
5
the in-school projects have.not had the

autonomy to make as many, nor as complicated, decisions,as the alternative

school projects.

Post-Secondary.Projects. One of the post-secondary projects has

evolved into a bureaucracy, whereas the other post-secondary project

has remained administratively autocratic. Initially, the former project

lacked any administrative structure, but since start-up problems no

longer plague the,project (See YNPS Interim Report (11, 1979:69) it has

gradually delineated the roles and responsibilities of its staff members.

As their on-site observer explains: '

Now that there is a full complement of students, and
after three academic quarters of operation, the project
is finally becoming viable. The staff is informed and
the ltnes of authority and responsibility are clear.
The atmosphere is one of a working project, rather
than the earlier atmosphere of a group of people
struggling to pull things together.

The administrative struceere of other post-secondary-project is

difficult to delineate.. It is bureaucratic in that roles have been

defined for the sraff, but many administrative functions are ipt

carried out because there is no delegation of responsibility. Consisting

of a small, overworked staff, the project has experienced many operational

problems. It has been labeled here as administratively autocratic,

given ihat the director retains ittrol over staff activities and limits

5 In the case of one in-school project, the LEA's Alternative Program

was monitoring the Youthwork program rathpr than that of the LEA's

own administrative structure.
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/.

theiy responsibilitisk so as to restvliff"-
/

Foremost, the project has lacked a ems

, #
conceptualizing and analysis in or/der to

progra5. In the area of academi credit

their delivery of services.

by which to undertake problem

modify, change or expand the

for work experience, for

example, it is imperative that these functions exist and be operational .

as there are no "cookbooks" on how to design and implement competencies

or learning contracts. The issues and approaches evolve. The program

must be able to do the same/.

Conceptually, the/granting of academic credit for work experience

has not and perhaps can ot be fully articulated. At six of the atademic

credit for work exper nce projects, there has been continual change

and modification of heir services'in terms of competencies, learning

contracts and cour4work. But at one of the post-secondary projects this

is'not occurring. The teachers responsible foradeveloping the academic

credit for work experience curricuki have not had the authority 54, make

any major changes or innovations. They are responsible for following

the LEA or post-secondary institutions curricula and hence are not able

to deviate from the imposed structure. Reporting a conversation with

two staff members, the on-site observer writes:

The teachers explain that students are not actually
receiving credit for competencies. The college
faculty expect the teachers to follow their class
syllabus with the student during in-house time and
then the teacher tries to relate the material to
the student's job as much as possible.

There have'been some programmatic changes in this project, but

they have been instituted by the prime sponsor or outside technical

assistant. The project modifications by the prime sponsor have either added

extra work ordost potential job cites. The problems the on-line staff had with

9
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the documents for the job supervioor were not conveyed ,to the prime

oponoor, and as such the problems have not been remedied.

At this project, the directorlhad retained full control of out-

side contacts, and does not work as a liaison to convey programmatic

problems, nor does s/he 'present a forum for.his/hAlostaff administratively

work on problem conceptualization and solution. At a staff meeting

where the diocuosions has turned to refunding, the on-oite observer

relateo.

The various staff member° talk about how much
they have learned in 'the paot year And how AO
they now know about what is poosihlOand what
they need. Yet I coritinually sow-the-director
discouragint this le1A4.'of conversation ao he
again changes the subject. I think o/he
io taking much more a ntatus quo approach to
refunding. My feelings are that o/he do0 really
care about running a program that benefito
otudento, but that o/he hoc; little concern for
programmatic innovation. I senoe that s/he
cares that students have good.jobs and get their
money, but that the academic otruggles of the
program are a lower priority. I also oenoe'that
s/he thinks it hio/her right ao'director to make
theoe judgemento and io not particularly intereoted
in the staff diocuooing theoe itioueo.

!

The effect of this adminiotration authoekty atructure io that Staff

4.4

cannot diochos prograumotic problem() or provide input to influence.program-
,

matic"changeo. StIff at this poot-oecondary project, however, do enjoy

noninterference in their interactions with the otudento and daily program,

planning. They experiencoPfruotration over their inability to impact on

program changes. This in thrn, overrideo thiir oatiofaction with flexibility.

During a diocuooion of adminiotrative otyleo, one teacher oayo:

.'"

,
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It is very relaxed atmosphere and the working con-
ditions are good. Nobody could afk for a better

situation. The director encourages us to make our

own decisions. There Is a great deal of freedom.
Sometimes too much, I think. If I go in with a real
problem, I know what s/he will say, "what do you
think?"...Sametimes I feel that we.are not accomplishing
all that could-be accomplished.

Observer continuesShe talks about the morning's,
staff meeting and a discussion of common goals and
objectives for the next year. "It is just not like

that here. We do not talk about that here."

The other post-secondary school has also demonstrated how bureau-

cratic administrative structures can be impeded when all neOessary tasks

of the administration are not performed. As the director said:

the project, student and staff alike,

suffere from a lack of clearly defined roles for

staff. This affected the students and communi-
catio between students and staff. Now roles are

def ed, but there is still a communication problem
am ng staff members, especially the counseling unit.

T6o often, they expect me to take on communication
facilitator role. I have neither the time nor the \

energy for it and I cannot from my position anyway.
So, I see that at first the structure of the organi-
zation prevented communication. Now the structure

is okay; it is individual failures now.
s,

Both of the post-secondary projects are similar to the in-school

projects in that the LEA is involved in the design and delivery of services

to the participants. The necessary interaction between the LEA and the

projects over course offerings, curriculum, and academic credit and the

projects interaction with CETA and Youthwork, Inc. suggests why a

hierarchial bureaucratic or auqcratic structure has been created at

these projects. These projects are responsible to a number of different

bureaucratic organizations. The administrative structure can be most

accountable to other organizations throuer a centralized and delineated

authority structure.
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IV. Program Retention

As the Acadqmic Credit for Work Experience Projects enter their

second year of operation, it is informative to examine which participants

have chosen to leave or have been terminated by the various projects.

Through examining why participants have left the projects, one can

infer for whom the projects are most beneficial. One can also infer

which participants are not being served by the projects.

Overall, from October 1978 to October 1979, 241 of 752 or 32%
6

of the participants in the eight examined Academic Credit for Work

Experience Programs were terminated. This figure reflects both parti-

cipants who chose to leave projects for their own reasons, and parti-

cipants wbo were dropped by the project administration.

Analysis of the participant's characteristics who left the projects

presented some interesting findings. Across the eigHt Academic Credit

for Work Experience Programs, roughly equal numbers of males and

females terminated (29.8% and 34.1% respectively).
7

The reasons why

the participants are no longer enrolled in the projects do vary by

sex of the participant. Other factors which influence retention

rates are social status and age of the participant.

Age of Participant. The older the participant, the more likely

he or-she will terminate or be terminated from an academic credit for

work experience project. Several intervening variabies are responsible

in part for this occurrance.- The older the participant becomes, the

more likely he or she will have been labelled an offender, become a

school dropout, become financially independent, or for a female,

6
MI5 Data Bank, Participant PrograM Summary, 12/16/79, Youthwork, Inc.

7
Ibid.

9 8
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become pregnant. These groups are high "at risk" for project termination.

Another factor related the older youth's higher dropout rate is the

compulsory education ends when the youth reaches 16 years old. Interestingly,

the high termination trend in older participants holds true for the six

alternative schools and in-school projects, but reverses itself in the post-

secondary projects. These latterrwo projects have no classified school drirouts

and only a few (3) classified offenders. In general,.they serve different \

8
target population. Table 6 summarizes therelationship between project

strategy, age of participant and enrollment status.

At both the alternative school and in-school projects the 18-19

year old populations had termination rates higher than their younger

participant counterparts. The MIS data, although Ewbstantiated by

protocol data, must be interpreted with cautiod. It appears the data

are inflated with participants who have left before 9p6iting orientation.

Protocol data from one in-school project cautions on the use of the

MIS data:

According to staff, of the females who leave the
program for other than the fact they are moving
away from the school district, they leave because
they are pregnant. This is true for both black
and white females. Of the males who leave, the
majority of those left because they never really
got involved in the'first place. While the intake
was completed and they were therefore officially
enrolled, something made them decide to not pursue
the program. So in a sense they never really
gave the program a chance. Some students have
left because they really needed a full-time job.
They were emancipated and must support themselves.
The half-time job this project offers them really
is not enough money for them. Only two students
in the program'dropped out of school; one went to
jail.

8
See YNPS Interim Report #2, 1979:46-47,6'e The post-secondary students
joined the Youthwork programs to receive an education or credentials
which is in contrast to the other programmatic project model participants
who joined primarily to receive pay.

"No 99
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TABLE 6

PARTICIPANT.CHARACTERISTICS AND ENROLLMENT STATUS

IN EIGHT SELECTED ACADEMIC CREDIT PROJECTS

Operative Year 10/1/78-9/30/79
CLUjeLl. aLLaLegy 411(1

Age of Participant Enrolled Terminated % Terminated

Alternative Schools

14-15 yrs 73 16 21.92

16-17 yrs 170 44 25.88

18-19 yrs 34 14 41.18

20+ yrs 1-

r

0 0

Subtotal: 278 74
.

In-School Projects

14-15 yrs

16-17 yrs

24

244

10

88

41.67

36.07

18-19 yrs 61 39 63.93

20+ yrs 4 3 75.0

Subtotal: 333 140

Post-secondary Projects

14-15 yrs* 12 6 50.0

16-17 yrs* 40 14 35.0

18-19 yrs 54 8 14.8

-

20+ yrs 35 9 25.71

Subtotal: 141

_
37

*Younger participants are from pool of secondary students enrolled in
project's secondary sites.

SOURCE: MIS data bank, Participant Program Summary, Youthkork, Inc.,
12/16/79.

0 0
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Sdcial Status of the Participant. The 87 participants in the

"target population" groups of the eight studied academic credit Pro-

jects had a forty-five percent termination rate.
9

These groups inc1u.ded

school dropouts, offenders and the handicapped. This last group of

participants had the lowest (31%) termination rate of the three groups.

The older two groups had.rates of 57% (dropouts) and 47% (offenders).

These latter twoyouth groups were also found by Magnum add'Walsh (1978)

to be difficult to retain in employment programs.

With few exceptions, most programs directed solely
towards the hard-core disadvantaged, or those that
isolated the hard core, have been failures at
least according to prevailing statistical norms.
(Magnum and Walsh, 1978:165)

Five of the academic credit projects had between one and fifteen

youth they were unable to serve because of the special needs of malb

youth offenders. In particular, behairioral problems of these youth

caused them to be terminated by the project or to be taken out of the

project by the courts. They were disruptive and poor attenders.

Asked about a student who was recently terminated (sent by a court

to a treatment center for delinquent boys) a:staff member says:

Tom? Oh please! Do you know that Tom threatened
my life? Not to my face but he told someone else
he was going to get me. I really had very little
to do with Tom for a long time because his atten-
dance in my classes was so poor.

Discussing this particular youth ulth his counselor at the treat-

ment center, the on-site observer relates the counselor's opinion:

9 Figures derived from Table 6 of this chapter.

101
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You have to understand the system. A kid is
caught five times before anything happens to them.

r- By that time, the kid has already seen the advan-
tages of what he has done, and he has seen that
nothing happens. They get into a program like this

after they have had about ten chances. They are
not used to being accountable to anyone. They

have either been allowed or they have forced
people to let them do what they walk. He loses
his morals, he does not.feel like he should be
a good son, etc., because street-life does not
reinforce that. 'On the street, if you think like
that, they will tell you you are crazy; you should
be looking out for yourself. A lot of kids come
into this place and do not see themselves as
having to- do anything. It is hard to make them
see there is something out there for them to
achieve.

This particular target population proved to be difficult for the

mjects on the whole to retain and serve. Previous dropouts and

participants with low education levels also posed curriculum, counseling

and staff-time problems. A participant such as Tom demonstrates the

current inability of most projects to meet basic remedial education

needs of some cohorts of youth. A staff member says:

No one here was prepared to give extensive academic
help to Tom. It is too bad that we do not have
someone to do that. It is a hard question, what
to do with a student like Tom.

The low reading level and basic education needs of participants may

also be responsible for over ten older youths' self- or project-terminating

at one project alone. As Mangum and Walsh also found:

Herein is one of the dilemmas of all employment
and training programs. Many of ilts clients--
especially the disadvantaged youth--not only
lack basic education skills, but often are not
interested in achieving them. (Mangum and Walsh

1978:104)

There is some indication from the protocol data that older

participants are responding to what one on-site observer called "the
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6

ratio between age and lack of credits". It has been observed that older'

participants with remedial education needs are embarrassed and frustrated

by-their lack of knowledge. They are also discouraged by their unsuccess-

ful academic careers and the task of catching up with their peers. One

teacher reports on suchia student:

He was painfully aware of his limitations and
went to great extremes to mask those limitations...
He would do a paper in class and then b so

embarrassed by it that he would throw ft away
instead of handing it in. His handwriting and
his spelling were atrocious.

Originally, seven projects wete not fully prepared to m t the YETP 0

, remedial education needs of their participants because they miscalculated

the basic skills needs of the participants. Since inception, two of the

new in-school projects and all of the alternative school and post-secondary

projects havd been increhsingly hiring staff who have backgrounds in

special education/remedial education. Retraining of staff has also been

occurring to changd.curriculum and course offerings to meet the educational

needs of these participant's. Counseling services have also bedn emphasized,

At the alternative school which has hired new project staff, the on-site

observer discusses the staffing situation:

It is interesting to note that the two teachers who
were asked to leave the program at the end of their
first semester of involvement were the two teachers
loaned to the program from the area's public schools.
At least two of the teachers who are new to the pro-
gram this year have extensive experience teaching in

settings other than public schools.

New persons hired at this project for Fall 1979 include a teacher with

psychological counseling as well as classroom teaching experience, a

teacher from an alternative education setting, and one teacher specializing

in remedial education.

Sex of the Participant: Special Case for Women. From the protocol

data, the majority of females who left the projects did so
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for child care reasons or because of pregnancy. Mangum and Walsh (1978) noted:

Counselors estimated that despite their best
efforts, less than 30% of the need for child
care was met, which probably accounted !or
"care of the family" being another major reason
for dropouts, especially among female enrollees.
(Mangum and Walsh, 1978:140)

At one alternative school, sin of th-6 eight females who left the project

did so for these reasons. One of the in-school project staff members

discussed terminations and remarked:

Then there are two girls who are in holding
because they are pregnant and are embarrassed
about being seen at school. They say they
will come back after their babies are born.

Whether these women will return to the projects is unknown. All

the pregnant participants at the three in-school and three alternative

school projects do plan a two to three'month maternity leave, with the

project staff planning for their eventual return. The one observed

post-secondary female participant who became pregnant left the program

permanently. An on-site observer relates one alternative school's staff

discussion on a pregnant student:

They turn to discussing one of the students who is
due to-deliver a baby this month. One teacher
does not want to deal with her in the educational
structure,. feeling thatthe student cannot handle
this presently. Two other staff members want to
stay in contact with her GO that they can be sure
she will return to school after the birth of the
baby.

This project, in response to the problem of teenage pregnancy

(which several other projects have also noted to fie on the increase),

is now planning to ocheduk some special talks and lectures on this

ftopic. This is the first year they are considering adding curriculum

on pregnancy because as the on-site'observer explains:

( 104
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Last year there wai3 no willingness to discuss
pregnancy and parenting at all because of the
classic view that this would encourage women to
become pregnant.

Child care is also a problem for these young mothers. It is

expensive and difficult to find. Resolution for the mothers who have

left the projects or have edrolled with children already present

appears to be having their parents help out. One sixteen year old

pregnant woman who was considering returning to school via an in-school

project remarked:

I am lucky because my Mother said that ohe will
babysit for me after the baby cOmes, and she is (

only charging me $20 a week.

One alternative ochool allowo their participants who are motbers

to bring their children to [school. This io the only project which pro-

vides child care or allows young children to remain with their mothero

at the project. The children remain with their mothero in the schod

clasoroom, and the school seems to have accommodated the disrdptions

which sometimeo occur. The on-site observer at the project@ aayo of

her site vioito:

I haVe Weld babieo and I'have fed bobieo bottles'
while otudento take teots. Many of the students
conoiotently bring their.young.children to claos.

In the coming year, it Will be important to document how the

projecto continue to react to and plan for the opecial needo

of thio thio otudent population.

V. Re-enrollment of Terminations

During otart-up for Fall semester 1979, tl Academic Credit

Projecto had to fili the vacancies created by nonre\rning participants.

Of the eight projects under otudy,' only one was reportd to have

1 05
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actively and th2oroughly tried to find and re-enroll nonreturnees. The'

on-site observer reported:

This summer the program had been carrying a full
load of students. When school resumed in September,

. they found that they had lost 21 students from the
program. Instead of filling these slots with new
students, the school conducted an intensive search
effort by calling and going to homes, contacting
parole officers and court counselors, and sending
the word gut through other suldents that staff
wanted to talk with them. Through this effort, 11
of those students lost over the summer were rein-
stated in the program and the balance of the program
slots were filled with new students.

Three other projects reported some contact initiated by participants

who had left the projects. At one project, participants terminated

for chronic absenteeism were trying to get back into'the program. The

on-site observer related:

The director said the strangest thing was that several
of the ones who had been terminated because of their
poor performance (the project cutting policy in effect)

had been calling and asking if fhey could come back

into the program. The director thought that the
true reason had to do with the fact that they were

given jobs and not sp much that the classroom was
important to them. One of the males who had left
the program and was over eighteen years old had, tried
to get back in because he found out how difficult it

*was to get a job outside without a degree.

During attempts to keep students from self-terminating, staff

at two projects remarked on the parentS role in self-terminations.

( An on-site observer reports on two staff member's discussions on

what they felt had been occurring:

They talked about the extremes in parenting they
have noticed--those who know nothing about what

their children are doing, and those who monitor
every movement.

Both of these projects lost two youths from parent over-interferrce

in the youths lives. A post-secondary site observer conveys a teachers

106.
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discussion of a student who dropped out.

The' teacher talked about how they lost a really
good student in part because of her mother's
harrassment becoming too much.

From the experience clf another project, few parents became

involved in, or we interested in their children's educational attain-

mento. At a staff mee ing, the director instructed the projecAstaff

not to expect many parents at the upcoming school-parent meetin,

Based on poor turnout from past efforts, the observer reporyd the

direstior's instructions;

The director points out not to have high expectations
for parental turnout at the conference, even though
telephone calls are made and letters sent out saying
that grade reports will not be given unless the
parents pick them up. Last years attendance at the
conference was very low.

VI. Youth Involvement

In our syotem, state operated schools may not be
enclave..s of totalitanim. School officials do not
possess absolute authority over their students.
Students in school as well as out of school are
"pe7ons" under our constitution. They are possessed
of fundamental rights which, thd 6tate must respect...
otudents may not be regarded as close-circuit
recipient@ of only that which the state chooses to
communicate. They must not be confined to the
expression of those Dentiments that are officially
approved: (Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School
District, 383 U.S. 503 (1969) in Bersoff,1976:107)

a

1 7
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Over t>gast ten years minors have won the right to fre9...
'fog

speech and rudimqotary due process, Yet:

Not With6tant1ng the salutory effect 4,these
ecisions.child n remain, like Ellioon'o hero,

isible perojI whose views are fhfrequently .

ev ked and whose wishes are rarely coritrollfffiy-1.

(B rsoff, l976:109i
J-

.

Seven of the eight Academic Credit for WOrk Experience projecto

supported and encouraged youth to make their awn decioiono regarding

their educational experience. While ideologically project ataff desired

input from participants, in practipe they round thio difficult to

.obtain. IndividLlly, youth did have impact hnd input on their elective

courdework, learning contracts, and work site placements. Dut collectiv ly,

---)1at o ly_one project was there visible influence from participanto.

At this project.:

After meeting with counselors, the entire school
gets together as a group where the .otudents diocupo
problhmo and-ideas. 'Theoe all-school meetingo have
been occurrirT for a long time at the prOect and,
are the traditional method of getting student I. cretrit

and feedback from the staff. At preViouo staff
meeting@ I have heard sdriouo discussiono by the
full otaff on iooues brought up through these
all-school meetings ahd counseling sessions. I

have oeen otaff make adjustment@ and changes in

s

program), curritulum, and peroonal
with student because of theoe meetingo.

TA other seven projecto which have tried to vt youth involved

in program deoign and oervices have been unable to get the otudento

organized. Three of the projecto have otudent councilo, and another

project io organizing one, but these have. not 'proved ouccesoful in

impacting on the projects ao participants do not uoe them as a vehicle

to promote chante. Aoked if the project had a ottucture for otudent

input, a director of a post-oecondary project oaid:
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yes, some, but the students do not use them,, I
have a mixed reaction to the student.rolel On

the one hand, I have always a&ocated student
'input: On the other, the students have to take
the initiative, they.cannot be for&d. I know
-in seine classes the staff have given students'
direct training on impacting on the system.
They still just'do not do it.

At a sta'ff meeting'on the design of the upcoming Fall 1979, curricu7

lum, the teaching staff asked about ways of gaining student input, pm

observer reported on the alternative school's staff response to the

question:

The director says'attempts have been made and
were always abortive. The students will simply
not devise a list pf topics themselves. One

staff member says they have always had a suggestion/
.remarks section on the course selection form and
the students have always either not used it.at all,
or only sketchily.

_

a,
When a director was asked why students did not take advantage of

providing input on tieir project, s/he said:

I have conaidered that a great deal. The best I

can collie up ?dith is that they just do not think

in collective terms. They act indiVidually. I

have been appalled at their lack of ability to
operate in groups. For example, their total lack
of ability to run a meeting. They never take any
formal group action, though I do think they
have input on an informal, individual basis.

-The-FOesident of the student organization at this post-secondary

project was asked if s/he was-encouraged io make her/his own decisions.

The reply:

No, not really., When I came in, I wanted to go to
school and knew this was a good opportunity. So I

came inithinking I would listen to them and not run
off at the mouth. They know more than I do, so,I

will listen to their advice.

109
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A passive desire to be "taught" is.evident at the post-seconda4

projects, but is not present at the in-school or alternative school

projects. for secondary students, it appears that the youths,either

do not do not "know enough" to.seek to impact on the projects.

One teacher said:

The problem is, that the students do not have their
own interests wben they come intosthe program. p
They have nevei been encouraged to have their own
'interests.

A critical problem regarding minor's right to choice in their

education occurs at the secondary school level. Youth have mandated

-N

coursewOrk to follow and accomplish. This obviously conflicts with

their options to decide their owd course of action. At the one project

where there is no participant input, a teacher, when asked why,

exclaimed:
418.

But I have a syllabus I am responsible for! Maybe

I do not understand you?

From another project, during staff meeting discussing youths' chosing

4P"

their own courses, the on-site observer reported their discussion:.

The staTf discussed how there have been times when
students did not pick a, course which enhanced a
certain area of learning they were required to
cover. A teacher asked the director what should -

be done in these cases, and s/he responded "I am
not prepared to answer that now.

At the secondary project and post-secondary level, participants

have little Choice in their curriculum and coursework as core courses

are mandated by the affiliated education institutions. Where there does

Appear to be youth input at all eight-'academic credit projects is in the

area of choice of work-aite and electives. This is contingent though

on what is offered and available at the projects.
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VII. Motivation

J4

All the Academic Credit for Work Experience projects have

experienced'difficulty motivating perticipants to learn, and more

particularly, attend regularly. Absenteeism has been the most difficult

problem consistently facing the projects in providing services to

participants. This is more of a problem for those projects serVing youth.

under 18 years old than those serving an older population. The youths

in the two post-secondary projects are more responsible on the whole in

attending to their coursework, and in going to class and thetr work

place. At the most basic level, participadts may not be motivated to

attend projects regularly or may leave projecti because they would

rather not be in school. It is not known how many, but it appears some

participants are self-terminating because they do not like or want to

be in school. At one post-secondary project, the on-site observer

relates a conversation s/he had with a teacher:

Sandy tells how she had flowers delivered at home
last week from a student who had dropped out of
the program. Attached to the flowers was the note:
I ttpe you are not disappointed in me for quitting
school. I think it is the right thing for me. I

hope I can still come back,to talk to you sometimes.

Several strategies have been tried at the projects to remedy

this problem of absenteeism and lack of youth motivation. Two projecta

have offered participants financial reimbursement for attending class.

Payment to students for time spent in class has not apparently induced

the youths to become better attenders. An on-site observer, conveys a

summation of one director's sentiments:

lii
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The director said that originally s/he thought
that the money for class was an incentive, but
s/he finally decided that S/he does not know
what motivates these_kids. S/He is sure it is
not money. Paying for attending class has not
kept students in Class, and they are not willing
to do anything for a job either. ,

At the other project, the on-line staff have experienced the same

phenomena. One staff member said of paying a youth to attend classes:

It just did not seem to be a motivating factor.
It did not improve attendance. And it has
caused bad feelings with the schools. None
of the counselors, teachers, or principals
liked it. They did not believe in it and did
not feel it was right.

Employers also lamente4 student absenteeism and commented on the

fact that money did not seem to.motivate the youth. At an employer/

project staff meetingothe on-site observer sums up the comments:

Five or six employers agreed that absenteeism was
a problem, especially at.the beginning of the work
relatiohship with the student. One commented that
he thought the money was not the drawing card, but
perhaps the credit was. 10

One of the reasons why it has been so difficult to motivate youth

under 18 years old in the in-school and alternative school projects

may be because of the poor self-concept and the lack of self-esteem'

many of the participants have. A classroom account follows which

demonstrates the negative image many oi the youth have pf themselves:

The director asked the students to write down their
good qualities. The students are doing this now
and seem to be having a very difficult time finding
ten qualities about temselves'which are good. I

hear one student say 41there ain't nothing good about
me'...The dtudents are then asked to name their bad
point . The students have no particular difficulty
doin this.

10
It is interesting to note here that these Sentiments do not coincide with
those of previous YNPS findings where it was reported that credit
was not a major inducement to join the:academic projects for under
18 year old youth, but was for older youth. (See YNPS Interim Report
112, 1979:39.)

112
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These same youth lack self-confidence and (positive) self-assertiveness.

A staff member said:

It is so hard for them to fight,for themselves. One

of my students told me there, were not enough books
to go around in one of.his school classes and that
he did not get one. When I asked him wbat he planned
to do he said 'I will just copy from someone who has
a book'.

In the past, most of thete youth had encountered failure. As

one on-site observer was told by a project staff person:

She.reminded me that. they were 'working with a
populat4on that were often frustrated and had-
experienced much failure.

The relationship between feeling competent or successfdl in their

endeavors impacted on the youths school experiences and attendance. One

staff person said:

I have noticed that when he is not doing well at.
a job he becomes discouraged in school. One of

our goals for him last year was that he come to.

a realistic assessment of his awn abilities. He

always tries to look like he knows what people
want, like by carrying an empty briefcase, bdt he

is-not true to himself.

Individual successes with motivating youth to responsibly attend

Classes and their work placements have occurred when their experiences

resulted in a positive.change in self-pqrception. Two factors appear

to account for enhancing youth motivation!, 1) a supportive relation-

ship with a staff(s) member and, 2) an appropriate job placement.'

Both factors were found in an earlier YNPS study
1.1

to enhance youth

participants program experiences and attendance. Academically, many

are, or continue to be .failures. It is not surprising then that a

ilYNPS Interim Report #2, 1979:47-51.
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positive relationship with an authority figure and/or success with a

job placement, would impact on a youth's self-iMage and would result in

improved attendance. One teacher discusses the changes in a previously

"problem" student who had a supportive and involved project counselor

and a good j b placement.

Trisha has been the greatest change of all! I do

not know if you know but she has finally had a
successful work experience. Her self-contidence
seems to have been crucially effected by"the
successful work experience-and she has continued
to be a very hard worker at school. One of her
problems in my class is that she does not feel at
home in English (Trisha is Hispanic) although she
is definitely bilingual. All her behavioral
problems which took so much of everybody's time
last year are not getting in the way now.. People
have been really amazed! I think Trisha used to
use her behavior to compensate for her feelings
of inadequacy. Now she does not feel inadequate.

r

Crucial to a successful work placement and to the student's motivation

is that the job be neither simplistic or meaningless for the youth. Finding an

appropriate placement for the skill level, maturity, and interest of the youth

is difficult. In Trisha's case, the first few work placements in

in the private sector did not work out,. When the staff finally found

her a job in a sheltered work shop (factory work), she was ableto

accomplish the necessary work tasks and with encduragement from staff

experienced success.

Providing youths with behavioral/psychological problems

with supportive staff relationships and a good job placement is

staff-intensive and time-lconsuming, but when it ocurs it has

proven rewardingto both staff and youth.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Academic Credit

Awarding academic credit for work experience necessitates flexi-

bility of approach as there are no standardized rules applicable to

this endeavor. It is a highly individualized process and requires

constant modification to meet the needs of individual youth, new

institutional development and available resources. The academic

credit projects have been undergoing shifts and modifications in their

delivery of credit services and competencies. The majority of the

projects share similar concerns. They have tried comparable as well

as different methods of developing competency learning contracts and

credit arrangements.

Recommendations tb Youthwork, Inc.

(1) A means of information sharing and problem solving

should be developed for the Academic Credit for Work

Experience, projects so that directort and/or on-line

staff can share their knowledge and experiences in

developing a linkage between education,and work.

(2) Technical assistance in the area of implementation

oracademic credit for work experience should be made

available to the academic credit projects. Assistance

in the development of competency statements, objective0

and behavioral and/or paper and pencil tests would

be most practical and 'beneficial. Any assistance

offered must be sensitive to 18cal needs and conditions,

and most importantly, feasible at the local level.
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(3) Ample time should be given the academic credit

projects in the area of granting academic credit

for Work experience before these projects are

"evaluated". Any interim evaluation which occurs

should be sensitive to the evolutionary process

of developing the credit/work relationship.

To develop a feasible approach to awarding youths academic credit
4

for work experience based on measurements other than traditional state

or'LEA competency tests, or to develop the means of alternative (work

experience) approaches to gaining "traditional" competency levels, is

staff-youth intensive. To indrvidualize learning experiences and to

develop measurements of acquired skills or knowledge which meet the

educatidnal needs of individual youth requires further teacher-counselor

time; much more so than is necessary in traditional, standardized

schools.

Recommendations to Youthwork, Inc.

Project Organization

(1) Teacher and counselor staff-youth ratios must be higher

than traditional school ratios. Developing and testing

competency levels of individual youth entails considerairlik

individual staff-youth attention. It is doubtful that the

process can stabilize to the extent that this type of

curriculum and approach to credit can ever match the

#
traditional school staff-student ratios, e.g. one teacher

to 27-35 students.
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II. Program Administration

Several projects which are responsible for fulfilling multiple

educational needs of youth should designate at least one staff member

whose responsibility is to coordinate the curriculum, credits and

courses at the project. Where such a person or role is lacking, some

youth are not provided with coordinated services either in terms of'

acquiring the type and number of credits they need to graduate or in

ensuring that they are in the most approOriate classes.

Recommendations to Youthwork, Inc.

(1) For those projects that offer a complexity of

services to youths there should be required

at least one staff member(s) responsible to see

that educational requirements are met.

In innovative education programs it is imperative that projects

provide an administrative structure which allows for problem solving

and implementation of decisions. The administrative structures of 'the

academic credit projects function between the extremes of no means for

staff involvement in problem-solving to a lot of problem analysis but

no implementation of decisions. Either case causes staff dissatisaction

and hinders the potential impact of these programs.
12

12
For a discussion of the relationship between different decisions and
execution, see Pressman and Wildavsky, 1979:191 or Demone et al.,
1973, particularly chapter 8.
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Recommendations to Directors of the Academic. Credit Projects

(1) For the projects to operate efficiently and

effectively, a means for on-line staff problem

analysis and input must be operational, and

just as importantly, follow-up and/or

implementation of decisiions must occur.

111. Retentton and Motivation

The target populations identified to be served, among them youth

offenders and school dropouts, is a difficult populationto retain in

the projects. For projects serving secondary aged youths (14 6 18\

years old), the 16 to 17 year old youth are particularly prone to self-

or project-termination. One project likened their project terminations

to "deadwood". These youth present numerous problems to projects in

terms of attendance, curriculum and staff time. Projects have

responded to the special needs of these populations by adding or

increasing the numbers of remedial education and counseling staff

persons to their projects. Despite these additions, youth are-still

terminating. There is some evidence that several projects (n.,3) are

changing their admittance standards in favor of yotinger youth with

higher reading levels and more credits than were admitted into the

projects last year (1978). The goal appears to be more selective

admissions to ensure higher retention rates.

Recommendations to De artment of Labor

(1) There is a need for further research on how to

retain " roblem" outh opulations in school-to-,

work transition proerams.
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(2) Two factors which appear to work for "problem!' youth

populations are individualized.staff-youth relation-

ships and gaod work experiences.

(3) If it is not desired for projects to take those

participants whiCh projects have found themselves'

best able to serve, incentives for admitting and

retaining special groups (offenders and young'

,dropouts) should be developed. Disincentives, such

as reliance on termination figures should be examined,

as this group of participants has traditionally been

difficult.to serve.
13

Recommendation to Youthwork, Inc.

(1) MISdata reports should be nterpreted with caution as

some of the figures are misleading. This is particularly

true of the particirnt retention figures which were

found to be inflated with participants.signing up for the

program but never appearing, or leaving during the first

weeks of program start-up and orientation.

Paying youth participants for remedial education class time at

two projects is not perceived by the an-line staff to be working as

an attendance incentive. Roth these projects serve (more than the

other academic credit projects) a hard-to-reach youth population (in

terms of remedial skills).

13
See Magnum and Walsh, 1978:Chapter 9.
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Recommendations to Youthwork, Inc.

(1) An internal analysis/of these two projects which are

paying youth for classtime spent on remedial education

'needs to be undertaken.- Because they are serving a

different population group than the other academic

credit projects, a cross comparison does not seem

to be applicable. Interview and observation from

A the youth of this incentive is also needed.

(2) Solutions to the problems of young mothers needs to be

explored. Pregnancy and child-care related reasons

are the primary cause of terminations of female

participants. Possibilities include sex and birth

control education,"601d-care allowance, and/or the

provision of day care. This latter potential service

could be integrated into a work experience project,

where program participants help design and run a day

care center under supervision of qualified staff.

IV. Youell Involvement

YoUth are involved with the Projects in deciding their elective

- courses and work placements. On a one-to-one basis, youth are invol

in discussing plans and actions which'directly effect them. Such

interaction iS instigated by the youth. Often youth do not feel they

have the authority or lack the knowledge to make informed decisions cfr

impact on their program experiences. Core courses or basic skills

classes, where mandated by the state, LEA or post-secondary institution

12ti
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do not allow for youth input. Youth input has been solicited, but not

obtained, an a youth group basis consistently.

Recommendations to Youthwork, Inc.

As a principle, youth involvement and-decision making

should be encouraged. Programs should be encouraged to

explicitly state how such involvement will be sought and

the institutional means c\reated to sustain it. Where

possible, staff should make the youth aware of their

potential for impact and the different choices available

to them.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EXPANDED PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT

In late 1978 and early 1979, Youthwork, Inc. funded twelve

programs within the focus area entitled PExpanded Private Sector Involvement".

As with the other three programmatic models, this one was to:

learn more about in-school programs and their
effectiveness and to promote cooperation between
the education and trainifig and employmentw

systems. (Youthwork, Inc., 1978:2)'

The decision to focus on this approach to in-school programs was

both time(Iy and appropriate. TimelYeAn that not only-is the development

of linkages between employment, training.and education services a major

goal of YEDPA (DOL, 1978:3), but also because there is an expressed -

need to involve the private aSetor directly in addressing what is an

'issue of critical national concern. As but one instance, a series of

workshops conducted shortly after passage of YEDPA in 1977 identified

involvement of this sector in youth programs as an arca.fdt serious

investigation. It was rioted that:

96
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. In each of the five workshops, concern was
expressed regarding the limitations of the
use of the private sector for wofk experiences
because t I4.s sector can and should make key
contribut ons to these programs. (DOL, 1978:7)

'

The appropriateness of this focus area choice comes frOm the
Atz,

knowledge,that over eighty percent of all jobs exist within the

private sector business community (Graham, 1978:1; Pressman 1978:2

Additionally,_youth represent one group which is affected by the
A

persistence andrexpandion of structural unemployment in'our society

(Robison, 1978:9). To address this problem Robison goes on to state:

Government programs to train and provide jobs
for the hard-to-employ will continue to play
an importont role in national manpower policy.
Its main emphasis is on the need for'substantially
greater private sector involvement in efforts
to aid such groups both directly and in partnership'
with government ptiograms. (RObison,_1978:9)

Program Characteristics

The private sector prograns funded by YouthWork, Inc. are located

in eight ptates and include fov_sites on either coast and four sites

in the Midwest. One.of the twelve programs is.located in a major city

with a.population over one million, nineprograms are in.éities with

populations ranging from approximately 50,000 to 500,000, and two prOgrats

are located in rural areas.

The initial plans for the twelve programs projected a range of

students to be served from a low of 45 to a high oft500. Vocational

Exploration Programs '(VEPs) in these private sector programs do not

exceed approximately 175 students at any program sit-1,e._ Less intensive

involvement by students through their presence at special lectures,

classroom career exploration, oi other activities accounts for the high
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participation rate of 500 students one project. Numerous other students

wheare not officially enrolled in the programs also receive program

benefits when such activities aslguest lectures occut within &eir

The total number of students who received benefits from direct

INFticipation in these 12 programs, during their first year of operation,

was approximately 1614 youth.

This chapter is based upon data Collected at seven0f.the twelve

private sector sites. Program charafteristics are proylded in Tables 1

through \./The reporting programs have been in operation.from twelve to

fiftee mont4s. Four of the reporting sites represent programs which were

developed through modifications of previously existing programs. The

\primary modification of these existing pro rams was the addition of

specific private sector vocational exploration. Three sites instituted

programs where there had formerly been none. The operators of the seven

reporting sites (cf: Table 1) included "wo LEAs (public ,schools), two

< communiti-6sed organizations (CB05) and three private non-profit

organizations. Of the three newly established programs as a result of ,

Youthwork, Inc. funding, one is operated by eaqh of the organizationsal

types (LEA, CBO, public non-profit). Of the two rural sites which pro-

vided aat/a, one is operated by a CBO and the other by a private

non-profit organization. With the exception of one CBO program and one

private non-profit program (ne3gLer being a rural site),/all of the

vporting programs are conducted within facilities provided by the

local school systems (cf. Table 2).

4.
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TABLE 1

TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS OPERATING PRIVATE SECTOR PROGRAMS

Organizational Types

4

Reporting Sitesa Total Sites
b

LEA

CB0

PNP

GO

2

2

3

0

5

3

3

1

aReporting sites are those seven which provided data for this report.

b
The total number of private sector programs reprepent the 12 funded

by Youthwork, Inc..

Major activities provided at all 12 programs are 1AFI-by

program in Table 3. Classroom training includes specific skills

training and/or employment skills which prepare students to apply for

a job (i.e., filling out applications and interviewing). Career

exploration includes activities Ohich.present various careers within

the classroom through such approaches as films, texts and guest lectures.

411. work sites, career exploration involves business tours, observation

of employees and discussions with employers. Vocational exploration

programs (VEP) occw when a student is exposed "tojobs available in .

the private sector through observation of ,such jobs, instruction, and,

if appropriate, limited practical experience" (Federal Register, April

3, 1979:20014). At the' private sector programs the length of this
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41i

TABLE 2

PRIVATE SECTOR PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Program
a

Operator
b

Area
Population
Range (in
thousands) '

-

Where
Program

is

Conductee

Actual/Projected
Number of
Students

to be Served
d

Program
Statuse

Program
Beganf

A

B*

C*

E*

L*

LEA

LEA

LEA

LEA

LEA

PNP

131413

PNP

PrNP

PrNP

PrNP

GO

50-250

50-250

50-250

50-250

50-250

50-250

250-500

rural

1000+

rural

250-500

50-250

school

school

school

school

school

training
center

;raining
center

school

school

school

school

school

124/288

108/140

131/128

559/500

54/63

55/64

120/104

81/90

177/150

80/96

71/114

54/60

43.1%

77.1

102.3

111.8

85.7

85.9

115.4

90.0

118.0

83.3

62.3

90.0

EEP

EEP

EEP

NP

NP

EEP

NP

EEP

EEP

NP

EEP

EEP

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.*

Dec.

Dec.

Nov.*

Nov.

Nov.

Oct.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

a
Programs with asterisks did not provide data for this report.

bLEA = local education agency; CBO = community based organization; PrNP =
private non-profit; GO = government office.

Training centers are located at facilities owned by these community based
organizations and private non-profit operators.

d
Operating year to date. Source: -Blackstone Institute MIS reports,
December 16, 1979.

eEEP = expansion of existing program; NP = new program.

f
The earliest starting date was October 1978. Programs with asterisks have

ended.
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phase varies from only a week or two to several months. On-the-'ob

training contracts can be entered into by private sector employers if

the youth participant is "engaged in work which provides knowledge or

skills essential to the full and adequate performance of the job"

(Federal Register, April 3, 1979:20011). Academic credit is awarded

at ten program sites. Three sites have attempted to acquire community

partners who will participate on a one-to-one basis with program

participants. These persons may be present or retired businessmen or

volunteers interested in working with youth.

TABLE 3

PRIVATE SECTOR PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Program/a Classroom Career Vocational On-the-Job Academic Community

Operator Training Exploration Exploration Training Credit Partner

. A/LEA

B/LEA
b

C/LEA
b

D/LEA

E/LEA
b

F/CBO
b

G/CB0

HiCB0

I/PrNP

J/PrNP

K/PrNP

L/C°
b

x

aLEA local education agency; CBO community based organization; PrNP

private non-profit;.G0 government office.

b
These sites did not provide information for this report.
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Analysis Forrilat

The seben private sector programs which have supplied data for

this current report are situated in three distinct setfinga. These

settings include both tradirional and alternative schools and a training

center. The traditional schools (three programs) are that large majority

of schools in this country which have a highly structured educational

format. Alternative schools (three programs) tend to be flexible in

their procedures and A some instances are designed to attract and

educationally stimulate those students who have relected and subsequently

dropped out of traditional schools. Alternative schools also respond

to the need of traditional schools to lind a place for'youth who disturb

Ole traditional schooling process. Training centers (one program) are

specifically designed to provide a technical skill which can be used in

a specific field of employment. Education leading to a high school

degree (or a GED) may be, but is not necessarily, a part of the training

center approach to education.

/Discussion of these programs, where appropriate, will be divided

according to the settings in which the programs are being operated. 'This

provides a key analytic framework from within which to examine more

closely both the experiences encountered by the youth and success/failures

of various Program strategies.

In this present report five program components are reviewed:

1) the provision of academic credit; 2) youth involvement in program
AP,

operation; 3) program contact with other ybOth programs; 4) staff/student

contacts; and 5) program administration. It should be noted that as a

result of different data cbllection emphases at the various programs,

4(
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not all seven programs provlded data for each of t arehs. A con-.

eluding section provides both a summary of this chapter's contents

and recommendations based on available data.

FINDINGS

I. Academic,Credit

The provision of academic credit has,occurred at ten of twelve

private'sector programs. Six of these programs have provided data

which detail the amount of credit awarded as well as the complications

involved in this process.*

'Traditional Schools. Two programs operated within the traditional

school setting have experienced quite different results in their

efforts to provide academic credit. In the first instance the program

is operated in a rural area by an organization which had no prior

in-school programs. The program is operated in facilities provided by

the school and takes place after the normal academic schedule. The staff

for the program are present at the participating schools only durini3

those late afternoon operating hours or during.the school day when

appointments with individual youth have been scheduled.

When this program began the several local school districts were

approached in regard to the awarding of academic credit. No school

expressed any particular interest in this aspect of the program. The

best response that program officials received was "we will have to think

about it".- A reason for the lukewarm reception to this program com-

pone'nt is reflected in one guidance counselor's comments about the ease

by which students could already obtain credit. He stated:

*This is the only section of the findings for which data from the
training center was available.
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44F-

We are having a credit explosion here. The results
are that some kids can graduate when they are
sixteen years old, No, I am not against the idea
of gfanting academic credit for the program, but
we have to look ahead to possible problems. If by
granting academic credit for this program, it would
allow more sixteen year olds to graduate - -well,
that might be a real problem. You have got to
remember that a sixteen year old out of high school
cannot find a job. ,

to-

A second factor which contributed to.the failure to initiate

academic credit was that this program' began in mid-December--well into

the school year. At that point in time it was not feasible to attempt

to initiate this process. However, during the program's second year

of operation (1979-80), one school district bbgan awarding academic

credit and a second was in the process of recommnding to the Board of

Education that credit be awarded. In both situations only youth enrolled

after the decision to award credit could receive credit. Ironically, at

the second school there are no plans to enroll more students in the

prograin. For those youth who are to receive academic credit it will be

based on one-half_credit for 150 hours of participation. Reflecting on

the many means by which,credit at present can be acquired, the field

observer doubts that the participating youth need addtional credits

from the program in order to graduate.

The second program in a traditional school setting is located in a

major city and operated by an organization which ha's had considerable

prior contact with the schools. The program is.conducted during the

regular school-day and after school by program personnel who are also

members of the school faculty.
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At this site, academic credit is awarded as "electi;ie credits".

This, as the field observer notes, avoids the problems of deciding

what competencies are required for an experience to be comparable to

a required course. One credit hoar is awarded for program involvement

totalling 200 hours. The.awarding of academic credit is contingent

upon criteria described by the field observer:

There are no prescribed competency levels required
for the unit of academic credit, only that the
students must have participated in the program's
activities faithfully and successfully. This
means that the student was in attendance, except
for excused absences, that he/she completed the
field work of the outreach phase in a satisfactory
manner, and that his/her performance in-job situ-
ations was also satisfactory.

Alternative Schools. Each of the three programs in alternative

school settings awards academic credit. One program, operated by a

private non-profit organization, is located at facilities separate

from the schools from which students are drawn. The program is

operated during the school-day and it provides basic skills credit

for reading and math classes (1/2 unit each) as well as one unit of

elective credit for the work experience (,2O hours involvement per

credit, 4 credits-per year). The factor which-may have been most

iniihdlitial in the decision toward academic credit was a position by

the school district to the effect that if the program was to operate

during class time, the youth would have to receive two credits per

semesterthe-amount they would have received during the normal school

day afternoon.

Both other alternative school programs are operated within

the established alternative school buildings. Furthermore, both
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provide only elective credits. In the CB0 operated program five units

are awarded per semester (representing over 60 hours of involvement;

170 units needed to graduate). When asked whether performance or Com-

petency levels determined the awarding of credit the field observer

was fold the following:

Attendance. That is one of t e big things.
They must be attending full time at their wo
stations. Also we check with supervisors to
see if they are doing well--to see if they are
living up to their contract. We record their
hours on the job. It really takes more hours

to get a unit with work experience than it does
with our regular classes. I do not believe in
just handing out credit.

The LEA program awards one-half credit each, per semester for the

job orientation class and the work experience with the stipulation that

one cannot receive credit for the latter without participating in the

former. In this setting youth have the option to work toward either

a high school diploma or a GED.

A notable occurrencd in regard to the awarding of academic

credit transpired at the LEA program. Prior to this program

CETA program participants had not been awarded credit as the school

districts would not do so without having students also participate in

a job class. This joint venture between CETA and the LEA has brought

about a means by whieh CETA youth program participants can acquire

acadWis credit. The field observer notes:

The prime sponsor has expressed the hope that
this working relationship will align them with
the school district more closely and that this
relationship will continue after the current
program ends.

Training Center. The C130 operated program is housed in facilities

owned by and separate from the local school systems. The youth served by
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this program are predominately dropouts (N=87) and high school graduates

(N=26) (Total N=120). glthough acIdgmic credit is not available to

youth at last report, negotiations on this topic have taken place.

One program official relates efforts that have been initiated.

We now have the city college teaching a class in
our center which is basically focussed around
an introduction. to the college system. Some
of our program trainees and other youth have
begun taking courses at the city college. We

also have one course that they are teaching
here at our center on consumer education. As

far as accreditation for the training program,
we have not negotiated that yet.-J We see it as
a long-term effort. We are still exploring
accreditation for the high school level. This

is a complex area. You have to identify all the
schools or school districts, and thes are many,

to find out which school district each student
belongs. Most of our instructors do not have
teaching credentials, and.that may also be a
problem with the school accreditation, since
they may'not see our instructors as "legitimate".
There are simply too many problems in working
with the LEAS.

Summary. Based upon available information, the criteria for

awarding academic credit at six programs include: 1) attendance,

2) hours involved in the program, and 3) participation/performance is

as determined by their teachers/supervisors. There is no evidence

that any specific competency levels need to be achieved vi acquire

these credits. Additionally, those programs awarding credit do so

in quite similar amounts (equivalent to one to four credits per

school year). With only one exception, credit is elective in nature.

In that situation basic skills credit is awarded for participation

in math and reading classes. At one alternative school program the

awarding of academic credit has been one factor in the fostering

of CETA/LEA linkages.

1 33
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There is some question as to the actual need on the part of

students for academic credit. The impressions received by observers

4 mixed. On the one hand, an observer notes the many ways in which

youth can acquire credit. On the other hand, she also notes that it

may serve as a double reward--income and credit--and thereby encourage

youth to remain in school. At the LEA operated alternative school

the observer notes that the youth need all the credits they can acquire.

In contrast, at the prive non-profit operated alternative school, the

observer notes that only those youth who know they are receiving credits

feel they need these credits. This may be pointing out the fact that

youth were either not informed that they would bc receiving credits,

they forgot, or they do not really need these credits. This latter

case needs to be more thoroughly investigated.

One item which needs to be addressed is the lack of MIS

statistidal data which would suggest rthe true extent to which this

program component has been utilized. (This also holds true for the

awarding of GEDs.) This is an unfortunate result of MIS limitations

which allow for only a limited number of services at each site to

be recorded.' Personnel at private sector programs have apparently

identified other faCtors as being more important to record.

Finally, the ability to award credit appears, at least in part,

to be linked to thT structural incorporation of the program into the

formal schoOl day. Those programs which have done this (four sites),

whether on campus or off campus, have had much more success in

developing agreements with the local school systems.

/
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II. Youth Involvement in Program Operation

Regardless of program setting, informal discussions appear to

be the primary means by which youth become involved in program

operation at six private sector programs. This process occurs pre-

dominately through brief encounters wlth a teacher or supervisor.

Whether comments, criticisms and4or suggestions which are expressed

during these encounters actually instigate program change on a

regularhasis is not at all clear.

Participation in formal counals or other bodies developed to

help guide the program exists for youth at two of the reporting

private sector programs. In these situations youth express directly

to"program operators"their views of,the program operation, poagible

changes, and their own experiences. The field/observers at a program

located in a traditional school setting related the following youth

comments:

One student commented that acceptance by the
employers Was importantrthey were treated "like
adults". Another student was proud of "doing
something for myself". It seems that the .

rejection by some employers was hard for
several of the students to take. One student

,

commented that: "it hurt, but it is part of
growing up to learn to accept rejection".

.

Another student, working as a receptionist for
HEIR Block, was obviously angered by the

i
customers' demands, accusatio s, etc. She

commented that she "would no lower herself to
their standards".

At an afternative school youth actively, participate .in advisory

group discussions about program related issues. One youth notes how

he was involved in a discussion of hours of work and wages for the

youth.

135
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They wj're talking about sO'&07hing like whether

after you have been working so long should you
get a raise? They did not decide anything.
They will have another meeting in January. I

told them that after you havelleen working nine
months you should get more hours and a raitie.

Plans for A similar level of participation at a seCond alternative

school progiam are currently in progress. As with the informal routes

for program input, the ultimate program decisiond are made by the

operdtors and not these councils. It lk,not,clear how great an

impact youth views have On progiam direction.

Elsewhere, youth involvement through formal channels has not
+11k.

9

been encouraged. It may be that these forms of involvement were not D

designed as primary 'components of the program but rather secondary or

_tertiary components which have never been actively addressed to date.

if

At one alternative school, aq4 after over a year of operation, the

field observer notes:

Youth involvement has to date been rather minimal.

Although the proposal cello for active student
involvement in the runnpv of the program, there
hap beelittle if any'hitiempt to get students

to participate. However, a teacher-counselor
and a social worker have begun a student council.

This level of formal involvement can also be found in a traditional

school setting. After one yCar Of operation, a field observer relates:

At present time there is not avenue for youth to

have direCt input into program operations. During

the dibcussion of the formation of an advisory

council (which never materialized) the position
of the director and the operating organization
was that youth phould be included on the advisory

council. However, an advisory council is not
actively being pursued. Some youth were approachAd

about being on an advisory council, and were very
receptive about the idea. Two students independently

aoked me if dnd'wh'en the advisory council tiiht they

had been asked to be on would start.
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The prtmary means by which youth have input into the prograM is

in making perscpal choices about their own involVement. Although no

leeway exists as to the',Orogram coMponents in which 'youth must

participate, indeOendent decision-making is encouraged within these

- . .

various phases. While butt* are continually encouraged to become

actively involved in a 1I program activities, this processAmcomes

most apparentwhen decisions need to be made about work placement.

Placements are sought which, as often as is possible, reflect youth

'career interests. Youth are free to reject a specific placement or

request a change of wog site. One field observei-s describes this

process:

After students yave been on a job site for a few
weeks they are queried toTaiscover.if they find
the placement valuable,'and if they want to stay,
or experience another placement.- If they dedide
to change placements, they are questioned in
regard to the options available and how they feel
.aboUt each available opening at a job site.

In summary, it does not appear that the private sector programs

were designed with high levels of youth involvement:in program operation

\ -

in Mind. While formal means do exist in a few instances, informal

channels are the primary means for this process to occur,'if it does at

all. The decisions in which youth are encouraged to participate involve

,primarily their own course within the program.

III. Program Contact wile Other Programs

Five programs, three in traditional school settings and two in

alternative school settings, have provided information which suggests

that there has been a wide range of experiences in the area of program

contatts. Ideally, the present programs should attempt to foster an
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-exchange of Ideal§ and informatiOn with other local efforts, This may

alto help strefigthen the program's base in the community. Unfortunafely,

this process has not been purpued at all program sites.

Traditional Schools. The program operated in a rural area after

the school day has had very little contact with other youth programs.

?

With the exception Of one summer program opera*ed bY the same organilation,

tbe only.known oecurred at the programoutset. Indeed, this

program appears to isolated from other prograthafdril.ti 9: youth

that one guidance countelor noted it was a "ghost prograW% The

,observer explains:

-

There was not appreciable contact between the
school district,and the Youthwork program. In

fact, he described,lt as "a ghost program", in
that it functions autonomously and was #bt
known to many pdople.

'A secend in-school program operated by a LEA at several schools

'during the school day has experienced considerably more success in

contacting,other programs simply due to its location within these

schools. In this sieuation the program coordinators are situated in

areas of the schools along with other Special programs. One.coordinatot
'-

notes that'this has been quite hdipful to her.

The situation I am in 4mong the counselors. from
the.NYC,..ROP, and SAY ikojects is good. I get

reconmiendations from ehe others and we work well
together..:i have considerable.contact and suppOrt
'from ROP and NYC staff members since I work in tfie
same offices as them. mm

Further, in one of the participating Schools,the program ceordinator

alsO operates the NYC program. The various work programs have also

had to work together to assure they meet enrollment quotas.
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The-most extensive effort to link a program to Others exists in

the case of a private non-ptofit operated program. This program had

contacts with the city's Youth Employment and Training Ptogram built .

into the proposal. Other formal links were establiehed with groups

such as the Bureau of Cooperative EdAation and the Center. for Caieer

and Occupational Education Se4vices. Comments'from the field observer,

suggest the diversity of efforts to link this program to others.

Contacis with YETP were built into the proposal
and there has been an excellent and effective
cooperative relationship. Through the program
a paraprofessional is provided to YETP's Career
Experience Center to work with the fiscal unit
in handling student certificationsv payrolls,
and the like. Contacts with the.organizations

F

mentioned above are part of the program's - oing
operations. Initially, there were contact with
these and other organizations, particularl on

the part of the program director, to familiarize
them with the program. There are continuing
contacts with other programs' staffs to
disseminate information about the program, its .

method of operation, etc.

'ft

The program is operated afternoons in the schools by teachers

whose time is split between the program and their regular clitsses. A

coordinator is also on hand all day at each school. The field

obberver notes:

In each of the schools in wich the program is
functional, the program is recognized by many
staff and students of thre school as a school-based
program. While the principals recognize the
importance of the program to their schools, it
is recognized as only one of many programs that are
opetational. Each program has some unique
features and most of them make significant
contributions.

-".
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Alternative Schools. As with the programs in traditional settings,

these two programs reflect varying degrees of contact with other programs.

One program, operated by a private non-profit organization, has had

limited contact with other programs for,in-school youth. Thig program

is situated at a site otheethan the schools from which students are

draWn and apart frOm agencies which make referrals. The extent of

isolation can be illustrated by noting that this program has not had

any known contact wits another Youthwork, Inc. funded program in the

same city. At a recent meeting, one school counselor asked if there

would be more contact with the program this year than there was the pre-

vrious school year. The counselor was informed by program personnel

that steps were being made to facilitate this contact.

An LEA operated alternative school has developed a level of

interaction with one CETA youth program and the parent school district.

The desire by this program's staff to maintain a level of enrollment

lower than originally called for has fostered these interactions.

Most prominant of these has been the joint efforts of the operating

LEA and CETA Prime Sponsor to meet enrollment figures while retaining

the small size of the alternative school. The first step in doing

A
this was achieved by linking the program with a CETA youth program.

The CETA program supplied a number oi-youth while the Youthwork, Inc.

program supplied job orientation classes and, for the first time,

academic credit tq the CETA program youth. One spinoff from this has

been the request by an adjacent saw& district for the development

of similar CETA/LEA working agreements.

Another means by which low school enrollment is being maintained

is through the development of satellite programs. In these situations
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alternative school staff go Lo two other schools and provide job orien-

tation classes. Witt; the exception of the CETA youth program previously

cited, the field observer notes that there appears to have been "Very

little exchange of ideas between youth programs in the community".

Increased involvement in the district's more tiaditional school system
C./

may in time facilitate this process.

Summary. The five cases briefly presented suggest that contact

with other youth programs may be facilitated by the physical location

- of the program. In two settings little effort appears to have occurred

to sustain inter-program communication. Initial contact to share

information is essentailly all that has occurred. These programs,

located in both traditional and alternative settings are operated in

relative isolation. One program is operated after school hours and

essentially only uses school facilities, while the other is located

at a site apart from the school frot which youth are drawn.,. The

three programs with greater contact/exposure to other programs (again

representing programs from traditional and alternative settings) are

all located within the schools whose students are being served.

a.

IV. Staff/Student Interaction

The focus of this section is on the formal and informal contacts

which occur between program staff and youth participants. As with

previously discussed issues, the ability for these two, groups to

interact is in part dependent upon the proximity of the program to

the schools bleing served.

Traditional Schools. The program operated in rural schools

after the school day is in part constrained by the fact that program
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staff come into the schools to operate the program. The field observer

notes:

The only contact that occurs between staff and
students outside of normal program activities
during business hours.relates to transportation
(whichilas now been discontinued for students
who work late), and some contact through other
organizations such as churches.

It should not be construed that this program's staff do not remain in

contact with program youth. Rather, only that the separation of the

program from the schools being'served necessitates contacts to be more

formal and preplanned as opposed to spontaneous and informal.

At a second program, liaisons located in the schools interact

with students to conduct the formal program components. Contact between

program personnel and students continues outside the-regular program

through encounters 'both within and outside the school (e.g. in the halls,

downtown).

The final program in this category uses faculty members of the

participating schools to operate the program. The field observer

exPl14s that unless the students are "in one of the teacher's regular

classes, thdstudents do not have the opportunity of interacting

with teachers during the school day". Availability of the program

coordinator in each school is considerably greater. The field observer

states that whenever he has viSited with a coordinator "there have

always been students stopping by". While there are few interactions

outside of the regular program working period., those interactions

which do exist are quite varied as noted by the observer:

The reasons for student/staff interactions are
varied. For example, they may be occasioned by
the student's interest in telling the coordinator
about a particular experience that he/she has had.
The contact may arise as a result a a student's
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changed schedule, need to be absent from the
program for a day, uncertainty about completing
a form, etc.. At times there are other reasons,
e.g., the students at each school complain, at
one time or another, to the staff about the
cost of transportation.

1
Alternative Schools. Two of the three programs inalternative

school settings (one operated in the schools being served and the

other in separate facilities) are experiencing staff/student inter-

actions similar to those programs in traditional school sattings. Those

interactions which exist are limited primarily to the conduct of pro-

gram components.

the third program, located in a small alternative school is

experiencing extensive interaction among staff and students. The field

observer related the following thirteön months ago (March 1979):

The small student body coupled with a closely knit
staff has allowed for the meeting of program goals
and has yielded some unexpected benefits. The most
important one has been the ability to develop
personal and meaningful interactions between staff
and students...Because of the sm'all student population,
information concerning students' background, past,
and present behavior is exchanged daily among staff
members. This allows each staff member to know a
student not just as a student but also as a person.
This concern is reflected by the staff when expressing
interest in not only a student's school work but in
other aspects of his life. One can &ten see taadhers
and students joking and talking about outside acti-
vities between classes.

These observations were written at a time when his program wasjustifying

why it should 'not be enlarged. The observer lso noted more specific

informal interactions such as lunch-time baslLtbail games in which both

staff and students particiPated. A more recent protocol (October 1979)

A reviews these statements and fin& them to still be valid. Included

in this same protocol are the views of one teacher concerning the value

143 Nts
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of informal interactions. The comments were made after a basketball

tournament.

I had a conversation with a teacher who played
in the tournament, and these were his remarks:
"I think we get more mileage out of this kindf.
of activity with the boys than anything else."
I asked, "What do you mean?" He replied, "Well,
sometimes you do not get anywhere in a classroom
wearing a shirt and tie, but if you can go down
to the gym and play a good game with the kids,
they often give you their respect. That respect,
gained out there in the gym or the playground,
.can be carried over into the classroom."

Summary. In five of the six programs reviewed, the staff/student

interactions remain primarily oriented toward program operation. Any

differences which exist reflect a greater availability of program

personnel. The sixth program is experiencing extensive interaction

due to the program bOing an integral part of the alternative school

and the small staff/student ratio.

V. Program Administration

The operation of a youth program, including the delegation of

power, is the focus of this section. The data from five private

sector programs have provided particularly clear descriptions of this

process.

Traditional Schools. The first program is a rural program

operated by a private non-profit program. As noted earlier, the staff

conduct this program after school hours in facilities provided by the

several participating school districts. Further, this ia a newly

created program (now one year old) and it represents a first venture

by the spons ring agency into the area of serving in-school youth.

The key persnneJI and their roles are described by the field observer.
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The director has primary function as an adminis-
trator, however, her interaction with the students
is on a crisis intervention basis. Whenever there
is a problem with a student regarding placement,
or what should be done to deal with the problem'
of an employer in relation to a student, the director
is the one to handle this. She makes a final
decision regarding what will be done. The assess-
ment counselor,makes appointments with students at
their home schools duriitg study halls and talks with
them about where they would like.to be placed (in.-
work experiences).

Additional staff include a secretary who is "second in command" and

"often ran the office" and an individual responsible for identifying

job placements and coordinating transportation. This description of

the secretary is a result of several changes in staff during the early

months of the program. She was in effect the only stable staff member

during this Period of change and, as a result, newer staff have been

in part dependent on her knowledge of the program's Operation.

There,exists no written formal administrative hierarchy for

this program. At present the director makes the policy decisions for

the program. The use of staff meetings, and individual weekly meetings

with staff members have been initiated to "improve communication

patterns between the director and the staff". Also, a consultant is

utilized by the program to help facilitate long range planning.

A number of administrative problems have plagued this program.

Foremost has, been the high staff turnover within the program, in the

sponsoring agency, and at Youthwork, Inc. (the funding agency).

Transporting youth to and from work and even the office space allotted

to the program (one small office for the entire staff) have been

additional factors to contend With. The field observer relates some

problems facing the current director.
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Staffing changes have made it difficult for the
director to have a consistant view of the program'.
Much has been said about the physical space,
and the lack of privacy which is evident within
the one room. This has resulted in friction
between the staff and the director because of
111 over-supervision".

The staff of a second program consists of4phe program director

and the liaisons within each participating school. The direCtor has

no direct contact with students. Rather, she oversees coordination

of program components and financial matters. The liaisons oversee

all phases of the program which involve youth. This distribution of

responsibility has not interfered with program operation. This may

be most clearly sutstantiated by.noting that the prokram seTxed 559

youth during its first.year (500.planned).

Two problems, both reflecting factors external to this program,

have hindered administration of the program. The first was the late

arrival of funds--well into the fall semester. As with many other

programa this factor made it difficult to acquire participants. A

second and perhaps more vexing problem has been a linkage to the state's

employment department. This department was to identify worksites

for program youth (approximately 100 youth were to'be. placed in work

experiences). High turnover of contract officers (who only work

one-half time for the project) has piecluded successful fulfillment

of this departmenes responsibilities to the program. As a result,

liaisons have found it necessary to begin to identify work sites.

The third program operated in a traditional school setting

representd an offshoot of a pre-existing program. The program, operated

by a private non-profit organization, is housed in thd schools

served and conducted during the afternoon hours of the school day and

1 6
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after school).. The key personnel for this program nrd their roles as

described by the field observer include:

The program director who has administrative responsi-
bility for all aspects.of the program, including
contacts with schools, Youthwork, local agencies,
the Board of Education, etc. The Coordinator of
Ekteraal_Learning is responsible for the development
of curriculum materials. The Guidance Counselor
is responsible for student testing, The Administrative
Assistant works directly with the Program Directer
and is the key contact with the Prime Sponsor regarding
fiscal matters, processes, etc.

Program staff are located within each of the program schools.

A

In each school there is a program office where the
Coordinator and Neighborhood Assistant (an aide)
are housed. The students have access to these
offices and they can contact.program staff without
particular difficulty. In addition, in each sdhoól
three teachers work with students (after school)
and they are the direct means of students contacting
staff of the program.

The school Coordinators have the delegated responsi-
bilities of supervising the school and student
related activities and those of the participating
teachers.

The decision-making authority for this program rests with the

program director. The field observer notes that most decisions also

involve.conoultaiions with appropriate individuals.

Through a series of meetings, 4'lhe Program Director
develops a bases for decisions that are program
related. For example, meetings are held with the
Principals (attended by ctnt4R1 staff and school
coordinators) to define operational basis in the
schools. At regular intervals, the Program
Director and central staff meet with the three
school coordinators to discuss program operations
and strategies and decide on courses of action.
In addition, the Program Director and Administrative
Assistant meet at intervals with the school staffs
responsible for records, payroll, time cards, etc.,
to resolve any problems, plans for required reports,
etc.
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The few problems which have been encountered by this program

have most often been a result of interactions external to the actual
4

operation of the program. There has been no staff turnover to date

(over one year into the program) nor have guch issues as transportation,

and identification of work eXperiences been major problems. Rather;

the major problem to date has been the prolonged contractual process

which has delayed program funding untAiwell beyond the start of the

school year--for two consecutive years. Fortunately, the prpgram has

been able to reduce the delay in program startup by using local funda

which were reimburs'ed once contractual difficulties were'resolved.

Alternative Schools. The private non-profit operated alternative

sthool has recentlgone through a transition from a.non-participatory

to a participatory administration. This has occurred as a result of a

change Of organizations the program's operation. Originally,

this oversight responsibility had been delegated by the contract

-4

reeipient to a related organization. The field observer notes problemd

.encountered in this situation:

The coordinating agency (original) made all major
programmatic decisions. The jiordinator insisted
that he make these decisions and they were often °

not done in a timely manner. Program staff were
locked into roles--not making decisions. The
project director resigned due in part to difficultieq4.,
in working with the coordinating agencyi

The program now has greater staff inplit and has, after several months,

identified the interim.director as director. The field observer notes:

Since the changeover in coordinating agencied;
there has been brainstorming, problems are
defined, decisions made and the staff fs working--
well together.
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The LEA operated program is located within a small alternative

school. The current school has evolved from prior attempts with

alternative schools in the community. The entire teaching staff has :

ip been drawn from the parent school distritt and all have had several

years of teaching experience. This staff includes .9program director

who is responsible for the daily oPeration of the program6; and assistant

director/teacher who coordinates the,state funded truant program and

teaches the GED program; six classroom teachers, two of whom teach the

job orientation class find coordinate work experiences; a social worker,

a truant officer; three theacherqi aides and a secretary all of whom

are paid through CETA funds; and a research associate who gathers back-

ground information on students and handles the MIS.

The program director is responsible to both the prime sponsor

and the school district. Below this administrative level, however, all

program staff are on an equal basis. The field observer noted:

Tile remaining staff are all on the same organi-
Sational level; that is, the assistant director

1---1-4

oes,not in practice have more power than the
teachers or the 'coordinators. They work together,

and their efforts.are cooperative. What has

happeneeis that the program director will allow
each individual a great deal of leeway for their
component. For example: If the job coordinators'
come across an idea or a change to enhance their

component they would bring it to the program
director and she would' uAually ask for it to be ,

put on paper, and then say follow it through. The

same for the social worker. This kind of operating

procedure encourages staff innovation and flexi-
bi1ity within the program.

;
. A

The ultimate responsibillity for this program rests with an

assistant superintendent. When major program decisions must be made,

such as changing the number of youth to be served, the program director
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relays. desired Changes to this higher level of authority. Any such

request Tor a majgr program change often eminates from program staff.

The field observer describes the reason'for this-process.
-.0

/*great many of the changes in the:structure of
4 tfie program come from the staff and goes up--

from the teachers, from the coordinators, from
the social worker. lk think this appens bsicause

the prograM director iS so overlo ded with7nt'a-

mundane daily requirements of running the
program that.she does not have the oppor-
,tunity to sit back and teflett upon where the
program is going, and what it needs. Whereas,

the line staff are involved in the actual
goings on. They can see Ofiere the problems
are and often times there is an.informal
discussion about what can be done to solve
this problem before it is even brought to the
program director. The staff is smallten
people. Of the ten, five of them were in the
program at the beginning. The Gillen staff allows

for a great deal of communication, formally, and
informally, and for*.the participatory type of.:

( 0 administration. r-

Summary. Each,of the programs reviewed has approached program

-administration from aclightly differept perspectiire. While the
.

restats of each approach have been positive, ehere are pitfalls which

one may wish tolleonsider before initiating a program. Three situations

suggest both positive and negative factors which may impact an program

administration.

The first situation reveals a programministered y individuals.

located separate from the schools served. The logistics o his distance ,

between the operator and the youth served has inhiibited to so e

extont the contact anijii these groups. More importantly the hi h staff

turnover combined with the problems encountered when operating a

rural program (e.g. distances, transportation) have impacted upon

'Aakv
. program administration.

A
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A strong central administration has overseen the smooth operation

of a second program Staff at each school oversee local operation of

the program. Factors enhancing administration include: .lack of staff

turnover, prior experience by the operating agency in the. conduct Of

youth programs, and the establiahmentof the program in the schools

served,C (None of these factors exist in the first situation cifed.)

A final situation has seen the revitaliiation of an alternative

school. Administration has been participatory, allowing for each staff

member t
1:

suggest and help implement program chwgel A small staff

intereste in the maintenance of a small school, establflhment of the

programtas a part of the school system,' prior experience in operating

programs, and limited staff turnover:\re all factors which have enhanced
\

the conduct of this program.
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SUMMARY ANp RECOMMENDATIONS

The issues revieWed on the preceding pages and summarized below

provide data which reflect research interests of both the Department

'-of Labor and Youthwork, Inc. In particular these data address the

following broad reSeardh issues specified in the Department of Labor's

A Knowledge Development Plan for Youth Initiatives Fiscal 1979.

1. Are ihere better approaches and delivery medhanisms

for the types of career developmena employment and

training services which are currently being offered

2. How can youth programs be better integrated to

improve administration and to'provide more compre=

hensive services to youth? To whE;s.t extent are the

programs already integrated at the local level?

In regard to agency collaboration Youthwork, Inc. has posited

the following question:

1. What the barriers to success4 cooperation

among these agencies and wht strategies are

utilized by these agencies to overcome them?

. .
Data from seven programs located in traditional schools (three

programs), alternative schools (three programs) and training centers

(one program) clearly suggest that the location of the program is a key

factor in the ability of the program to .address such issues as the

awarding of academic credit, program contact with other programs

and the fostering of staff/student inaractions.

Those programs

as 1) location

2) time of day

linked directly t9 school systems, through such factors

(on the school campus from which the students are drawn),

(during rather than solely after the school day), and
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3) using faculty who are part of the schools, are more likely to be

successful. More succinctly, it appears that the more integrated a

program can become into the daily.routine of the schools being served,

the greater success the program may have in addressing these issues.

Certainly there are additional factors which enter into the Success of

, any program. However, the data suggest that an essential step is to

ensure that the program is an integral part of the school whose youth

it serves.

Academic Credit

Four of six reporting programs award academic credit to youth

participants. Each provides elective credits'in comparable amounts

(equivalent to one to four units per school year). In addition one

alternative school providesbasic skills credit to youth who participate

, in math and/or reading programs. At a second alternative school, the

awarding of academic credit has been one factor in the fostering of

CETA/LEA linkages.

The criteria for awarding academic credit include 1) attendance,

2) hours involved in the program, and 3) participation/performance as

determined by the youth's teachers/supervisors. There is no evidence

acquire these credits.

Three of the programs awarding credit are located within the

sch ols from which students are drawn and operate during the school

day. is includes both alternative and traditional school settings.

While the fourth program is located apart from the schools it also
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operates during school hours. In contrast, the two programs not awarding

credit are in one case not affiliated to the local school districts and

in the second case operated by an outside agency after the school day

has ended. Those_programs able to award credit have linked themselves

,more closely to the schools in which they operate.

Although youth are known t.0 have received academic credit for

participation, there)s at present to statistical data to suggest how

many youth are actually receiving this credit. This is known to be

due in part to limitations of the MIS data collection system. Linked

to this is the question of actual need on the part of participants.for

academic credit and its role as an incentive for participation.

Observers have provided a mixture ,of information both for and againsi°'

actual neeefor the awarding of academic credit.

Recommendations for Youthwork, Inc.

Youthworkt. Inc. should develop suidelines specifyingt competency

levels which youth must attain prior to receiving academic credit.

Adiference to these guidelines would assure that youth served are being

provided with known skills. Assistance in the development of any competency

levels should include input from LEA personnel.

Given that academic credit was deemed of,such importance that

anctire focus area was created to investigate this issue, it would

be appropriate for coaparative purposes to collect this data in other

focus areas as well. To that end, the MIS system's capabilities should

be expandei so that academic credit data may be cj4ected for all

programs.

The actual need for academiC cre it and it im ortance as an

incentive for outh artici ation sh uld be reexa

154
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would help identify how critical a factor receipt of academic credit

actually is for youth participants.

youth Involvement in Program Operation

The six reporting programs do not appear designed with high levels

of youth involvement in program operation as an objective. Informal

channels such as disCussions with a teacher or supervisor are the

primaiy means,for input in all of these programs. Formal councils

exist in a few cases. However, as with the informal channels, it is

not clear that youth opinions/suggestions/criticisms have any direct

impact on program operations. The decisions in which youth *are

. encouraged to participate involve primarily their own course through

the program.

Recommendation for Youthwork, Inc.

As one focus of all programs is to assist youth in the school

to work transition, it would appear appropriate for the programs to

foster _greater youth feedback to and participation in the decision-making

process.

Program Contact with Other Programs

Contact with other youth programs is facilitated by program

location. Whether in traditional or alternative settings, school

based programs had great4r cOntact with other programs. In.contrast,

the two programs with apparently limited contact were in one case

operated at a location aPart from the schools and in the other case

operated after school hours.
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One traditional school program facilitated contacts by identifying

linkages within the original program proposal. Further, the program's

staff are members of the school faculty and, therefore, may,be more

aware of other programs available to youth than would be staff lorought

in to operate the program.

The 'desire to maintain a:small enrollment at an alternative

school program has fostered a number of linkages with both the CETA

Prime Sponsor and the parent school district. In the former case,

CETA youth progfam enrollees 'are for the first time being given academic

credit. This arrangement has resulted in a second school district

expressing a desire to establish a similar relationship with the CETA

Prime Sponsor. In the latter instance, involving the school district,.rhe pro-

gram has branched out into two of the school districts traditional schools.

Staff/Student Interactions

Five of six programs experience staff/student interactions which

focus primarily around program operation. A9cess to staff by students

is facilitated to some extent in three of these programs imply due to

the programs iodation within the school served. While it is faiT to

make this assumption, the extent to which students take advantage ef

.this availability is only discussed at one of the three prograMs. In

this situation youth actively interact with the program coordinator.

At the sixth program, a small alternative school, staff and

students interact both formally through program components and

informally during lunch-time, between classes, and at other times

during the day. Program staff have noted that these informal interactions

have been extremely valuable when working with the youth. -
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Program Administration

The programs reviewed suggest that different approaches to the

administration of programs can prove equally as successful. 'Mese

approaches fall on a,continuum from a strong central administration

which oversees program operation to a participatory approach to

administration. The most smoothly operated programs exhibit a clear

sense of program purpose and direction.

Programs operating most smoothly, be they in traditional or

alternative settingé, possess several factors in common including:

1) development from pre-existing programs; 2) lack of turnover among

staff; 3) location within the schools whose youth are being served;

4) staff members are either members of the faculty of the school served

or are on the premises daily; 5) operators are experienced in working

with the systems encountered when conducting an in-school youth program;

and 6) the programs begin during the school day. As adherence to these

factors diminishes, so to does the ease of operation of program

administration. Of the five Programs reviewed, the one which has

faced the greatest administrative difficulties has had only one of

the preceding qualities. It is operated in the schools served. However,

this has been compromised by the fact that the staff come to the schools

to operate the program, i.e., the Program is not formally locaied at

the schools, and it is operated.after the end of the regular school day.

Recommendations for Youthwork, Inc.

In situations where a program's administration is not located

n the schools bein served workin liaison relations should be elo ed

in which central program staff can work in concert with the school's staff.
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For school-based programs, plans should be developed and implemented

to relate the program and the program's students to the total school

2rogram, i.e, make the program an integral school component. Failure

to create this linkage will reduce the commitment by school personnel to

the program and thereby inhibit program operation. The six points noted,

above provide a starting point at which this process can begin.

Recommendations for the Department of Labor

AS has been alluded to at different points in this chapter,

in-school programs must begin with the school year. Failure to do so

,inhibits initiation of program components. To accomplish the synchroni-

zation of programs with the school year, programs need to be identified

and funding negotiations completed at least two months before the onset

of the school year. This will allow for a pre-program planning phase

during which program implementation may begin (e.g., staff can be

hired and trained, program components can be refined and initiated).
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CHAPTER FIVE

CAREER AWARENESS

The career awareness focus area consists Of fifteen projects

funded by Youthwork. The Youthwork contract refers to the career

awareness focus area as "Career Information, Guidance and Job

Seeking Skills". A shared goal of the projects is to improve the

transition of youth from school to work, by providing youth with

career information, job-seeking skills, and counseling. The intent of

this chapter is to describe the social and academic organization of

these programs, and in particular how such program organization relates

to the educational organizations to which the youth also belong.

The National Commission for Manpower Policy recommends that

research on government CETA programs focus on the analysis of the

strengths of different strategies (1978). Their report entitled,

CETA: An Analysis of the Issues states:

In view of the rapid and continuing growth of
federal manpower programs, together with the
deliverare shifts in programmatic emphasis, it
would seem reasonable to assume that the
efficacy of manpower programs, in their
various forms, was well established. This is
not the case, however. Not only is the efficacy
of any single program more an article of faith

4.33
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than documented evidence, but also there are
very few clues regarding the relative efficacy
of alternative programmatic approaches
(pp. 107-108).

Youthwork (1979) framed questions on policy issues for the career

awarenesS focus area relevant to this chapter. These inciude questions

about program models and service delivery. Specifically:

1) How are the Career 'Awareness Projects generally

characterized in terms of their transmittal of

information to participants? How were the services

-
delivered to the students? What,were the networks

that were used, and were they either new networks

or existing networks? (p. 41)

2) Who are the individuals who provide career information

material to the prtject participants? How are they

prepared and trained for the task? What are their

levels of training and education? How long have the

personnel been involved in providing career information?

How effectively cat'peer counselors provide the

information, compared with trained "professionals"?

Are there different mechanisms for providing this

information beyond peer counselors and professional

counselors, such as business people and others in the

community? (p. 42)
.

Program Characteristics. Twelve career awareness projects began

in 1978-1979 as part of the intial 48 Exemplary In-School Demonstration

Projects. Two of these twelve completed their contracts in Fiscal 1979.

Meanwhile three additional Non-Competitive Projects joined the career
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awareness analysis area in the Fall 1979 because of similarities in

project purpose to projects alrecilly in that area.

Five types of educational organizations operate the career

awareness projects. (See Table 1.) The two lOcal education agencies

(LEAs) are school districts; one is in a-metropolitan area (over

500,000 people), the other in a small city (between somp to 100,000).

Two consortia (CONS) represent joint efforts of school districts. One

consortium links three separate districts in a rural area (population

under 50,000), while the other involves 36 districts in a large metro-

politan area. A third consortium in another large metropolitan area

attempts to unite a board of education hnd a community college. One

prime sponsor (CETA) operates a career information project. in a.medium-

size city (between.100,000 to 500,000 people). Four community colleges

(COLL) operate projects: two in metropolitan areas, one in a'medium-

size city, and one in a rural area. Five non-profit organizations

(NPR) also sponsor projects: two in rural areas, two in medium size

Jcities, and one in a metropolitan area.

Projected enrollments have ranged from 15 to 6000. Two sites

served between 800 add 6000 youth, seven sites served between 100 and

400 youth, and' silt sites were under 100 youth. Five programs have had
/q

more than one operainoW site. In sum, this overview indicates that

four projects Opiated in rural areas, one in a small city, four in

medium-size cities; and six in large metropolitan'Oreas. The geographic

distribution has been three projects on the East cost, five in the south

.,

and southwest, four ingthe midwest, and three in the west and northwest.

. ).
.

Career awareness projects were found in fourteen states.
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TABLE 1

CAREER AWARENESS PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

prograMa operator
b

population
c

sites location dates
e

V.

A LEA 500+

B LEA 50-100

C "IS sop+

D CONS rural

E CONS 500+

F CETA 100-500

G COLL 500+

H COLL 100-500

I COLL 500+

1 training center 10/7876/79

1 ,school 10/78

4 school 10/78

3 school 11/78

7 school 1/79

1 training center 10/78

5 : school 3/79

1 school 1/79

1 training center 1/79-8/79

J COLL rural NA NA

K NPR 500+ 24 school

L NPR rural

M NPR 100-500

N NPR rural

O NPR 100-500

1 training-center

1 training center

5 school

1 training center

1 training center

NA

11/78

10/78

8/78

4/79

6/7p

aProgram J did not provide data'for this repsixt. NA not available.

b
LEA Local Education Agency; CONS Consortium; CETA Comprehensive

Employment and Training Administration prime sponsor; NPR Non-profit

Organization.

cTraining centers are located at facilities owned by the operator.

d
Figure represents population range in thousands.
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Program Models. Each of the fifteen projects has emphasized

one or a combination of learning:situations for the participating youth.

These have included job-seeking skill training, personal awareness

counseling sessions, information about different careers, training in

group dynamics, on-the-job work wcperience, and coUnseling about personal

directions for the future.

An analysis of service delivery at the various sites suggested

four programmatic models. (See Table 2.) The four include 1) alternative

school,.2) employment training, 3) in-school career awareness, and 4)

work experience. A distinguishing feature for each of the four program

mOdels has been the context within which the learning experience took

place, be it at the alternat4ve school, at the employment training

program, within the curriculum of a traditional school, or at the job

site. Five exemplary project operators have administered two or more

models under the-samOradministrative umbrella.

Alternative School. Three projects have operated career

awareness programs through alternative schools affiliated with

the public school systems. The project operators (a consortium,

a LEA, and a non-profit organization) respectively sponsor an alternative

junior high, one staff member in an alternative high school, and two-

staff members and a day care program in a school for teenagemothero

and mothers-to-be. Students have eategorized their alternative sehool

as.the final option within the educational system by which they might

achieve a high school diploma.
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TABLE 2

PROGRAM MODELS AT CAREER AWARENESS SITES

AlterUatIve Employment
Program Operator School .Training

In-School
Career Awareness

Work
Experience

A LEA

LEA

CONS,

CONS

CONS

CETA

COLL

COLL

COLL

a
COLL

NPR

NPR,

NPR

NPR

0 NPR

(x)

a

aProgram J did not provide data for this repct

bParentheses indicate Bites where information was not available for this
report, becausethe bn-site observers focussed iih\another strategy within

the total project.
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ra.-

Employment Training. One prime sponsor and twoiLommunity colleges

have operated the employment ,training strategy. This aRproach has fea-

tured planned se410 s on job-seeking skills,-employment opportunities,
b

and personal awarenes Clients.have'actively sought the program

because of these attractive features, hoping that it would help them

make the transition from school to work. ,Two programs have extensively

trained peers ftepar4ing them for the role of future trainers. The r

sessions have been independent of the school curriculum, meaning that
4

the students have come outside of'class hours. In the third instance,

the students participated-in an all-day, two month long program.

165
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In-School Career Awareness. The in-school career awareness

strategy introduces career information into the existing services

already present at traditional high schools. .Six operators sponsor

suarprojects. The efforts consisted of either setting up career

information centers in district high.schools (two projects) or con-

ducting workshops for high school teachers, hoping that these teachers

will incorPorate this information into.their curriculum (four projects).

In contrast to the alternative school and employment training

approaches, the natur of the service is non-intensive, of short

duration, and targeted toward large numbers of youth. Students parti-

cipated iri projects by entering an information center or

by attending regular class periods taught by their teacher who attended

8

a project training workshop.

0
Work Experience. Eight projects have operated'on the basis of

a work expefience strategy t4lere youth performed apprenticeships at

workaites. The extent and form of'counseling and job-seeking skill

training that accompanied the actual work experience varied among

projects. Placements included.both private sector and the public

sector, large bureaucratic organizations, and small owner operated

businesses.

I. Characterization of Program Administration

The allocation of responsibilities foriprogram idministr tion to

project staff raises three issues With respect to project implemen ation.

The trst issue inVoives program delivery to the youth, i.e., decid ng

who'does what and how. A second issue involves,negbtiating entry of the

program into a system, be it the school or in some,cases the schoOl
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district, and a job site. A third issue involves negotiations with and

reporting to Youthwork. The way in which program administration dis-

tributes staff responsibilities for these three issUes directly influ-

ences the implementation of the project. The following sectiOn

describes how these responsibilities are allocated within each of

the four models, and draws conclusions about the strengths and weaknesses

of different allocation patterns.

Alternative gchools. It appears impossible to separate the

administration of career information projects within the three

alternative schools from the overgll administration of these schools.

NarratiVes.of staff meetings, and interviews with teachers lead one to

the conclusion that administrative decisions by staff--be they principals

or teachers--are made in accord with how the school operates and the

particular identity it chooses to carve for itself. Decisions about

discipline,-teaching styles, and curriculum content stem from the

administration and teachers' interpretations of What their approach

should be.

Teachers at site 1 (See Table 3) pursued this question throughout

the fii-st fiscal year (1978-79) of the school. The principal*at one staff

meeting added further clarification to the debate by introducing a two

page listing of unique eharacteristics of an alternative school, posing

the question about differences between their being or becoming a

"mini-traditional school" or a real alternativ,e. A field/trip to

another'alternative school provoked comments by teachers to the 'on-site

observer about startling differences between "us and them". This

continuing dialogue among staff indicated a conscious effort to
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TABLE 3 .

ALT ATIVE SCHOOL.STUDENTS AT CAREER AWARENESS SITES
Number of Studentsa

-

Actual Projection ACtual Yrojection

Funded AS of 12/79 Fiscal 1980 As of 6/79 Fiscal 1979rator

.1 LEA 10/78 142 150 50 200

2 CONS 10/78 NA NA . NA e\,, NA

3 NPR 8/78 NA NA NA NA

aNumbe of students was taken from Blackstone MIS Reports (6/14/79 and
12/1 /79) when available, and in some cases modified by observer reports.

NA = Not available

ke their school from,becoming a place of lltense for behaviors-that

caused the students "trouble" at their former school. The assumption

among this staff/was that a temporary refuge for such behavior would

not help them re-enter and succeed in the traditional school. A second

assumption was that an alternative sch9.91 is only a temporary shelter,

rather than.permanent. Students have and will leave the alternative

junior high school to enter the traditional high school. Administrative

decisionslabout what to do with the program for these troubled youth

are couChed in the twg baic asSumptiOns about the ultimate purpose of

-the alternative school for these youth, And they cannot be considered

independently. Emphasis on school success is partially evidenced by

this school's yearly report which states that student attendance rates

have increased significantly, and their supervision rates have decreased

significantly.

The teachers and Principal at alternative school site 1 have

designed the details of the program to concur with their educational'

philosophy. Current levels of program staffing would-not allow them

to create an individudlIzed program for the original projection of
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6

200 students. Therefore,'they lowered the target to 150. However, the

maximumothey still felt they could serve at one,time was 50 students.-

Having the complete support of the prime sponsor, and the district
40.

administration, they were able to merge the prograril with an extended

day school, and thereby increase the numbers served at any one.time

to 100 students, the idea being that.they would counsel or be avaiRble

to thew students hosed in the same building as the alteinive schonl.

Actual school enrollment does not exceed 50 students.

rt

An interesting commonality existed between the alternative

schools at sites 2 and 3, each having had one Or two staff members funded

-
by project monies. Iv both cases, the over-all project administration

handled financing and monthly repOrts for the alternative school project

staff as well as for Other models that operated under the auspices of the/

project. This assumption of reporting and financing by the larger project

administration freed the teachers from these responsbilities, and allowed

tbem time to plan curriculum, formulate goals,,and work with students.

It also meant that the exemplary project did not help a new alternative

school get started, as at site 1, but rather, that project moneis sup-

ported additional staff to mork with the target group at an

alternative school already under way.

One of the teachers supported.by the project explained how he

did not separate his career information activities from what he did

as a teacher%in bis alternative school:

He said that)he would.like the target youth to
be able tO-identlfy with him and to be able to
stay in school. He wants them to stay around
long enough so that he can get some career
information to them. He said he has had to be
extremely careful so that he is not just
outright saying: "Hey, we're going to talk
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about careers". He indicates that tihey just
turn off to very straight approaches. He
said he had to go through the back door to
reach them and so, in essence, his goal was
to keep them in chool, to keep them in
contact, to bu d a realtionship with them
so that he co d have some tnfluence in their

,decision-n. ing relatime to lobs and careers.
Mention as a vehicle to build a relationship
with ese youth was a back-packing trip that
he ad just been on the past weekend.

this instange, the teacher's primary concerns were the needs

he individual yeah in hip school and how the school regponded to

them. The project allowed him this freedom to integrte materials

'and actiOties to the extent he saw compatible. ,/The manner of his

implementing the material had been quite different from that of the

other teachers in the same system, especially from those teachers in

the four traditional high schools who also received in-service training

from the project.
4,/

Site 2 htslalso benefited from the pattern of administration

in the same way.as the former, only having two staff members and a

child care center financed in addition. The services provided for

the pregnant women and new teenage mothers relating to career

information have taken quite a different character than those provided

at centers in three high schools also sponsored by the same projecte

The staff work within expectations set by the school and the special

needs of these youth. The project adminisfrator is Viewedby the

project staff and director at the alternative school as a medtator

who facilitates their task of implementing the program. The director

elaborated:
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The project administrator/mediator has helped
the job pLacment person in letter wxiting
and organiiiiii her time better. The job
placement person was a very good PR person
but needed some guidance from him with her.
He is always there when a problem comes up.
The high school had had funding problems with
various aspects of its program% Specifigally,
the high school had problems with the equipment
for the child care center. They wanted to get
good equipment. It was expensive equipment,
and he came up with more money through a local
city university in getting a grant from them.
He seems to, therefore, play the role of a
trouble shooter, of a liaison pefson who helps
out with specific problems when asked.

k
This project administrator/mediator 'also communicates with CETA, and

frees the project staff located at the alternative school from such

contact. It is interesting that the principal at site 1 also serves

as the mediator. The on-site observer reports:

She feels in ord t "get the job done" it
is important t "straight to the source"
so she frequently ntacts the prime sponsor
directly through ph ne calls and letters--

, mostly the latter f r clarification and
information--sn recAltnn be more easily
kept. The prime sponsor has been very helpful
in explaining, clarifying, and interpreting'
various guidelines and regulations.

The mediating role assu d by this project director is clearly the most

efficient way of.ha ling questions on paperwork for this project as

this is a sMaller LEA projecx with one site, working within one school

system. She manages the competing demands of her various roles, but

also volunteers that separate people in the roles of principals and

project director would "make the program more ideal". Sites 2 and 3

are both located in population areas of over 100,000 people, and

operate within several school districts.

-
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Employment Training Centers. The two employment training centers

run though the community colleges (Table 4, Sites 2 and 3) have been

hampered by a time consuming decision-making structure because of the

need to involve the colleges in decisions.° Theresignationlpf the"

project director at Site 3 was partly because of this situation. Site

2 college experienced a delayed start-up but succeededrin involVing %

the college when hiring staff and when recrlitting peer counselors and

students.

TABLE 4

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING STUDENTS AT CAREER AWARENESS.SITES

Site Operator Dates

Nymber of Students a

Actual Projection Actual Projection

As of 1.2179_ 'Fiscal 1980 As of 6/79 Fiscal 1979

1 CETA 10/78- 13 90 61 330

*

' 2 COLL 1/79- 24 500 4"'" (800) .,0 2000

3 COLL 1/79-8/79 178 200

aNumber of students was taken from Blackstone MIS Reports (6/14/79 and 12/16/79)
when available, and in some cases modified by observer reports.

1Varentheses indicate projection <later modified. .

ithe college centers, as that was straightforwardly described in the

Deciding what to do with the students was never considered at

.0

curriculum packets. However, the curriculum at Site 2 involved 18

time-consuming steps in career awareness where the counselors-trained

peer Counselors who would in turn help train other students. The counselor/trainer

staff spent considerable fime deciding who would do what, and how

that should be decided. This lack of clearly defined roles led to

low morale the part of staff member aswell as change-over d4ing

the Fall and Winter of 1979-80 in the position of counselor coordinator.
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d 4

This changeover consisted in rotating the position among three of the

counselor/trainers. Thus, the first type of staff responsabilities,

staff'roles in service delivery, clearly persisted as a problem. These

problems became more visible and.perhaps comprehensible as staff

expressed concern about being ,i'stretched", the project being under-

staffed, and indeed taking steps to limit their personal involvement,

such as by resignation as counseldr coordinator.

Another factor influencing the slow start-up rested in the diffi-

_cultyidentifying CETA eligible youth, i.e., youth under 21 years of

age in the proper'income category.

an the difficulty in the following

"the income eligibility category:

The on-site observer elaborated

memo concerninean adjustment in.
.A

The guideline change for peer counselors referred
to the fact that the college was using an obsolete
income criteria scale. The.mote current scale
from the prime sponsor allowed for a higher family
income, thus, potentially qualifying more students
since the students applying to the program tended
to be in a higher family income bracket than wils

allowed under the obsolete scale. Meeting the
income criteria of CETA is a problem in terms of
getting enough eligible students, but it is not
the only consideration. Other related problems
in this area include age, the number,of daytime
students available, interest, etc. The 48 others
were ineligible for many of the above reasons
as well as such reasons as securing employment
elsewhere and not meeting training standards.
The bottom line of the problem is that the
comppsition of this community college population
tends to be over the age of 21.

Thus the second type of staff responsibility, securing entry

into the educational system, encounters systemic obstacles outside

the realth of staff capabilities to do something about them. The

poor fit between the eligibility guidelines of CETA and the actual
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college population.contributed to low enrollment figures. -The original

plan to provide services to 2000.youth (January 1979) was reduced to

800 in August 1979, and then to 500 in October 1979.

The project director located the major problem of the project

in misunderstandings in contract negotiatiOns between,Youthwork and

the project about planning time. The.obseriver reported this interview

with the project director:

He noted that the main problem evolved from
a misperception on the part of DOL, as well'
as Youthwork, as to where the project was at
the time of funding. His opinion was that
when DOL/Youthwork funded the original project,
Youthwork thougHt that all the planning had
been completed and that the project was ready
to be implemented. This, in fact, was not
true, because a great deal of additional -

planning was still needed. In other words,
the college submitted the proposal with the
intent that it (if funded) would be a developmental
project. DOLI, hoever, funded the project with
the understanding that the program was',already
operational.

-44s7"

The project director communicated with Youthwork about implementation

problems and readjusted the target numbers. However, the staff shared

the anxieties resulting from involvement in a program that Youthwork

put on probation in August 1979 because of its failure to be implemented.

Site 1 also encountered difficulty recruiting youth and

tdachers. The program administration was closely linked to.the prime

sponsor, as the project staff also worke for CETA, and the program

served as a means to implement the philosophy of those offices. The

program never gained the full support of the school system, as he

latter wanted more control over the service delivery. Thus, the

second type of staff responsibility, negotiating entry into the school,

impeded full implementation.
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In-School Career Awareness Programs. The four reporting in-school

career awareness programs have serviced four to twenty traditional high

schools each within populated areas of over 500,000 people. All four

have attempted to reach youtrWiile they were yet within the Achao;

building.

Two projects (sites 5 and 6 in Table 5) have\relied primarily

on teachers within the schools to deliver the service as part of their

classes. The crucial element for project implementation therefore

became the identification or recruiting of potential targepteachers

who could receive training. Once .trained, it was assumed that youth

in classes where they integrated the career awareness received the

service. However, theLequency of in-service teacher workshops and

the amount and nature of support services rendered have been quite

different.

TABLE 5

IN-SCHOOL CAREER AWARENESS STUDENTS AT CAREER AWARENESS SITES

Number of Studentsa

Actual Projection Actual Projection

Site Operator Dates As of 12/79 Fiscal 1980 As of 6/79 Fiscal 1979

1 EONS . 10/78 223 400 NA 1000

2 CONS 11/78 NA NA NA' NA

3 'CONS 1/79 36 300 0 800

4b COLL 3/79 4,529 3,125 1,808

NPR
sc

1,343

11/78 4,774 4..- 4.-. 6,000 ...-(10,000)

6 NPR 8/78 720 1,500 '1,312 1,500 *.

aNumber of students was taken from Blackstone MIS Reports (6/14/79 and 12/16/79)

when available, and in Game cedes modified by oberserver reports.

bSite 4 counted and projected services received for Fiscal 1980 and students

for Fiscal 1979.
cSite 5 projected, 6,000 students for span of project. 10,000 was,projection

NiaLlOrdatfailible 1 75
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During the school year 1978-79 site 6 had a team of three career

information specialists within three of the five high school buildings

where the project was implemented. ibtring 1979-80 the project staff

was reduced to one member per high school. The suppiat team worked.

/ with interested teachers ahd their classes to help deliver sessions on

sex-role stereotyping, job types, etc., that were also presented at

teacher/staff training sessions throughout the yeg for tha whole projecit

Observations of the training sessions and cohspquent classroom instruction

showed,that teachers had much flexibility in how they used ttra training

sessions. Some teachers opted for the support team to present the sessions

to their class. Others presented it themselves.

Site 5 recruited 51 teachers from twenty high schools and six

mid le schools to two days of training sessions ih'August, the start of

the project's second year. Here the project 9.,Off presented the.

curriculum packets ihey sponsored. One project staff member had responsi-

bility for Continued contact with the teachers, which included distri-

buting the curriculum materials and delivering the pre- and sost tests.

This project encountered start-up problems when entering the schools the

first year, especially in negotiating the training time,of teachers and

the collection of confidential data about the students using the Blackstone

forms. It ;appeared from reports of early negotiations that project

staff had to spend unanticipated time and energy in order to comply with

regulations and procedures of the school system. Adjustments were made

to relieve the problems of confidentiality and the use of substitute

teachers. Arrangements were worked out school by school to satisfy,the

requirements of different headmasters. The result was greater variety in

tht implementation of the program.than originally anticipated. :rhe.

J. 7
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implementation of the curriculum was also strongly influenced by the

eXistingsorganizatiodal structurei; of the high schools, i.e., class

scHedules, class content, and-teacher load, as, well as by the instructional

skills and dedication of the Ntferent teachers. This latter.issue of

variation in qualiv.is addressed in greater c.istierrin section IV, "Staff/

Student Relationships", of this chapter.

Sites 3 nnd 4 have employed their own staff to deliver the career

information in the schools. The project director of site 4 was located at

a community college and one career specialist was,locatedstt each of five

high schools. During the first year the speceabist re?eived little program

direction as the director found.himself tackling the many paperwork and

re06rting tasks for the project. Several specialists reported at that time

that they took initiative and formed their own directiona-. During the Fall

of 1979 the project director found more time to deal with program format',

but some specialists had already established programs and were into the

rhythm of their patxicular schools. The followil account describes the

dilemma ekperienced by a specialist who Lied to integrate her program

into the life of a school, yet found such behavior in.conflict with the

organizational needs of the overall project.

arrived and as we Con-site obaZtAand pi-6ject
director) started to,talk the phone rang. .I0was
the specialist from ple of the high schools who was
calling to tell the project director that she could
not attend a staff meeting scheduled for that after-
noon. The project director was visibly arigry, reminding
the specialist that the meeting had been arranged a
while ago and pari ot her respontibility was to
report back to tWeSe staff meetings so that some
degree of coordination coulA be effected. The .

specialist had, however, scheduled cischool activity
forthat day and could not postpone that activity
(administration of career awareness inventoty tes;s>

0

to come to the meeting. .

After hanging up, he explained that one thing he
had learned was that this arrangement of coordinating
5 specialists out in the schools and who had divided
loyalties to the college and to thd high
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schools was not an effective way to provide

services. "Next time, I 'will let the schools
supeivise them and we will just have a liaison
coordination arrangement."

The administration of in-school career awareness programs is

strongly affected by the fact that the programs run within schools.

Program deliverers, be they non-school personnel as in the preceding

case or current teachers, are bounded in what they could do because

of the organizational context, i.e., the school..

Site 3 has not implemented the in-school career awareness

component 'for the proposed 100 high school and 200 community cotilege

students. The work experience strategy ijttends to combine the

,classroom instruction of this strategy wpfh a job experience for 91

high school students and nine students rom the college. The adminis-

trative structure is addressed in the llowing work experience section

of this report.r

Work Experience. The eight work experience programs have

attempted to provide career information along with ag on-the-job

experience for under 100)youth. Table 6 summarized information con-

cerning project otart14 dates and the numbers of students who have
7'1

received or are receiving work experience at these eight site

° Five sites redched (or nearly so) their projected student

. population. (Protocol daZ.Irom site 1 does not explain program

administration oUfficiently to include the site in a discussion here.).

Site 6 revised its original proposal in the Fall of 1978 to expand

its services to A small 100 otudent work ex rience project,in additIou

to the in-school career awareness.component already proposed and

4

approved. This necessitated that the project act quickly to formulate

plans which it did, as the work experience component took place for the

qr."

100 students in the Spring of 1979.

.
=a
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TABLE 6

WORK EXPERIENCE STUDENTS AT CAREER AWARENESS SITES

Site Operator Dates

1

2

LEA

CONS

10/781-6/79

11/78-2/80

3 CONS (f/79
(

4 NPR 11/78
-.

5 NPR 10/78

6 NPR 8/78

7 NPR- ' 4/79

8 NPR 6/79 ,

Number of Student: .

Actual Prpjection Actual

As of 12/79 Fiscal 1980 As of 6/79

NA- NA

39 90 .

)

\ 29 1 00
.

11 20

fis , 100

80 ,80

4
6 60

ProjectfSn

Fiscal 1979

232 240

NA NA

0 120 (240)

8 20

559 0

100 100'

21 15'
\

--

)aNumber of students was taken f'rom Blackstone MI8 Reports (6/14/79 and 1 ) 6t79)

when available, and in some cases modified by observer reports.
Parentheses indicate projection later modified.

1

-

. .

Site #6 has operatpd in five high schools with a staff of three
-

+44

persons in each school.- These career information specialists constitute

a Support Team for the inschool career awareness component in-the

schools. Recruiting for,thejork experience component took place in
.

.

.
. .

career awareness classes. For the work experience component the
I

specialists conducted student training'sessions before and during the

r
work experience. Staff from the prbject adminiStra,tion of*fiiceA of the

non-profit organization deveboped.the job sites. They also-served as

a liaison between th student and the high school support specialists

by making site visits4addition, they deVeloped a manual that -

.served as the basis for the curriculum used in training sessions by

the support specialists. A piCture of role clarity begins t6 evolve

when describing the program administraiion at thiS site. People were,
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able UP depend on othere to contribu.te to the total workings of the

'project. An examination 'of twosituations that may have impeded the
'1

-project imV.ementation further our understanding of the key'dynamic

that role clarity played.

First, the project Wasjhot funded in August 1978 as expected.
. .

The' pr5j.e, administritors.insisted upon the importance of synchronizing

t

the project start-up date ith that of the school year and supplied
/

1

their own organizati7'i.funds to begin the in4-school careez awareness
\,

,

component. They operated for two months in good faith that touthwork

would respond.. They also complied with the request to draft a work
-

experience component, skirting further negotiations in part, I would

speculate, because it was an exciting opportunity for them, a d they

also had a substantial'inttial investment alreadrImade

J
in-school component. Just as the in-school component built upon

, theit previous career information projects operating for thelast,few

years in the school district, ft also served as a point of departure
.

for devetOping work experience based in-the schools. Thus what for
a

spme organizations may have,been unmanageable pxoblema from the

federal government and Youthwork, that is, dilayed starts, delayed

funding, and seemingly unending contract negotiations, was for thii

parent anization the routine in which much of their time was

spent,

7 The second ex'ample addresses roie.clartty of program staff

regarding service delively to youth. Two support teachers were

interviewedrby the on-site observer and shared thelr opinions abou't

4
the role of work site liaison.

'
/

A
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Su4ort Teacher #1. The suPervisors at work
did not want to deal with the problems that
came up; they thought we should do it and
so they would tell the two liaisons and the
t4o liaisons would tell us, and we would deal
with the student. If I only had the job of
vocational.education coordinator, then I would
deal with the situation right when it arose
on the job. That was a problem that I had
with ehis.

We were too far removed. We were there as a
support system but weretoo far removed. And

I would have liked to have been right in there
when things were happening and not get the
message two days later and track down the kid.
(Would like to go get in my car and go right
out there and you know, talk aboUt it right
there.

Suppoyt Teacher #2. I am not sure how I feel
about that because I think it iS diffictat to
go out and get the job, find the job sites, and

sell the employers and then still be the
student's advocate._ The communication would be
a whole lot easier, but structurally, it would
be much simpler, a much stronger hold on it,
but I really feel it would be more difficult,
on one hand, to have sold the employer into

taking a student and then still be tte student's
advocate. I found that both school liaisons,
almost'out of necessity, had to take the
employer's side in any of the small things that
came up because they would come back and tell
us, listen we got these job sites, we promised

this, this, and this. It is your job to make

.sure that the kids perform.

fI

This discussion.illustratA alternative staffing structures that

the pregram misht have chosen, but instead a course was set by the

.
patent organization at the beginning and staff complied with the

master Ilan. Other interviews afso demonstrate a healthT-awareness

ofprogram options in staff responsibilities, in particular with that

of the job developer. HOwever, while the conversation acknowledges

the.alternatives, the support teachers also knew that the project
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had a set goal (so many job slots in the public sector by a certain deadline).

They thus proceeded accordingly, realizing that the present method of

program administration was but one among several alternatives-. Aceepting

.4

the planned roles allowee an efficient implementation at the expense of
lir

the participation of the support team in overall program design.

The trade off of'efficiency versus participation id prdgram design
V

explains the difficUlty another work experience project (Site 7) experienced

' in project implementation. Staff hired to-instruct and sUpeevise placements

for youth on an Indian reservation had a skeleton plan from which to work.

Problems arose concerning.the relevance of work for these youth, and how

; to create strategies for increasing their motivation. .During this proce'ss

new roles f)or staff and a new,program design emerged,,that would create

two types of work experience responsive to students with different degrees

of motivation and commitment to learning. This process of recasting the

program took almost,a year, and saw the resignation of the first set of

service deliverers. The project continued to have the support of the

reservation and the school district because of their belief that youth

',unemployment was a grave problem to which they had no solution, but were

willing to suppoet another group that might create solutions..

Porther project (Site 5) created a unique solution to communication

problems'between the exemplary project staff and training center staff.

Project staff entered a sheltered workshop as Aeam so that similar but

separate services could be extended to the CETA eligible youth, a new

10/pulation of the triining cen er. ;Initial months of parallel delivery

caused organizational conflict over-training center norms and expectations.

As a resolution, exemplary project staff members joined the regular staff

1 L<4
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an equal service delivery lines. This meant that rather than create

separate but equal services for the CETA youth, the capacity of existing

staff to work with this new population was strengthened by the addition

(**--

of exemplary project staff.'

This example of linking the exemplary project service delivery

roles closely to existing roles in an organization lessened the compe-

tition among staff *members, as well as increased understanding as well as

the ability of thoie staff members to provide services for the new target

, group. The stage has also been set for the sheltered workshop staff to

continue integrating this group into its program after project monies

are depleted.

Work experience site 113 offers an interesting cohtrast to site 1/6.

After twelve months of funding, the sitei had placed seventeen high school

students at work experience sites. The original ptojected total of 240

placeWents was lowered in late summer, 1979, to 91 high school students and.

9 college students. The three issues in program administration, i.e.,

cegotiations with Youthwork, role clarity iniprogram delivery to youth,

and program entry into the educational systems, have all impeded program

implementation. The foremost problems have rested in the fact that the

program has been operated by two bureaucracies--a school system and a

community college, and subjected to input from a third bureaucracy, the

local CETA administration. The on-site observef explains this arrangement:

There is no simple way of summarizing program ad-
ministration. One might as well face the compli-
cated dituation that deals with at least two or
more bureaucracies.

From an operational stanApoint, the two program
coordinators share the focue of decision making, at
,--Tast decision recommendations.- While they'are dele-
ated eome decision-making authorities, thede are not

too well defined. For example, each coordinator has
a relation to one higher in the autnority chain. The

board of education coordinator reports to a project
director of the career center, wno, in turn,crefers

. 1 83

^N.
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to an admin4strator at the Board on many matters
(budget moalfications, staffing, etc.). The college'
coordinator relates to a dean of the college, who,
in turn, frequently must refer to the college-president.
The board,of education project director and the college
dean confer on operational decisions, as required.

The coordinatOrs confer (and meet)reguTarly regarding
operational matters (and related decisions), but it is
not clear thatAllany significant decisions can be made-
without.consulting a higher authority. There is an
advisory committee but it is of such a nature thgt, at
this time, it cannot really make decisions for the
program, only hear and discuss situations and make
recommendations for actions.

Each of the major program administrators'have spine unique
decision-making responsibilities that are eitherftefined
by the proposal or have been assumed. The board of edu-
cation makes decisions regarding the job development acti- SP

vities, and student-related matters (high school placements,
selection of high schools, and liaison personnellogixhin the
high schools, the type of interest surveys that will be givtn
to students, and the type of site monitoring that will take place).-'

The college component makes decisiOns relative to the
selection and training of the peer Coungelors, their
school assignments and work schedules, the mephqs to
be used in providing workshops for college students,
.and the-selection of resource materials,for translation
and field use.

Each of the 'coordinators at the board of education and the college

has a project staff. The board cooidinator has two part-time job

-developers, and ane secretary. ''The college coordinator has one.guidance

counselor full time, and one program specialist.

The coordination problems 'experienced when trying to bring

the college) peer counselors together with the high school work'

experience students illustrated the almost impossible demands that had

to be covered before starting the project. The board of education

had 200 student applications processed for work slots in spring, 1979.

However, the college had not yet trained the peer counselors for

counseling these,students during their work. Over the,summer, peer

counselors were paid, not for use in counseling the high school
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students for the"touthwork project, but-rather for work on a program for

the college. Th'e project was consequently placed on probation. Inthe
0

fall 1979 the on-site observer reported many different decision-making

steps involving placement of peer counselors in.the high schools.

Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) argue that multiple decision-making

ste0s and participants in the decision-making process increase the

likelihood that a program will not be implemented.

The stages oi decision making about peer counselor roles at site

3 iaded discussions by the board Of education and the department'of

employment about qualification of the 15 peer counselors, both academic

and financial, the department of employment fearijg that high academic

requirements would eliminate most applicants from CETA eligibility;

college student inquiries into the minority representation, of the peer

counselots; coordination of peer counselor schedules with those of the

college counselor, the board of education coordinator, and the school

liaison person; evolution of peer counselor role from counseling high

school students in career plans, toward sporadic counseling and filing

applications. Finally, it was decided that their major initial responsi-

bilities would be recruitment of high school students and in-take.

Upon completion of in-take work in January or February, it was agreed

that the peen.counselors would work with students as originally planned.

Seven peer counselors were scheduled to'have met with school liaisons

in mid-December. In addition, the college program staff faced possible

relocation of the project on college grotfilds to trailers, financial

strains because the department of emoAoyment had not approved the modified

budget so that statf and peer counselors would not be paid before Christmas,

and decreasing morale. Meanwhile 17 work experience students were at 0,

their job sites without peer counselor contact.
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The unanticipated number of decisions that had to be made surrounding

this particular unique feature of this project, the peer counselors,

added to the array of individuals with input into the decision-making

process. The result was ehe'multiple decision-making steps hindered

project implementation from being efficient ind effective.(cf. Pressman

and Wildavsky, 1973, fol- a similar situation).

Site 112 used a substantially different administrative structure

than the other projects. Here school administrators and'counselors

located placements for students in the community, and the community

people contracted to give the IMudents an apprenticeship, whiCh included

instruction at some work sites/ However, this site found itself having

difficulty with the reporting requirements set by Youthwork, and slow

receipt of funding. Five other work experience sites reported problems

in meeting Youthwork requests. As already mentioned in the case of

site #6, these people are committed to the idea that what they have to

offer is good for their potential clientS. The strength of their

ideology, be it belief in combating sex-role stereotyping, employing

Indians, fighting urban drugs and illegal money, sometimes persuades

them to deal with the tensions ensuing from the federal connection.

The problems raise questions about what projects secure federal funding,

at what expense and what projects are eliminated because potential sponsoring

organization cannot cope with federal funding practices.

II. Structures for Youth Involvement in Program Operation

Structure for youth involvement in program operation of career

awareness projects include peer counselors at six projects. These

e.
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six sites have grappled with the concllOt of youth participation in the

recruting, clerical work, advising and counseling,and training at the

'projectsiome developing more understanding about what contributions

youth can and cannot make toward their projects. Table 7 charts the

program responsibilities assumedby peer counselors at these six sites.

TABLE 7

PEER. COUNSELORS AT CAREER AWARENESS SITES

Responsibili
Organikation

Recruit/

Site Operatoi Class Informal Paid Train Intakea

NPR

2 LEA

3 COLL

4 COLL

5 CONS

6 CETA

x x

x

x

X X ® ' x

x x x ® x

x X X

aCircles indicate current priorities.

Peer counselors at site I are not formally organized into a

group, but serve in that role upon request of the staff. The observer
1.

reports:

Peers are used aG counselors in specific Gituations
only. If a participant displays a negative attc--
tude toward the project or center during evaluation,
participantp in training are used to discuss their
experiences with the reluctant client. In this

situation peers have more strength in terms of
credibility and rapport than "professional"
counselors.

187
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This statement raises the sometimes ambivalent assumption that

reoccurs at the other five sites with peer counselors, that peer

influence is an effective strategy for confronting problem youth

in some.instances. The type of'problems confronted are slot elaborated

upon above, but the observations, -interviews,and staff reflections

at the other five sites may help us better differentiate possible

roles for youth as peer counselors.

An on-site observer interviewed one youth at site 2, an

alternative school:

I asked if she felt she had an opportunity
to let suggestions.be known. She said yes,
mostly through "peer counseling". She.was
one of,eight who were chosen for this group
which meets twice:a week with the guidance
counselor. Being in this group seems to
give her a sense of pride and responsibility.
"We help the other kids who have Problems
and let them knokwe all have to help ,pach
other."

ft The newsletar of the school describes the class in the following

article written by the guidance counselor:

\. The classroom can be a lonely threatening
place for many students. Some students.go
from day to day without having.any personally
satisfying experiences with other students.
The purpose of peer counseling is to train
selected students n counseling techniques

1,

so they will be a le to communicate with their
fellow classmates positively.- It provides an
opportunity for students togpt to know each
other, and to create a positive environmeht

..where students develop a feeling of belonging.
Two forty minute classes die scheduled weekly
in which our student counselors are trained in
activities that encourage openness, sharing,
social awareness, and personal growth. We

will begin our training with a course in
socioldgy for the first nine weeks. The

second Rine weeks we will concentrato on-
psychology and counseling techniques the
student cognselors will uoe when working.
with thqir peers.

1 SO
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In.addition to help students relate "positively" to fellow classmates,

the class.emphasizes personal grliwth of the youth to be counselors.

This intent may be due to the younger age of the junior high school \
students, but also to the awareness of staff that the ?ass is a

vOhicle for developing goals of openness, sharing, social awareness,

and personal growth.

- The Other four projects have attempted to employ peer counselors

as part of their project staff after training sessions that varied

from a half day to forty hours.. These peer counselori worked in the

employment training, in-school career awareness, and work experience

models.

Training of the peer counselors focussed on-self-awareness of

their own career goals at three sitts: Site 3 used, the same curriculum

for the peer counselors that they hoped they would in turn help the

new project enrollees complete. ,When the site encountered dtfficulty

recruiting students, training of peer counselors shifted to include

self-presentation and marketing techniques so that they could help

recruit new enrollees.

This grouP of counselors nlso worked in the office and "counseled"

students referred by teachers.. The on-site observer spoke with one

peer counselor during a visit:
A

I spent about an hour talking to one of the peer
counselors who started in the first group of
peers. He thinks the program is great but
expresses apprehension about what will happen
to the students when the project terminates.
He said he had already been instrumental in %

keeping several students in school because of
hip guidance. He thought the early alert `

effort, where teachers notify the center of
students with problems, was working fine. He

speaks with enthusiasm and pride as he talks -

about the program. He, no doubt, is a shining
star in the'program.

ISJ
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4.

Site trained students in group techniques and strategies that '

they used in training gToups,in solf-awareness. Site 5 presente4

topics for discussion such as "Career Goals". This included defi-

nitions Of goals, careers, work decision-making,and two slide/tdpe

presentations followed by discussion.--The.on-site observer commented:

The peer counselors' training program seems to -

be directed at their own learning, but this
may be the best way to prepare them for work

with high school students. at seems unusual,
however, that in the two training sessions that
have.been observed there_has been no reference
to*the utillzation of the information in
their contact with student,/ in the high schools.

40,

These peer counselors would be used initially in recruiting and in-take work in

. the high schools. However, this was decided toward the end of their

trainindsessions, after Considerable discussion about their eligibility,

both financial
4.

and academic.

The peer counselor college Students at site 5 would spend

Limited time in the buildings where the high school students would be

located. This posed logistics/ problems in terms of scheduling

meetings between the work experience students, the liaison staff at

th0 high school, the guldsnce counselors, and the peer counselors from

the college. The observer reported this discussion with the

coordinators from the board of education about how the timeroblem

was to be resolved:

In an attempt to resolve this prOblem, the
school board co6rdinAtor will develop time
schedules when students can.be available in
the schools lid the college staff will attempt
'to devglop schedules f6r the peer counselors.

to match the students' scheduled. This

I now poses a difficult time problem, both with
*respect to finding a period when the- student

will be free and in allowing the peer

i
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counselor as MucWas two hou s for travel
for a one hour meetini with4 student. All
this assumes that the peer counselors can
meet with the.students in the absence of
the school liaison person, who, presumably,

, will arrange for the interfacing.

Ii is reasonable that introductions would have to be made when

the peer counselors first mee with the students, but the lack of'

c'&famaiarity with the settin_ and distance between the "home bases"

of the high school students and the peer counselors haA limited the

possibility of frequent, and perhaps necessary impromptu contact or

4pentaneous contact at moments when it is felt neceSsary. The fre-

quency and ocheduled interactions made the contact of a different

sort than that already deocrAed by.the peer counselors in tho college

center above. A further problem wao that the high school students

were located in peveral schoolo through a large section of the district.

Descriptions of the.peer counselors by the on-oite coordinator

provide insight into-What-theoe youth Ilavé hoped to accompIish:

Mark is a large, talkative (gipby) and confident
black man, a graduate of a diotrict high sáhool
and one of the college otudents who had contacted
the college.officet-aoking to be involved in'the
program. He claim to have worked with students
while he wag in high school and be hao continued
to keep contact with the.high ochool,apd ito
studento. He will'be assigned to a different hiegh school
and is looking forward to the'opportunW of
working with otudento of that school.. It is -

expected that in opite pf oome braohneoo he will
relate very well.to many of theoe otudents.
One problem that may be encountered is that theoe

4 students are vocationally oriented, and he doer;
not have much of a feeling for this kind of a
program. However, the needo of the studento
-will likely go beyond their specific vocational
interests and they will therefore be supported by
interfacing with the college student. "He.made
it quite clear that he feels thaLa high ochool
diploma.is not enough to insure that a minprity

f'-student will succeed. He thinks that pootroecondary
work is required and, I am mire thai thid will be
a dominant them in hio interfacing with the high
ochool studento.

(S,
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Mark will approach high school with his own assumptions about

formulating career plans and Succesii in life. It does not appear

r-
that the training fdr peer malodors will affect how he approaches

his work at the high school, nor that it will define his skills, or make

him aware of his values. It does appear that thkl'ocounseling" opportunity
6

will provide a chance for him to work'with students'in,an officfal role,

and pay him for what he enjoys doing, and Zee= capable of doing. ,/ ,

0

...11.
At oite 4 the peer "counselors" were renam d peer "advisors" and,

finally peer "aides". Their work waG to complete and fielpoin-take forms.

They aloo assisted otudente'whc entered the:en eer center for the firot

. \......

time. Training for these advisoro came after they had already otarted

work. The observer report about the second training seosion for five

peer counselors illustrates that part of the training problem wao that

4 no one was clear absut what type of leadership responoibilitieo the peer

.counselors Would be prepared to aosume. Also, collev and high ochool

staff were uncertain about-what the peer counoelors could do.

The counselor ,then spent some considerable time

differentiating between advise and counnd. The

former is given from one's own ,packground, the
latter.from the perspective of the peroon you are
listening to and trying to helpf. As a biased

.observer, I found it hard to think that high school

.
students of thin limited persipacity could ever

besnble,to handle the distinction, not to mention
carrying it out in practice. One kid then
complained that every printed information brochure
she oaw 1.70d also glamorize the job and oay that

there wao a need, "even if there wasn't". The

paraprofessional agreed that there woo a need
for more realistic appraioal* of job opportunitieo,
as which point the girl who made the comment got

into an argument with another peroon and otormed

Out of the room. 'The counoelor then owitched

to role-playing exercioeo, booed on hio working
(

hypothesis that other otudento would come to the

peer.adviooro rather than ochool counoelors
becauoe it'o eaoier to relate to one'o peero.
He 10 them take turno being a otudent ao a peer
advisor, but it was not a very conotructive
useoof the time. The kidp(pexe not too eager and

4,
.1

0
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-really didn't have proper background in issues,
problems, reference resources and makerials to
be able to hold an intelligent role play.

The training sessien demonstrated the limitations in the concept

of the peer advisor program, ahd.t/e lack of responsiveness of the

students to the preSentation. However, it may.be that the concept

was.not clearly developed, and that as noted by the observer during

the observation, the peers needed training in concrete advising tech-
.

niques and role clarity.

The 'projett on-site observer further reported on t.he project

decision to use the Counselors as "aides" rather than "advisors".

The peer advisor component of our project has
not worked out, for a number of reasons. The

primary reason is that the project requirement
that only economically disadvantaged students
be eligible limited, in the eyes of the project
staff, the quality of the role of the peer
advisor for the project. A basic necessity
for this component is motivated people who are
interesttd..in learning ind reYated to others.
With this eligibility requirement, participants
were not necessarily motivated. In addition,

as they were economically disadvantaged they

were also to some large t educationally

disa vantaged "and.not r e to put in the

lea ing effort (reading and writing) needed to
serfe as advisors. A necessary preliminary
to ny "peer counselor" program is a "peer

le ership" program that will develop attitudes
on khat to counsel helpfully one's peers. A
basiè deficiency of four peer advisor programs
was our failure to grapple with what we meant
by advisor. Some of our specialists thought
the students were indeed to counsel, some
thought they weren't qttalified (the latter
won out and our advisois are now called aides).

The lack of student quality and the latk of
concept hindered development of a successful

peer program.

A seventh.site had nine students invelved in a youth steering

ki
committee that used the materials also distributed to target teachers

in the high schools. The instrUctor reported that it had taken

193
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considerable time to decide how to make best use of this group. She

reported:

Originally Youthwork really wanted them to
have a kind of involement that demands
expertise, or at least that is my impression.
The only way they could have hoped to get that
expertise would have been in a highly intensi-
fied exposure to\the matefials and process.
The project time line made it impossible to
involve them in the initial materials develop-
metit anyway.

The instructor encouraged reactions to the, materials. 'She des-

cribed to the on-site observer her perceptions of youth and teacher

in-pur into curriculom modifications:

We found that they could give reactions but not
solutions. Teachers mostly were also better at
identifying problems than solving them, but
that is as it should be. We are the experts.
We are supposed to know how to solve the problems.

Thus student partpipation in program operation of this program operation

of this program involves helping identify areas in the curriculum

materials that need revision. Revision included sequencing, additional

topics, format, and notes for the teachers based on student comments.

III. Academic Credit for Work Experience.

Career Awareness projects offered in some instences credit for

program participation, which was not necessarily work experience.

Alternative Schools. Classes in alrthree alternative schools

lead toward diplomas. The curriculum at the junior hfgh alternative

included components of career awareness in many facets of the

curriculum, including math and physical education.

Employment Training Centers. No employment training centers

offered credit for program participation.
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In-School Career Awareness. Career awareness classes at two

programs operated during academic class time, thereby constituting

a part of the academic curriculum in some sense. One of these projects

provided a four week curriculum unit that teachers at one school

used in their English classes. The target teachers in the other project

integrated career related topics into their classes. Topics included

sex-role stereotyping, and job preferences. These teachers also

invited members of a career support team to conduct speeial sessions

with their students.

Work Experience. The Blackstone MIS data (12/16/79) did not

report any career awareness sites as granting.academic credit for work

experience. However, on-site observers reported academic credit at

one site and attendance credit at two others. As stated in their

'teacher training manual, work experience site #6 awarded academic

credit for work experience. This was done if the student completed

the program and also fulfilled his/her contract with the teacher which

may have included either a written report or an oral presentation about the

work experience. It was not clear that this work experience could

,take the place of attendance in dlass or other clasa obligations.

At another project one school agree& to give two academic credit points to

-,two students, granted primarily on the basis of the time that students spent

in-the program. A second school related to the same project re used to grant

%.
one student credit because that school has a,policy of not grant ng credit

for out of school activities.

. The observer at a third work eXperience site reported that

negotiations were underway to provide academic credit for both career

exploration and for an in=depth apprenticeship?The project's proposal
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left considerable ambiguity about the mechanics of how to operationalize

the academic credit for work experience idea. -Thus it was taking the

project staff time to weigh the alternatives, even though the school

system supported the idea of credit for program participation.

The on-site observer at a fourth work experience site reported:

Students from one school system receive one
credit per semester, and this is a work study
credit. The 14 and 15 year old participants,
the credit is either through vocational edu-
cational curricula of.the school, or for
others through their vocational laboratory
class. Students from the second school system
receive two credits per semester.

The descriOtion of academic credit for work experience at the

work experience sites indicates little support on the part of most

related educational institutions for academic credit. Two school

systems gave support, yet only one school system and project have

actually established a'formal mechanism whereby the credit for work

experience moves with accepted procedures.through the system. In

this case the actual contract negotiation Itook place between the
1

student, the academic teacher, and the work experience support team.

IV. Staff/Student Relationships

The alternative school, in-school career awareness, and work

experience models contain organizational siructures that of theWselves

shape staff/student contact and, as a consequence, the nature of ihe

resultant relationships.

Alternative Schools. Students are at the alternative schools

all day. They interact with the staff at-this location in formal and

informal ways--in class, in the halls, lounges, and in the lunchroom.

f.36
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Youth interviews in Interim Report 112 indicated that youth used descriptions

like "understanding", "caring", and "helping", for staff members at

44'

their alternative schools. They also ressed that these people were

unlike staff at their former schools. The close relationships were

engendered by 1) the physical proximity, 2) smallness of setting and

3) shared purposes of schooling. These factors, taken together,have lead

'to programs that are tailored to the needs of the particular students,

e.g., backpacking trips, a fall festival, counseling over lunch, or

following through on performance expectations in class. In the

alternative settings, the teachers have the luxury of taking the time

to care and the freedom to construe a curriculum responsive to the
to,

special needs of the students.

In-School Career Awareness. Staff at the in-school awareness

sites who deliver the program services to the students are high school

teachers or career specialists brought into the schools for project

delivery. Infortation about program delivery at three projects

indicates that stastudent relations within this model are also

strongly affected by the organizational structure of the high school.

Key factors include 1) pre-established curriculum, 2) class size,

3) school schedule, and 4) physical space. Even though target teachers

are attempting to infuse the project ideas or curriculum into their

classes, they are still working within a setting where schedules are

already set by the school and where the numbers of students is

.determined by enrollment in normal classes.

Scheduling of students was a continuing constraint on one

project seeking to reach students through career centers established
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in the high-schools. The on-site observer noted:

)L4

The major constraint in our project, in delivering
services in a formalized environment--the actual
setting of a high school, not a greenhouse setting
set apart from the hustle of the real.world--is
that of meshing with the unit's schedule. And
articulatiodwith the schedule was a major limi-
tation to our access to studentA, to the length
of time he could devote in the center, to the time
he could come to the center, and to the types of
activities that he could do in the center.

The paraprofessionals working in the center with the peer advisors

concurred in this frustration. One concluded:

If the youth whom the peer counselors are supposed
to help are away at home after school when the
peer counselors can work, what are the peer
counselors supposed to do? They have nothing
to do.

Two projects that set as their goals to reach over 1,000 students

during a school year were able to do so by using regular classes as a

vehicle for dissminating the career information. The staff/student

relationships within those classes were influenced by numbers present,

the schedule, the curriculum used, and the instructional style of the

teacher. Observations of classroom instruction indicated a wide

range in teaching styles. One class session on decision-making

succeeded in engaging the students in defining a problem concerning

a fictitious student peer, and then in deciding what Ito do about it.

One support teacher from the career team was leading a target teacher's

class with whom she had already worked several times.

She had an empty chair in the front of the room
with n sketched face named Joan on the front and
she said, "Joan is 17 years old and I want you
to brainstorm and say what does this hypothetical
Joan have to face next year".

1 9
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And so the students began. There was a good
bit of laughter and joking among them. They
listed the following: Courses to take, diet,
pregnancy, job; whether she's going to get
married, whether she's going to move out,
whether she's going to move in with her
boyfriend, whether she's going to'use birth
control, whether she's going to travel,
whether she's going to drop out of school,
what she's goidg to do when she graduates,
whether she will use drugs or alcohol,
whether she's going to engage in premarital
sex.

The support teacher very good naturedly
clarified each of these and accepted everyone .

that the students indicated. She then said she
was going to divide them into four groups of
six to slect an issue. She said she wanted
them in their group and they only had four
minutes to decide on an issue that they wanted
Joan to face, to identify one'other character
in addition to Joan, to define the situation,
and to identify the time and place.

Each group with'a bit of prompting from her
then sat for four minutes and came iip with
answers to &ach of these prompts. From each
of the group it went as follows: The first
group said% sex; the second group said pregnancy;
the third group said marriage and/or pregnancy;
and the fourth group said sex. It was pretty
clear what the students had on their minds this
morning!

The support teacher said: "OKay, I want you
to vote on one of these then." So, they
decided the issue would be pregnancy and
whether or not to follow through with marriage.

The support teacher then asked for three volunteers
to act as the character described in this particular
issue and that was Ralph, her boyfriend. She had
three volunteers act as Ralph and three volunteers
act as Joan.

Each of these groups of three sht behind the
chair of the respective person and they
role played for four minutes; they discussed
the issue with a good bit of prompting from the
support teacher. There was a lot of laughter
and a lot of smart remarks, jabbing, and poling.
Some of it I really couldn't hear being on the

periphery sand the support teacher couldn't hear
it all either. She commented a couple of times,
"Hey, make sure that you sqy it so that we can
all hear it."'
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After the discussion was over, the support

teacher Said: "You know there was a lot of

laughing going on here. That could mean

several things. Many times when an issue
is very close to you, sometimes you'laught.
That is one way people deal with it.".

So, she asked, "What could the laughter have
meant this morning?" And. I thought, very

_nicely, one student said, "Fear". And then

she elaborated that a little bit, talking
about that it may.have been something that
they in fact had experienced themselves before
or knew someone who had.

She said, "Alright. Let's list the alternatives
that were mentioned in this discussion". The

alternatives included such things as abortion,
adoption, marriage, getting support from an
outside agency, the girl dropPing out of school.

She then prodded them to hurry along and list

some consequences for each of the alternatives.
For abortion, one of the consequences was shame;

for adoption, it was hard on the girl; for
marriage, they'd need child jsupport, welfare,

parents rejection--these were some of the conse-

quences associated with them. She indicated

that the object of a good decision was that it

needs to be satisfactory to both personwinvolved.

The class was lively, enthusiastic, and responsive to the inter-
,

change in small groups, and role playing in'large groups. The support

teacher--a member of the career guidance support team with a counseling

background--summarized, directed activities as different stages, and

asked questions that helped the students think about the topic further.'

The following,observation at another project demonstrates a

quite different teaching style: The settlng is a high school class-

room in which the teacher is using workbooks from a curriculum packet

distributed by the project.
4r

The teacher admonished one student who was
working.ahead in the workbook: "You have

to stay right with us, you cannot forge

ahead like that. These questions are not

as simple as they look."

2u u
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The teacher mentioned to me (on-s1te observer)
the he/she had problems with students who
wanted to forge ahead and who .then misunderstood
the materials.

"What is the correct posture for an interview?"
1 the teacher asked. "Well it is not the way you

sit in the classroom!" Each time he asked
students to fill in a question in theworkbook,
he went around to students who needed help.
The class moved slowly with very little whole
class interaction.

The contrasting teaching styles illustrated in the two obser-

vations aLve support the contention that introducing a new curriculum

package does not necessarily mean that teachers will teach differently,

or' change habits or modes of interacting with youth. Sarason (1971)

in The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change documented this'

process when reviewing the failure of the new math to be implemented

in schools.

Work Experience. Students at the work experience projects

have interacted with adult's in multiple roles. Table 8 shows that ,

youth in all projects worked with supervisors who oversaw this work at

the job sites. Six projects have had staff who conducted pre-employment

training sessions or workshops on topics.puch as self-awareness,

job-seeking skills and communication exertises.. Two sites employed

a liaison pergon who served as the mediator between the work site

supervisor and school personnel. At two sites adults developed the jobs

and then placed the students. Three sites used a coordinator to work

with students as recruiters, or counselors.

, 20i
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TABLE 8

STAFF ROLES VIS-A-VIS:WORK EXPERIENCE STUDENTS

Sites Coordinator Trainer Liaison- Job Developer Supervisbr
\

1

2

x S -x

x

x

x

3

4

5

x x

x

x

x x

x

x

6

8

x

x

, x x x

x

Interviews with students in Interim Report #2 indicated they

perceived on-site supervisors ana trainers as especially helpful in

three programs. One student who was placed in a police department

describbd his/her trainer in this way:

They went out of their way to help us; for
example, to get a.job, to get where we wanted
to be. They helped UG with problems; like if
we had trouble getting to work. They also
said they were available to talk about any
problems we had, whether or not they were
on-the-job problems, we were encouraged to
feel free to come in and talk.

The openness and reaching out of.the trainers who had the time

and primary responsibility to work with the youth created a context

for learning for the 100 youth placed in this prpgram. The otudent

quoted above said that her particular job as file clerk in a police

office was not what ohe wanted, but it hilped her make up her minda"

2(J2
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./

about other aspects of police work she might find morejnteresting.

.
i

She saw her duties as a file clerk as but one aspect of a large learning

.., \

experience. This sir provided training sessio 8 at the school that

coincided with the two month piac4ient, thus giving a formal setting

where the work experience might al.so be discussed. These role

performances of counseling and training assumed by the site supervisors

and trainers-enable the work experience to be a fitting learning

experience for the.youth. This importance oeems to argue for

.
structural assurances in program design that such opportunities for

adult student interactions occur, rather than leaving them to chance.

IS fi

A student at a different site without training or counseling

expreosed oatiofaction with the availability of adult contact:

S.

I talk tO the coordinator often and he told MO
that if I had any problems here or in school to
come to him. I don't have any problem in talking

with these people. They make me feel that they
are easy to talk to and/that they are interested

in me. If I had something to say about my work,

how to do it better or oothething like that, they
would listen to me.

*a

Two oiteo have employed liaisons to improve Contact between the

placement and the training otaff. One oite considered integrating

oome job dutieo of the liaison with thooe o trainer to increase

cOntinuity in student relations with the adults. It ohould be noted

that thio io a omall project proposing 60 students at a maximum.

Trainero at the other oite have discuooed the pros and cons of having

otudento relate to oo many adults, in section 1 of th0 report.

What remains clear, however, is that the trainers and students feel

that contact with students during the work experience has an important'

value. Whether that contact be th'mugh the on-site supervisor, a trainer,

or a liaison person depends upon the local project's staffing possibilities.
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,SURMARY AND RECOMMENDATIOV

I. Characterization of Prnram Administration

Alternative School."

-,,Allihe organizing principlen for the alternative schools are'based
/

.

.,

.
/N

.
. ,

upon their identity as an alternative school, rather than their identity

as a career program. Tile career awareness programs fit into the

alternatiVe schodlo and are adapted to fit*.into the schools' opecial

character. This present report, Int9rim Royort 02 (1979) and Giaham'o

*

speech to the vice presidents tadk force on youth unemployment (1979)

haN/e all emphasized the iMportqnce and success of the alternative

schools as settings for 6aodl-to-work transition programs. The

alternative dchools should be encouraged to continue to operate as they

do, that is, as alternative schools, rather than as schoold created to

follow a particular career awareness strategy. Their overall success

with "hard to reaeh" youth!, edpecially in terms of. basicAtill instruction

and pre-employment training, merits further study and exploration.

Recommendations for DOL
1

(1) Alternafive schools considered

basic skills 'And career awareness to "hard to rekhLimulh.

(2) The specific alternative schools should be allowed to

dclo. the career awarene:0 dam anent to achieve

congruity with the developing phil000#hy

of-the school. One staff member directl resonsi.li5

for career awareness at the school site o ens

possibilities for developing that component.

OL
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(3) The 41ternative schools should encourage organizational

structures that promote input and leadership of all

staff members in the curriculum and prOgram develoOment.

(4) Reporting requirements remain a burden,'especially

for projects that do not have the administrative

support of a larger parent organilation that operates

several project sites, and thus assumes paperwOrk

for all sites. DOL ld waiver repoiting requirements

to some degree for sma/r1. sites.

Employment.Training Centers

Programs at employment training centers were either not ful/Y

implemented or experienced serious losses in personnel. The two

college employment training centers had to clear project plans with

the college administration, and this process caused a time consuming

deci5Aon-making process. The director at one college site resigned.

At the second college sie, the lengthy decision-making process

coupled with unclear staff roles, a complicated 18-step curriculum

plan, and difiiculty recruiting students under 21 years of age, meant

that the college diji not fully ithplement its program. The 'third

project was located in a School system which was also unsupportiVe.

-
The result was limfted contact and difficulty in recruiting students.

r

Recommendation for DOL

Employment traiiiitg centers need to establish clear lines of

atithority vis-a-vis the college or sChool administration regarding 4

the nature of the relationship and access to St/Udents.
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RecommendatiA for Youthwork

Technical assistants should conduct post project reviews in

those instances where programs were not implemented or where projects

, did not come ose to serving the prOjected number of students.

These reviews may suggest a need for moire explicit role definitions,

staff accountability, model simplifiCation, and assessment of the

availability of the target group.

In-School Career Awareness Programs.

This model has operated within high schools. The approach.,

relies on teachers and their classes or project staff based in the

building's. The projects have Al been strongly influenced by the

administrative structure\15f the respective high schools. Some degree

of administrative restructuring on the part of the school is required

to insure building space, sufficient Staffing, aid the scheduling,of

students to work with the project. Several sites have shown ehat these

issues were resolved only over an extended period of time. Sufficient

technical assistance could accellerate the restructuring necessary for

program implementation.

Recommendations to Youthwork

(1) Technical assistance is necessary to help staff

avoid and/or solve problems ensuij from potential role

conflict and communication needs riging throughout the

first and second years of a project.

(2) Project administration should strive f-or a clear

.organizational form. Each of the project staff

located in schools should report to a director,

,206
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principle, or teacher within the school. This

is necessaiS if the project is to become organi-

zationally an integral part of the schools.

One immediate consequence would be to reduce

role conflicts.

(3) 1n-school programs need to receive funding contracts

before the school year begins in order for the

schooas_to inCorporate the program into the

students' schedule for the year, to employ staff, to secure

facilities, and'to provide time for planning for implementaxion.

Work Experience: Negotiations with and reporting to Youthwork.

TWO programs, one supported by a parent organization and the

other run by a staff highly committed to what they are doing, were

able to. maintain program continuity and integrity through delayed

funding and protracCed negotiations over contracts. Three projects

did not have one or both of those supports and as a result, their

efforts were seriously jeopardized by difficulties in contract

negotiations as well. as in meeting reporting requirements.

RecommendaLon for Youthwork

Youthwork should either find ways to secure.dependable and

speedy contract negotiation and funding, and to state in advance

reporting requirements, or accept the likelihood that they will be

able to deal only with_organizations that can absorb the "front end"

costs and hidden costs, thereby excluding many desirable sponsors.

207
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Work Experience: Negotiating Entry into Educational Organizations.

One project whose implementation depended upon coordination of

two large bureaucracies failed to be implemented. People in each

bureaucracy at several layers wanted some authority.over decisions, con-

sequently preventing youth in one bureaucracy from receiving services

from the other bureaucracy.

Recommendation for DOL

Arrangement of service delivery to the youth in work experience

programs should not be dependent upon several large bureaucracies'

that do not ordinarily work together, and that are _physically separated.

Work Experience: P&gram Staffing for Service Delivery.

Smaller projects were expected to begin project operations

with students shortly after being hired. At one site the staff, (a

project director, work site coordinator and two learning managers)

were unfamiliar with project goals and objectives, as a different

set of people had drafted the proposals. Project directors became

overwhelmed with project reports due and time needed to work through'

actual steps of project implementation.

Recommendations for Youthwork

(1) Small projects need flexibility regarding reporting and

regulations for the project director who is also

,

responsible for program delivery.

S4)(2) Pro cts should be allowed a start-up time after hiring

projecr staff to plan goals and set steps for achieving

these goals before starting work With the youth. Larger

projects sometimes have a staff in other parts of the

administration that plans these steps for staff they hire.
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II. Structures for Youth Involvement in Program Operation

Six sites have tried tolinclude youth in the prOgram operation

as peer counselors. Peer counselor responsibilities includedtraining

new project participants in workshops similar to ones they completed

for their training as peer counselors (three sites); informal counseling

for students in the project (five sines); and recruiting and processing

new students for the'project (three sites). Four sites paid peer

counselors. Three of these four projects redefined the peer counselor

activities as mainly rectuitmeht/intake, partly because of difficulty

recruiting students (three sites), partly because of questions con-,

cerning involving peers in-counseling activities (two sites). One

way of allowing these peer counselors to work in the high schools was

to allow them to first help with recruitment and intake. These two

sites also renamed the peer counselor's paraprofessionals and aides.

Recommendations for Youthwork

(1) Peer counselor role descriptions should include responsi-

bilities beyond recruitment, intakepand filing.

(2) Peer counselor training should focus on the development

of counseling skills youth can us& in their work with

peers.

(3) Proposals and project staff need to clearly state what

they and the school system will allow youth to do.as

"peer counselors", and outline steps to accomplish

these objectivese

(4) Structures for further youth involvement andinimre_reApnnsihlo

participation in program operations in the career awareness

area need to be identified, and subsequent strategies for

implementation need to be developed. 209
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....), III. Academic Credit for Work Experience

Academic credit for work expertence is systematically generated at

one of the eight work experience projects in the career awareness area.

Training sessions for projects are located wtthin the schools, and the

contract for academic credit is negotiated bet een the student and

his/her academic teacher. Proximity of the project home base to the

teachers enhance communication about the expectationslor work site learnidg

experiences.

Recommendations for Youthwork

(1) More work experience projects should grant academic credit.

Establishing a project home base within the schools offers

proximity to students and teachers.

(2) Projects have to take initiatives in developing agreements

with schools 'for academic credit.

(3) Projects that have developed procedures for academic credit

should make available procedures for securing academic

credit to other projects.

Recommendation for DOL

(1) DOL should encourage the Department of Education at the

state level to legitimize work experience curriculum for

academic credit.

IV. Staff/Student Relationbhips

The organizational structure of the deliv4iry system influences

the type of contact that project staff have with students, the frequency

of that contact, and thereby the responsiveness of the program delivcr
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to student needs. Close (elationships or knowledge of students leads to appropriate

placements for individuals at worksites as well as to designing and

implementing curriculum and instruction that will be interesting and

appropriate for their needs.

Recommendations for Youthwork

(1) Proposal evaluation should give priority to projects

with structures that encourage close r.tlationships

between staff and students.

(2) The evaluation should also consider whether there are

adequate and sound provisions for the development of

curriculum and instruction tailored to the needs and

personal characteristics of those youth.

(3) Worksite supervisor, project liaison, or designated

project staff persons should have formal responsibility

for maintaining contact with the students during their

'work experience. This is to ensure that the work experience

is also linked to the instruction in academic areas.
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CHAPTER SIX

JOB CREATION THROUGH YOUTH-OPERATED PROJECTS
IL

-..1

Introduction

Job creation through youth-operated projects was selected as a

program focus for Youthwork, Inc., because the area raised important

issues in national policy toward youth. Youth are normally the con-

sumers of employment/training services and are not involved in the

decision making arenas. As consumers only, youth have been eyied

important experiences and skills which could be gained from being

actively involved from the planning stage Orough the creation, imple-

mentation, and completion Of the project effort. The,Department of

Labor and Youthwaik, Inc., (DOL Application Guidelines--Exemplary

Program, 1978) have considered this ihvolvement of youth the primary

distinction between exemplary programs chbsen for this area and

programs supported under the other focal areas.

In its design of a pilot Youth Enterprises Development Corporation,

the Ilk Institute of America cited the "need to find ways to create

youth-operated enterprises to: (1) increase opportunties, (2) provide

186 212
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outlets for youth leadership abilities, and 0) provide training in

management and entrepreneurship". Youth-operated projects were established

to g e youth a chance to manage their awn affairs. In clarifying

its aims, the Institute stated (1979:31):

The s ution of the youth employment problem
has be ome synonymous with the development of
prograthis to prepare youth for employment in
institutional settings and in activities
planned and operated by adults. In most

respects, this is as it should be because
(1) large numbers of youth will be helped in
this fashion, and (2) most will eventually
have to work in large inntitutional settings.

But not all are best helped by "enrollment" in
such organized activities, and not all have to

work for large organizations. An unknown but
significant number of youth in the inner city
have leadership ability and no way in which to

exercise it. It is a mistaken assumptton that
all youth who live in the inner city and are
without jobs are unpracticed in organizing,
persuading, identifying opportunity, and taking

advantage of it. Street life and a wide range
of economic activities that, if not extralegal,

are not advertised in the Yellow Pages, have
given some youth in slums opportunities to
develop thene talents. They are a bases on

which to build.

Youth-operated projects are an example of a federal program trying

to capitalize on skills youth have already developed. Using skilled

community persons as advisors, youth are allowed to participate in the

on-going economic life of the community in a meaningful way. This

effort will hopefully lead to increasing numbers of poor youth being

able to participate in the labor market successfully.

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The Youthwork grant process selected 12 projects for funding

within the youth-operated category. The sites are both rural and
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urban and have served anywhere from 30 to 300 economically disadvantaged

youth. The total number expected to be involved in the projects is

approximately,1,750 youth. Three prlojects are located in major cities

with populations exceeding one million,people. Four are located in

cities with populations between,1120,000 and 500,000 people. Three are

in cities not quite large enough to qualify as prime sponsors but with

populations over 50,000 and two projects are in very remote rural areas.

Each of the twel#e youth-operated projects are described below:

Site 1: A student operated planning, management, Apervision,

and personnel office.

Site 2: An alternative learning center that will provide

opportunities for career education through work

experience.

Site. 3: A career planning and youth employment and

placement service.

Site 4: A center providing career counseling, remedial

,

instruction in CaGiC skills and work experience.

Site 5: A youth-operated recycling center accompanied by

career guidance and counoeling.

Site 6: A youth-operated buoineoo with academic credit

offered through several alternative schools.

Site 7: A school sponsored program offering training in

agricultural swine production, child development

and care, construction skills, and business office

okills.

Site 8: Youtg-operated businesses giving academic credit

for what young people learn.
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Site 9: Academic credit for.competencies acquired through

work experience.

Site 10: A youth-operated print shop and newspaper.

SIte'll: A youth-operated business leading to atademic

credit.

Site 12: A youth-operated4roject which provides work

experiences, counseling, academic credit for

basic skills attainment.

Six of the twelve sites provided datP for this report, Of the six

contributing projects, three are operated by school systems or alternative

schools, two are supported by consortia, and the last is sponsored by a

community bpsed organization. Each project has operated from local

school facilities. ,The sites have been in operation for up to 16 months.

Table 1 presents a summary of peogram characteristics for youth-

operated projects.

Internal bifferences Among Youth-Operated yrolects

Several approaches have been used in establishing tt;e youth-operated

projects. Graham (1978, p.2) describes these projdctp as follows:

School sheltered.projects:

These include personal service andibusiness projects inside
the school such as tutoring or peer counseling (as in
National Commission on Resources for Youth Projects):
running a fast food school cafeteria on a concession
basis; running a school-based job printing shop for
materials used in school and for outside jobs as well;
running a school-based student store or bank and loan
agency; and.providing school bookkeeping services on a
contract basis (as a Mesa Verde High School)., The pro-
jects may also be of a more familiar kind, suc41 as Junior
Achievement enterprises; publishing the school newspaper;

"'and putting on a dance, play, or concert,.or fund raiser
for which work must be divided with money collected and
accounted for.
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TABLE 1

Characteristics of Youth-Operated Sites

progr m
a b

operator

pepulation
range (in
thousands)

where
program

is

conducted
c

actual/projected
number of
students

to be served
d

program
began

CB0 50-250 training
center

28/24 116.7% Feb. 1979

B LEA 1000+ school 143/180 79.4% Dec. 1978

C CONSORTIUM 0-50 training
center

80/69 115.9% Oct. 1978

D LEA 1000+ training
center

98/87 106.97 March 1979

E CONSORTIUM c).(:) school 65/64 101.6 Oct. 1978

F LEA 50-250 school NA -

G Tribe 0-50 training
center

59/40 147.5% - -me

H CBO / 1000+ - NA -

I CONSORTIUM 50-250 school 136/158 86.1% Jan. 1979

J LEA 50-250 school 40/120 33.3% Dec.. 1978

K LEA 0-50 school 91/135 67.473 Nov. 1978

L LEA 250-500 school 346/270 128.1% Sept. 1978

aPrograms B, E, F, G, H, L did not provide data for this report.

b
LEA local education agency; CBO community based organization;

CONSORTIA == combination of agencies come together to foster youth programs.

c
Training centers are located at facilities owned by these organizations.

d
These approximations are based upon our most recent Management Information
System (MIS) data (December, 1979), and should not be construed to be current
official numbers for the sites. The projected number shown is also approxi-

, matelythe number of students each site expected to serve during the length
of the program. NA not available.
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Projects of Personal or Community ServiCe Outside of School:

These include youth employment services (such as Rent-a-

kid of Rbston); organizing a teen center or a hot line;

operating a transportation pool; carrying out a community

clean-up project; creating a mini-park; conducting a

community survey, managing a recycling center, or providing

services for the aged or retarded (many of these are

reported in National Student Volunteer Program

publications, ACTION, Washington, D.C.).

IncomeTroducing ()beside of School:

These include franchised businesses for youth; community
based organizations and youth-operated service or con-
tracting businesses such as building maintenance or
restoration.

Program strategies consist of the services offered at each site. °

The rationale for using this as a key sorter for youxh-operated projects

is that it represents a basic programmatic distinction which can be made

within the youth-operated project focal area. The program strategies

are peer counseling, work experience, and youth as entrepreneurs.

This chapter is an effort to delineate the internal differences among

youthr-operated projects. The strategies will be analyzed in terms of

variations in program administration, youth involvement, academic credit,

and curriculum. Table 2 presents a breakdown of participating projects

by organizational sponsor and program strategy.

TABLE 2

Youth-Operated Projects by Organizational Sponsor and
Program Strategy

Organizational Work
Sponsor Experience

Program Strategies

Peer
Counseling

Youth
Entrepreneurs

"IA

CONSORTIA

COMMUNITY BASED

3 (1)*

3 (1,4)

ORGANIZATION

1 (1) 2 (1)

1 (1) 1 (1)

1 (0)
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Two caveats need to be emphasized. The first is suggioted by .

Graham (1978):

There is not a clear distinction among the approaches to
youth-operated projects, nor is there a neat division between
projects almost entirely started and run by youth and those
in which youth participate but which are.apt up and supervised,
by adults. The projects have several purposes in pcmmon;

although they,differ in what they emphasize (p. 2).

Given that the distinctions between types is blurred and the definition

of categories is often arbitrary, it is difficult (if not impossi61e) to

discern individual treatment effects.

The second caveat is posited by Pres6Mtil(19743) and is more expficit

about the dangers of viewing the Youthwork, Inc. effort as an'experiment:

The distinction is important, because knowledge development as
defined in Youthwork's agreement with the Labor Department,
emphasized the development of information and ideas Which are
wanted arid needed by.the potential users of the knowledge, and
recognizes the unlikelihood of developing trnlY experimental
research designs in the time available and under the constraints
and gonditiono which exist (p. 1).

While the lack of sufficient controls makes it difficult to draw causal

inferencen from the data, tentative conclusions will be &Fawn which can

be tested in auboequent research. Such findingn can provide crAica

information for implementing future projects.

Before discunoing the findings, it would be well to examine the hree

eaotrategier3 found within the cluoter of youth2operated projecto i.e., wor

experience, youth ao entrepreneurn, and peer counseling. Thio review

will highlight selected dimensions of the different strategieo and their

functioning.

Work ktperience

Since the middle 1960's, 411210fte of dollaro have bean spent on

programa nuqaa the Neighboihood Youth Corpo or SPEDY to provide part-

time employment for poor in-school youth. What hao all of this support
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and effort ontributed to the development of these youth? In a com-

prehensive review of the terature related to wbrk experience programs

for itiLschool youth, Mangum and Walsh (DOL, 1978) summarite their find-

ings in the folloWing manner:

The overwhelming conclusion of existing literature is, that

(
neither in-school nor summer work experience programs in the tradi-
tidnal mold have long term beneficial effects on enrollees.
.Given the complex nature of the dropout problem and the
variety of sodial and personal factors which cause students
to drbp out, a series of GAO reports found the wofk experlence

0 concept too simplistic an approach tb bring about any4dramatic
results (p. 56).

Some.of the research examine& by Mangum and WIlsh which provided

the basis for their conclusion§ came frpm Pines and Morlock who, in

/
Work Experience Perspectives (1978), contlude that "bare bones" work

experience programs (which provide no more than a JOWL, will not be
111(-,

effective.fot most youth. Tth Star's follow-up etudies of 1144 rural

youth who held part-tiine work experience jobs,in high school did not

show measurable beneficial effects from particiOation in work experience

programs (MiLps,.set al., 1973). /4,tional Longitudinal Survey data
-

indicate that work experience-demonstratea no particular advantage for

girl§ enrolled in school (Years for Decision, 1977). Among pPanish

youth in the southwest and rural youth in the southeast, North Star

found that occupational success was notr§ignificantly related io whether

they had worked part-time in high school (Miles, et al., 1973, 1974).

Department of Labor sponsored evaluation§ in,general sup t the conclu-

sion that work experience by' itself has no appreciable ef ect on the

employability of enrollees (Mangum and Walsh, 1978).'Wa1ther, in the

Labor Department's most definitive analysis on varpus youth programs

21).3
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4strategies, notes that positive resul were achieved only when viork
...

experiencd4 were directly relevant to a post.program job (1976).

The picture for work experience pr grams was not entirely negative.

In a 1968 nationwide study of 60 in-school and summer Neighborhood Youth

Corps projects, Somers and Stromsdorfer (1972) found that significant
N.

monetary benefits accrued to NYC in-school participantst "The average

NYC participant earned a total of $831 more than his comparison group

(

counterpart injhe year and a half average period after the NYC partici-

pant left the program." SYstems Delielopment Corporationstudy of work.-

education programs (1973) found that participants in the Vocational

Education Part H work-study program remained in school longer than

participants in other work experience programs.

Furthermore, Taggart (1976) classifies as "mildly encouraging" the

evidence,concerning the'impact of work experience on crime Ad delin-

1quency. A stly conducted in Detxoit and ncinnati fnund no evidence

that delinquency was reduced, while-a study conducted in Cincinnati and

Durham concluded the exact opposite, finding that the number Of charges

against enfollees declined noticeably relative to controls, as did the

severity of the offenses. A regression analysis of summer long funding

levels and youth arrests in Washington, D.C. concluded that an "extra

three summer slots will lead to one less reported offense," supporting

the notion that summer youth programs help keep the streets safe.

The majority of the evidence indicates that work expeiience for

in-school youth has failed to live up to its expectations. Several

authors have noted that this may be due in part to over expectation.

LevitT Mangum and Marshall (1976) maintain that although NYC was:

. .

ostensibly justified as a route to employability, (it) is
primarily income maintenance atcompanied by a minimum of

r
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useful activity. 'This does not mean that it is not desirable,
only that it should be approached more honestly. Poor people

need incote and something at which to keep busy as a bridge
between school enrollment and work or to help them at a
vulnerable age when opportunities may be scarce...The tendency
over the years has been for the quality of the work experience

to improve and the accompaniment of basic education to grow.
There is evidence that the Neighborhood Youth Corps makes a
positive contribution to employment (p. 57).

In paraphrasing these authors, Mangum and Walah (1978) suggest:

Aat the authors seem to be saying is that we should lower
our expectations:that the cultural,environmental,and personal

reasons why some youth drop out of school may be beyond the

'healing powers of simple work 6per1ence. If policy makers
and program operators are at last ready to face this fact,
the time may have arrived when the more profound reasons for'
school dropouts and youth labor market failure can be the
subject of research. If this ever happens, it is almost
certain that the results will indicate that solutions to
many of these problems are beyond the scope of ordinary

employment and training programs (p. 57).

Although the literature is conflicting, it is clear that straight

work experience programs cannot be considered the answer to the nations'

youth unemployment problem. Given that expectations can be lowered and

the problem approached more honestly, there may be a positive role for

these programs to play in dealing with the symptoms of the problem.

Youth as Entrepreneurs

The evidence conCerning these types of programs is much less pub-

lished and documented. This by no means suggests that there is little

happening in the field. Several examples of past projects will be

described here to demonstrate their potential as growth mechanisms for

youth.
1

1Examples are taken from New Roles for Youth in the School and Commtinity.

National Commission on Resources for Youth, Citation Press, 1974, New

York, pp. 104-105.
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-Home economics students at Jefferson High School in Portland,

Oregon, have established a restaurant that is open for lunch

five days a week and serves both students and teachers. A

.chef supervises the kitchen, and the home economics teacher

supervises the entire operation. °The dining area is a classroom

converted by students into a pleasing, relaxing place with

tables, chairs, linen, and crockery that the students purchased.

Students select menus and prepare the food as well as perform-

ing all the other functions of a restaurant: keeping accounts,

cleaning the kitchen and eating area and so forth.

-The Bedford Pines Buttermilk Bottoms Buying Club was initiated by

young people and housewives living in an impoverished part of

Atlanta, Georgia. Housewives had noted that different grocery

stores in their part of the city charged very different prices

for the same items. Working with high school students whose

help they requested,sthey made a list of the most commonly .

purchased items such as eggs, milk and detergents. The students

took the list from store to store and compared prices for each

item. The results of their survey,showed that prices for the

same item varied by as much as one hundred and fifty percent.

The students then made this information available throughout the

community. Comnunity members who had previously been apathetic

about the problem were greatly angered when they discovered that

their friendly corner grocer, who often gave popsicles to their

children, was.overcharging them. Working with the American Friends

Service Committee, the students and adults figured out,where

they could buy these items in quantity at Wholesale prices. They
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then in effect, set up a cooperative by taking everyone'p order

to a wholesaler and buying the items for the neighborhood all at

once at considerable savings.

-Rent-a-kid grew out of the West End Neighborhood Development

Center in Atlanta, Georgia. High school students desperately

needed summer'jobs. The staff of the center suggested they set

up and advertise a service whereby anyone wishing part-time help

could call a central numbet to get a young person to help. .The

city media willingly aided the young people by advertising their

availability. Kids themselves manned the phones. Businesses and

'individuals who needed their lawns cut, cars washed, or odd jobs

done kept the phones ringing all summer.

These programs are but a few of the growing number of projects

developed around the country by student entrepreneurs. The benefits

from these programs are many and they 'extend to the students themselves,

the schools and the comthunity. As the National Commission on Resources

for Youth (1974) has reported, the benefits include:-

(1) "Students benefit from participating in learning programs that

relate to their personal hopes Ad plans, and they become more

. attentive students as they get a clearer idea of the contri-

butions an organized educational program can make to the

realization of their current and future aspirations" (p. 105).

(2) "Schools benefit by reexamining their programs to determine

what is effective and what needs to be changed--both in

content and in teaching methods. Schools benbfit by finding

%

opportunities to stimulate the interest Of teachers who have

become bored with a traditional program and irritated by or
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immune to- its failure to elicit enthusiastic responses froi

students: Schools also benefit by becoming more open to the

creative ideas and youthful energy of teachets just entering

the profession" (p. 100..

(3) "Communities benefit by a student program that makes vital

goods and services available--ofteniat reduced prices" (p. 106).

This discussion has highlighted the positive side of programs which

have encouraged youth entrepreneurship: To be sure, there are many prob-

lems with creating programs of this kind. Not all ideas are feasible.

Ideas have to be evaluated, priorities determined,,and the skills of

problem solving have to be learned. The idfluence of personality factors

has tp be recognized amd dealt with, failure has to be anticipated, and

the ability and willingness to accept the validity of some failures have

to be created. Many prOgrams run by and for adults fail for these very

reasons. There is no basis for suspecting that young people will some-

how be hnmune to these same problems.

Peer Counseling

There are a number of reasons why the concept of "youth helping

youth" is an important one. The creation of programs which employ this

approach have mushroomed in recent years in part because many young

'people feel cut off from the adult commUnity. The factors which have

served to cut youth off from the adult cOmmunity.--accelerated pace of

change, weakening of family bonds, the increase.of impersonal Communica-010

tions media such as television and film--have made young people more

aware of themselves as a distinct group. Young people are developing a

sense of shared problems. Youth are coming to realize that they, them-

selves, have a unique potential for helping to solve the problems of

other youth. 224
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Administrators in projects'directed toward youth are dirovering the

same thing. "Evidence collected from projects where young people serve

as resources for people their own age or younger strongly suggests that .

just being young is valuable in dealing'with the problems of the young"

(NCRY, 1974, p. 196).

Youth serving youth is a system which allOs yOung people to act

as resource persons for personal problems, lob information, academic

remediation, and community services. As such, the concept has potential

for making a valuable contribution to the mental health of a community.

'

Several such projects which have been developed are described below.
2

-Number Nine in New Haven, Connecticut, is a particularly interesting

project in which all the staff are under twenty-five years old and

live in an old sixteen-room house. Number Nine grew out of a twenty-

four hour emergency telephone service. In addition to operating the

telephone service, Number Nine now has a store front for recreation

and counseling and housing for short-term room and board. Staff

members also go out into the New Haven community to give on-the-

spot help with problems such as drug addiction.

-HELP ln Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has focused on the fact that

young peOple on the streets are often the victims of a wide variety

of misinformation. It, was founded early in 1970 by a group of

young people who:having been arrested themselves, knew how difficult

it was to find a trusted person from whom they could seek aid and

advice. HELP has dedicated itself to becoming expert on many of the

2Examples are taken from New Roles for Youth in the School and Communit
National Commission on Resources for Youth, Citation Press, 1974, New York,

pp. 206-208.
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problems that young people seem likely to encounter. Like other

programs, it maintains some clinical services and can find runaways

a place to sleep. The very heart of HELP is its twenty-four hour

telephone service that handles upwards.of three hundred calls a

day,about problems such as drug addiction, pregnancy and possible

suicide. The telephone service offers a comfortiu voice and

objective information, and it provides access to necessary resources--

volunteer doctors, lawypirs, and psythiatrists.

-Yotith to Youth on Drug Abuse Education in San Francisco, California

works directfly through the San Francisco schools. Older high school

students have organized themselves to use pber pressure to discourage

younger high school students from becoming invOlved with drugb.

They have conducted teach-ins, prepared multi-media instructional

aids, and organized in-depth studies of the drug scene.

-The Friend-to Friend program sponsored by the Jewish Social

Service Agency in Rockville, Maryland, arranges for high school

boys and girls to spend several hours each week for a whole ybar

with handicapped persons their own age, on a one-to-one basis.

Some magical things have occurred. A seventeen yebi old boy in

a wheel chair was taken to a museum for the first time in his

life. A twenty year old girl with cerebral palsy learned how to

bake. Two retarded girls enjoyed a slumber party with their

volunteers.

As in the projects described in the Youth as Entrepreneurs section,

effective adult support is a necessary prerequisite for successful opera-

tion of such a program. This support comes from thOse who have confidence
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in youth's ability to exercise initiative, to be creative, and to operate

ARe onsibly. Supportive adults must assess their roles very carefully

so that they will not distort,the basid,concept involved--youth as

resources for youth.

FINDINGS

I. Program Administration

Who makes what decisions, when, and how? These are all key ques-

. tions in understanding how a project functions. The three program

strategies are described in the following .section in terms of who,

what and how the program functions and under whose direction.

Work Experience. Two of the six youth-operated projects providing

data for this report operate as work experience programs. The adminis-

trative set-up is similar for each, although, one operates within a

school system and the other functions from a community based organization.

The decision-making structure of both programs consiats of a program

coordinator, several counselors/advisors, and an advisory board. At

the community based organization, the program coordinator had respon-

sibility for the operation of the project. Within.the LEA sponsored

project, the coordinator shared responsibility for the project with the

local high school principal.

In both instances, the structure could be described as hierarchical.

The LEA sponsored project represents a more autocratic style while the

community based organization used a participatory model. Although

authority was shared with the school principal of the LEA site,

'most decisions were made by the program coordinator. Mhny decisions

made by the community organization were first brought before a
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general staff meeting of the project. These meetings often included

some of the youth. Such a, structure, while chaotic often led to

more consensus around the decisions which were finally made.

The administrative responsibilities at these sites fall into

1

two categories: programmatic and reporting. Th programmatic

functions involve such items as academic creditj academic remedia-

tion, discipline prOblems, and work schedules. The reporting tasks involve

contact with outside groups to which the program is responsible. Both

functions seem to be highly centralized at the LEA sponsored site

with all of the work, both programmaiic and reporting, being

accomplished from the program coordinator's okfice. At the community

based organization, programmatic functions are performed by the

staff (e.g., counselors/teachers) and reporting tasks are handled

by the program coordinator.

Peer Counseling. The two projects using this strategy are

operated by an LEA and a CETA-school consortium. The decision-making

structures of the two are markedly different. At the LEA, adult

staff control the project. Youth staff.have input into decisions

but the final decision is made by adults. At the consortium project,

the entire staff is made up of youth. This includes the project

coordinatob the peer counselors, and the clerical help. One

adult has beedassigned as advisor to the group from the CETA

prime sponsor's office. This role is more than a perfunctory one

as the adult holds a veto over the staff's actions but through

restrained use of this power by the adult, the youth have come to

realize that it is truly their project.
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, The LEA sponsored project is participatory and decentralized.

Decisions are made primarily by the adupli....staff, with some

participation by youth peer staff. The observer notes that:

The program administration is participatory and
decentralized. It is participatory in that pfofessional
staff have access to the Project Administrator at any
time and that management decisions are made with
the input of the professioftal staff. It is decentralized
in that each staff member id relatively autonomous to
manage his or her component with little interference from

the Project Administrator.

The consortium project has office space in several city schools and the

.peer staff are assigned to work independently at each site. The peer

s aff make their own appointments, set their own hours, and generally

function in an autonomous fashion.

At the LEA project, there are many joint efforts in administration.

The program coordinator,and the senior staff cooperate closely in

trying to help the project function smoothly. The observer suggests:

Without question, this program requires team effort

for success. The very nature of the components and their

interrelationships with one another necessitate a joint

effort for adequate evaluation for participants. Failure

of one component not to complete its obligations will

impact negatively on participant outcome. For exaMple,

it does not make sense to have a participant go through

career education, work evaluation and not same employ-

ability skill training% The timing and link of each

component is very important and can only Ise done coopera-

tively through team effort. A "one man" show would be
diametrically opposed to the program concept and quite

frankly would not be successful.

At the consortium, decision-making has been impaired by the number

of outside actors who have,been able to intervene in the internal

affairs of the project. The joint efforts of the youth

staff to overcome these outside influences has provided a sense of

togetherness which has strengthened the project. Officials from the
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CETA prime sponsor's office, the school board, and Washington have all

had a hand in delaying some phase of this projdct. For example, the

project wanted to set-up a network through which youth could acquire

summer jobs. The peer counselors would act as contact persons and

referral agents. To set up this network, the youth felt that they

needed publicity to make people in the community aware of their service.'

They agreed to have Washington (through Youthwork) put out a natiorial

news bulletin announcing the program and to distribute leaflets in the

local community. This was in late June or July, 1979.

Approval was needed from at least two persons at the local prime

sponsor's office and from Youthwrk and the Department of Labor before

any publicity could begin. Receiving the necessary approvals delayed

the announcement of the program by two months. Instead of beginning the

program in early duly, it actually was announced in September-6o late

to help those.youth in need of summer jobs. This experience should be

a useful one for those youth who have participated since it has provided

a significant opportunity to find out how decisions are frequently made.

Administrative responsibilities involve record keeping/reporting

and programmatic functions. At the LEA projects the project coordinator

handles, for example, school reports and requisitions while the professional

staff decide participant flow, program curriculum, and case conferencing

by meeting informally with one another or in staff meetings. The consortium

project operates Gomewhat differently in that reporting functions are

handled by the project coordinator and the adult advisor. Programmatic

functions are the responsibility of the youth'staff.

The major criticism of both projects has been the failure.to

establish Anough structure. In commenting on this.situation.at the LEA

site, the observi; notes:
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Generally, the administrative structure of the program
has renained,flexible adft congruent with the Center's

goals and objectives. Perhaps the major criticism has

been a lack of structured staff meetings to share infor-,

mation on curriculum, problems, and procedures. Recently,

it was agreed that weekly staff meetings would be held to

resolve issues of mutual concern'.

The consortiumsite has held frequent meetings, but, because the youth

staff are new to their roles, it appears that more time (greater than

12 months) is need.pd before they can begin to assert thellves effectively.

Youth as Entrppreneurs. The two sites utilizing this strategy

are operated by a LEA and a CETA/school-consortium. The dicision-making
A%

structure is very similar for the two projects. There is a central

administration and.several advisors who lead independent groups offyouth

who propose and implement their own projects. Each project uses school

.personnel as advisors for its youth groups.

3Dogram administration, at both sites,iS decentralized and parti-

aipatory. the youth have more influence over the decisionb that are

made in these projects than.in either of the other two types. This:is

a result of the way in which the programs were designed. Both projects

utilized' multi-site designs with the youth acting as staff persons

under the supervision pf an adult advisor.

The administrative responsibilities, reporting and programMatic,

at both sites are handled iç a similar fashion. Reporting to outside

groups is carried out by the central administration of the projects

and the programmatic functions are controlled by each of the youth groups

and their advisors. Thtough this experience, youth are learning how to .

evaluate ideas and nake decisions.

II. Structures/Cr Youth Involvement

Youth involvement in program operation represents one means of

allowing youth to impact upon the social organization of the project.

Youth-operated projects haVe initiated different/ ways for involving

youth in the day-to-day operation of the projects. These initiatives

231
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Work Experience. The opportunities for youth input at work

experience projects are limited. Generglly, they have been restricted

to attendance at infrequently held meetings of the entire project. At

both the LEA slionsored project and.the community based organization

project, attendance at these meetings has been poor. Participation in .

the meeting, especially at t e LEA, was even worse. de from the

general project meetings, yout re seldoni ncouraged to participate in
af1

meaningful ways. At both sites, there are "youth councils" which

operate in an advisory capacity for the project. These councils rarely

meet and even more rarely have goals hich they arefvursuing. At the'

community Oroject, youth-often engaged.in rguments witttstaff over

points of disagreement with little =ever being to resolve the issue.

Youth comments or suggestions were seldom given serious consideration.

,From an observer interview with a participating youth, the youth

is quoted as saying:

He said what he dislikes are "turnabout trips," or
being treated like puppets. By thihe mqpnt
adults who sayone thing and then dhange their
minds later, or change the policy (without
consulting youth). He said that the manner of presen-
tation sometimes implies that youth are at lault when he
feels youth are not guilty.

.Recently, the community organization has adopted a policy of

training some youth for jobs which parallel those of the professional

staff. This was done so as to allow some participation by youth in

decision-making but primarily because youth had "griped" about.the

lack of their own authority. -In commenting on the development of these

youth roles, the observer notes:

The staff are aware that youth may not relate to
them as role models because they are different,
if they have been to college, or have had betteN
opportunities, It was felt that youth must see
an opportunity for them in a similar role before

they are motivated to dee.

Is/
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This suggests.that.the-adult staff have become aware of at least 'One

of-the inconsistencies at this YOuthoperated project.

The. LEksponsored site ,does provide four options from wichyouth
7

can choose, thus granting some Measure of control over what they do in

e

the program. These options also'allow youth to,transfer from one compon-
,,.

ent of the program to anoth r, . Sucfi decision-making by youth is not

present at the community organization project.

One of the most difficult issues faced by'the studente in these

projects is how to initiate program changes to meet their own self-

-
defined needs. Structuralli, the mechanisms exist in both of these

%

s:

programs for youth to pfopose c

r

ngei. That,does not guarantee that the

adult staff are required to li en or act on the request for changes.
,

Achieving change requires power. Youth have no institutionalized power

to creatk Change in work experience projects.

Peer Counseling.40At peer cOunseling projects, two different

situations exist as far as s4tures for youth involvement in program

operation areconcerned. The LEA project provides limited opportunity

for input by participants. A,note from the observer explains this

situation. 4

Structures fonyouth input into the operation of -

the program are limited to peer staff meetings
and peer policy board meetings. Generally, the

issues disdussed in these meetings'areauperficial
and do not involve curriculum or in-depth structural
changes to the program. Such'meetings are a

vehicle to address procedural issues., Input by
regular participants is limited.

Contrary to this, opportunities for youth involvement St the consortiud

project are great. As was stated earlier,'the staff 'of the.project is
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made up entirely of youth. _Youth at this project have the ability to

change procedures and rules (within certain broad constraints) to

allow them to perform their jobs in a more personally satisfying way.

These changes are often accomplished at frequently held staff meetings.

At the LK& site, a few youth are trained as peer staff but

their opportunities for input are limited to situations where they

arelmagr_the direct sullervision of adult professional staff. As

the observer notes:
,\

Peer staff have been trained to procedurally operate
the program (i.e., administer tests and use equipment)
aemssistants to the professional staff. Rate of
participarir flow, guidance and counseling, and
evaluation continue to be carried out by professional
staff. Peer staff normally carry out their functions
undeethe auspices.of the.professional staff membeirto
which they are assigned. .

Youth at the consortilmnsite have wide latitude to develop and implement

their own plans. Because the staff often work independently, they

must use their own best judgment when relating to their clients.

The youth at this site are an.integral part of the program's operation.

Institutionalized options exist for youth at both programs.

At the LEA site, the observer notes:

Students commit their plan of action to paper and p

exercise their opti9s as to what they wouI like
to do_while they are in the various comp ents of
the program. At any point in rhe program, students
also have the flexibility to change their program
although this does not happen frequently. A...student's

choice for participation in key components of the
program (e.g., career education) is determined by
his referral source (e.g., he may only neea career
education), scheduling, and degree of commitment.
These key components remain flied although students '

can select options within each component. \
r

At the consortium project,parekcipants are offered a broad range of

services by the peer staff. The youth and the Veer staff,Member'choose
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-those services most appropriate to meet the needs of the youth. -The

mix of services can be changed at any point that the need changes.

Youth as Entrepreneurs. Youth involvement is widespread at these

projects. Youth are involved in central administration decisions at

both programi. The consortium prc?..7ct has a central steering committee

which oversees all of the projects. The committee membership is comprised

of fifty percent youth and fifty percent adults. It acts as a screening

agent for proposals, making recommendations on hOth accePtance and funding

levels.

Motivation is seen as a problem by adult staff.at these projects.

The consortiumsite began (December 1978) with 12 projects functioning

and now (January 1980) has only 5. Inhibititik the duration of these

projects may involve a lack of motivation by the youth, but a more promin-

ent reason is the changing life circumstances of any person in the 14-21

year age bracket. The turnover in these projects has been high and each

time key youth are lost, the project has had to be delayed-or scrapped

,altogether. In a discussion with a member of the YNPS staff, the program

operator for this project Suggested:

More efforts need to be directed,at 1) encouraging'
youth to follow through on an effort until it is
finished and on 2) selecting projects which can be
comp],eted within a specified time frame.

Structures for ibi\Ah involvement at both projects'are developed

by the youth themserves. Therefore, the options 'made available are

those created by the youth themselves% To the extent that options are

needed, the_youth have the tools with which to make .91e.necessary changes.

Adults are used as facilitators to help youth overcome barriers due to

insufficient information or lack of confidence in their own abilities.
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III. Academic Credit

From the six projects providing data for this report, only 2

youth are receiving academic credit (lIS, Blackstone Institute,

Deceiber 1979). Given the small-numbers of youth this has-affected

at youth-operated projects, there seems little rationale fdr\describing

the process by which academic credit is granted. In the future, if

academic credit becomes a more generic issue, the details of the procese-

can be focused upon.

IV. Program Curriculum

A variety of strategies have been tombined in the designing of the

curricula for youth-operated projects. These curricula are described

in the next section.

Work Experience. The components of the two work experience programs

are school and work. A typical day involves the youth spending

part of the time in regular classroom training and part on the job.

The curricula were designed by school adMinistrators and teachers (for the

LEA site)-and by the staff of the community based organization for its

project. The programs, as a rule, have melded well with the school

system. This.was by design for the LEA site since it operates as a part

of the school system but the community based organization had to rely on

its flexibility to bring about a compatible relationship. For example,

same of the enrollees atthis site work during the day and attend

,school at night. Others have a more traditional set up where they are

involved in school part-day and work part-day. By utilizing its
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many community resaurees, the community organization has been able to

work with both the local LEA and the youth to find the best approach for

successfully matching school and work. There are still problems

involved in negotiating the linkage between the schools and the community

based organization but,generally, the schools are receptive to schedule

changes which will'allow a poor youth to work. Youth input into the

curricula at work experience projects has been minimal. The curricula

were in place before youth were recruited and.has not changed in any

significant way since the beginning of the program.

The youth, at the LEA project, are involved in one of four activities

designed to give them "hands on" experience in an area.of vocational

interest. These experiences include office work, bbokkeeping, construg7

tion, and child care services. Youth are supervised in each of these

atleas by skilled staff.

The community based organization hires youth to operate a dommercial

business. The youth make pick-ups anedeliveries for the operation and

recently have begun-to participate in an apprentice-type.program Which.

will train youth to someday take aver management functions.

Peer Counseling. krricula at the two peer counseling projects

vary considerably. One is a highly structured diagnostic sequence,

which is offered by the LEA project, and the second is a loosely defined

referral service sponsored by the consortium project.

The consortium project offers no services of its own but draws on

the community for services.when youth are in need. The curriculum

involves the traiping of peer staff to counsel youth. The LEA project

has a highly structured service which it offers to its clients. A
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detailed description, by the on-site observer, of the curriculum for this

program is presented below. The description is based on material

provided by the project operator.

Phase I: Intake

A critical entry level component is the intake'process.

After the individual has been certified by CETA, they

are then eligible for the Center (although many times the

students will enroll first and only later be sent through

CETA intake.) In program.intake, an.attempt is made to

enthusiastically orient the students to the Center in such

a way that they feel they will benefit by participating.

A "selling" effort takes place to convince the participants of

how valuable it is for them tO know how to set realistic

vocational goals.

During this phase of the program, the participant Also takes

a number of psychometric tests. These include a pretest

itudinal scale, a GED diagnostic achievement test, and

an aptitude test. The tests are not lengthy and the students

are encouraged to do their best. Since there are no grade

scores, nor are they compared to others, the participants are

generally -c-doperative. The informntion is confidential. The

program intake phase takes about 2 to 3 hours depending on the

student's reading level, degree of interest and the time that

he or she is willing to commit. They are then referred to

the Career Resource Lab.
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Phase II: Career Resource Lab

In the Career Resource Lab, the student takes several

career interest inventories and is then oriented to several

careers based on his or her career preference. This is

accomplished through career research and establiahing a

short-and long-range plan of action. Other activities

involve participating in a personality assessment inventory,

a self-administered values survey and various worker trait

inventories. In this lab, the student also learns to use

resource materials, read microfiche of local employment

opportunities and do job shadowing. Generally, they

spend about 3 to 4 days in this component (assuming 2 hours

per day). Whem they complete this phase of the program, they

are ready for an Individual Education Plan (IEP).

Phase III: Individual Education Plan

The IEP is the student's "plan of action" while they

are at the Center. Ostensibly, it is designed to permit

the participants to establish some realistic vocational

goals while they are in the program. This is accomplished by

convening an IEP committee composed of peer staff and at

least one professional staff member (if ey are not present,

this staff thember will review the final p ). Every

effort is made to involve the student i mapping out his

or her direction (i.e., the participant writes out his or

her own,goals, objectives, and level of participation in

program components) through the advisory role of the committee.
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The reason the IEP committee is generally convened after

the student has been in the Career Resource Lab for a few

days is because he or she has had ihe opportunity to

evaluate their career interests and is in a position to

write realistic goals. Once they complete the TEP phase,

they are referred to the,work evaluation lab.

Phase IV: Work Evaluation Lab

The work evaluation lab is probably the most interesting

component of the program. The work evaluation lab is

composed of a series of simulated work stations that operate

on the premise that every job requires a worker to function

in relation to "data, people and things".. This is the

Department of Labor's worker trait group. Students are also

evaluated on their gross motor skills (e.g., manual dexterity,

bi-manual coordination, and eye-hand coordination), work

tolerances, work productivity, sensory skills and physical

capabilities. This information is compiled into a compre-

hensive evaluation report that is presented to the students

upon their exit from the lab. Since each station takes about

2 hours to complete, the student will stay in this lab about

3 weeks. When they complete this phase of the program, they

return to the career lab for more career research and

employability skill training and/or job placement.

Phase V: Employability Skills

It has been only recently that the employability &kills lab

has devfloeI a structured curriculum. In this component,

the Btu. participates (in a sequential process) in a
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learning process related to preparing personal fact sheets,

finding job openings, using employment agencies (particularly

state agencies), reading and understanding want ads, filling

out applications, phoning about jobs and practice interview-

ing. Simu1taneously, -the work placement coordinator works

with students individually in helping theni obtain employMent,

visit vocational training schools, and helping them to receive

on the job training.

Phase Termination

When a consensus is reached by the professional staff that

the student has completed the program, an exit conference is

held between the Guidance Counselor (and sometimes the Work

Evaluator) and the participant. In the exit conference, the

Guidance Counselor goes aver with the participant the recommen-

dations of the program staff, reviews the work evaluation report,

and finalizes the IEP (i.e., did the participant complete his

or her stated goals and objectives). The participant is also

encouraged to continue to utilize the resources of the Center

at his/her convenience.

Summary

Several points have to be made in commenting on the curriculum:

1. Because the program is totally individualized, it is

noi necessarily a set policy that all participants go

through the entire program. It might only be,

necessary for them to complete the work evaluation lsb

or go directly to work placement. An IEP, however, is

done on all participants.
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2. Generally, it takes an individual about 6 weeks to

complete the program assuming they participate

at least 2 hours a day. However, this varies greatly-

due to absenteeism, time of availability and extent

of commitment.

3. An important component of Oie program but one not

addressed in the preceding paragraphs is academic

remediation. To date, an Academic Remediation Teacher has

not been hired because the program.'s FTE has not

warranted it. However, remediation is done by the

Guidance Counselor on a limited basis.

4. To date, there is no way of ascertaining the tru9

effectivenesg of the program's curriculum (i.e., do

participants stay in school, do adjudicated delinquents

return to the courts, do graduates go on training, etc.).

No follow-up is being conducted at the site.

Youth as Entrepreneurs. The curricula for these two projects is

broadly defined and is very similar to, that of work experience programs.

At one project, youth spend part of their day in school and part working

on their project's. The youth at the site determine what the curriculum

will be. Generally, this has involved.accomplishing tasks which would

lead to the implementation of their projects.

The curricula being taught involves learning how to plan, implement,

and manage a business or service enterprise. Most of these ventures

are small retail businesses. Youth gain experience by being responsible

ot the day-to-day operations of the project. .At same projects, this

includes the creation of the products to be sold.

24 2
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Program Administration

The youth-operated projects reflect a hierarchical management/

administrative scheme with program coordinators and school officials as

key decision-makers. The style of decision-making was partiCipatory and decen-

tralized with front line staff (supervisors, advisors) having wide

responsibility for program operation. This resulted in many different

decisions being made to deal with the same problem. This reduced the

cohesiveness of the program structure.

A

Recommendations to Youthwork

A major criticism of the administration of these programs by staff

was that there was too little structure and an inability to handle recuriing

problems. The scaution to this situation employed by mos operat rs

was to increase the frequency of staff meetings in the hopès of cr ating

a consenstisaround any decision that was made. This 1pethod, while

partially saccessfuI, leaves unanswered questions. It is recomme ded

that Youthwork should:

(1) Provide technical assistance to :tea on the roles

and res onsibilities ke staff should assume.

(2) Seminars on _pro ect o eration should be offered b

Youthwork to ac ualnt otent al current o erators

with the problems these_nro rams may genetnte.

The Youthwork "How to do it" manuals might be

useful.in this regard.
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Youthwork has posed the question of youth involvement as one of

its major research issues (Policy issues, 1979). For the youth as

entrepreneurs strategy, as well as one peer counseling project, the

level of youth involvement has been quite high. In

each of these cases, the youth were responsible for the dr-to-day

operation of the project, usually with andedult as the project's

advisor. Involvement by youth at the other projects was less in com-'

parison to these projects.

Recommendations to Youthwork

If youth involvement is of high priority for Youthwork programs

(Pressman, 1978; Policy issues, 1979), then Youthwork should encourage:

(l) Programs which allow youth to build theirOwn enterprises

as in the youth as entrepreneurs strategY; and/or

(2) Tsrograms which utilize youth as the program staff as

in the peer counseling strategy.

III. Program Curriculum

A second research question posed by Youthwork (Policy issues,

1979) yresses the transferability of job skills learned at youth-

operated projects. The quei3tion is, "What are the projects' abilities

to identify and develop transferable work skills?" This chapter allows

for an indirect examination of this ishue. The three strategies

(i.e. work experience, peer counseling, entrepreneurs), as curricula,

each represent a kind of job training to which some youth are exposed.
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At the two work experience projects, you#11 performed jobs in a sheltered

environment Uithin a larger institution (either LEA or 00). The skills

taught, eapecially those at the LEA, have considerable transferability

to such occupations as child care and construction worker. The jobs

at the community based organization are in a narrow field.and would

be useful in other fields only in a general'sense. For example,

learning to come to work on time and to follow instructions are skills'

which would be valuable on most any job.

The peer counseling sites provided training which can be transferred

to service fields such as social work and counseling. The added exper-

ience at the consortium project of being in control of the work site also

provides valuable training to the youth, although, at this time it is

hard to say if this skill will prove to be transferable.

It is more difficult to'identify specific job skills which have

been learned at the youth as entrepren4ur sites.. Several different

-3

tasks had to be accompliqhed by these sites. These include planning,

implementation, and administration of projects. Many of the projects

.involved some form of retail business. Whatever skills are inherent in

this kind jobyould presumaky have been learned by youth in these

projects.

The skills garnered by participants at youth-operated projects

are, as a rule, related to specific occupations whiih are available

in the labor market. The work experience project sponsored by the LEA

offers training in construction and child care skills. The peer staff

sites focus on social gervice delivery skills and the youth as entre-

preneurs projects involve skills related .to retail sales and management.
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Thq "reality" of these training experiences is a positive factor'

in these programs.

Most projects suggest that their primary interefre is in improving

11
the°genoral work habits of their enrollees. Program operators cite the

poor attendance and bad attitude ofenrolleea4 the primary barrier'

between the youth and unsubsidized employment. While much is made.of

the need to improve these habits of enrollees, there are few (if any)

systematic programs designed to encourage appropriate behavior by youth.

Closer scrutiny of programs and program operators is needed to,

insure that youth receive tho training which'they need.

Recommendations to Department of Labor

is(recommended to the Department of Labor that if:

(1) Specify whilt,constitutes "acceptable" job skill training.

Skill training in areas where-there are no jobs or for

youth who have little chance of attaining "that kind of

job" does liibtle to benefit the unemployed youth. This defi-

nition should vary by geograptic location and population mix.

(2) Coordinate skill training programs with the local

education authority so that they coiAide With th

local high school education program. It is recomme

that the akill training should be completed at the

same time as the youth graduates from high schooi;

This allows the youth to be trained at the time he

becomes availabe to move tato the labormarket.
.
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Recommendations to Youthwork

Require of program officials that there be a known

job market (locally) for the skills being taught.

(2)' Provide programa with a capacity for job search

tJ

and placement to help youth acquire their first

job after the iirogram.
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PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

Introduction

The Youthwork, Inc. programs encompass a number of strategies and

program models designed to address the problems of youth unemployment and

the tKansition of youth from school to work. Variations in the types of

services offered, setting, relationships between staff and youth, and the

targeting of services all represent strategies used in current programs. The

organization of program components or strategies in ways that provide valuable

learning experiences for the youth participants, is the focus of this analysis

packet.

What is the best approach to providing 14-15 year old students with

an encounter in the world of work? What impact does the provision of academic

credit have on the program? How do youth/staff relationqhips influence the

program? These and many other issues are raised in this analysis packet in

an effort to discern how best to organize programa to meet the needs of the

youth they were designed to serve. P.

An understanding of the interrelationships of the program strategies,

target group and other factors is a necessary precursor to clarification of

issues in the broad policy area of what works best for whom and why. .

Exploration and explication of issues surrounding the areas of youth as

consumers, the social organization and the provision of services,represpnts

a starting point from which we can address this policy area.

I. Youth As Consumers

The interplay of youth characteristics with program components or

strategpio may provide insight into the question of what works for whom.
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Participant descriptors such as age and economic status need to be invesitgated

to determine their role as predictors of program success/failure. This

analysis may foster the designing of programs containing components more

appropriate to the needs of the youth served (targeing of services).

A. Youth Characteristics

Data.which describes the youth participants will help provide

a basis from which we can-distinguish the success of variou program approaches

and components in relation to the needs of different youth populations.

1) What are the participant demographic characteristics

(e.g. age, pax, economic status, race, educational status)?

2) Are there any unique groups being served (e.g. offenders,

dropouts, teenage parents)?

B. Program Access'and Entree

The initial linkage of youth and their programs is invesAgated

through the following questions. The focus is also on the identification

of the types of students (e.g. in-school, offenders)) program attract.

1) How did the yputh learn of their program?

2) What was it about the program which Convinced youth

to join?

3) Deecribe the types of students that are attracted by

your program.

What made it possible for youth Such as dropouts,

handicappe'd youth, ttenage parents, and other social

groups tn participate? How werg these special groups

identified gnd recruited?
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5) Ask key program personnel (e.g. program director or

coordinator) what had been the original plan for the

identification and acquisition of youth participants.

That is, how did they plan to identify eligible

enrollees? How did they play to enCourage identified

youth to enter the program?

6) For progtams entering their second school year, ask

key program.personnel if.their approaches to the

identification and acquisition of youth participants

has changed. If yes, how and why? Have these changes

proven more successful than prior approaches to .

identifying and acquiring irouth participants? In what

ways?

C. Appropriateness of Program Service Targeting

.The targeting of appropriate services to specific types of youth

can be crucial to the success of a program. That which works well for

14-15 year old youth may be inappropriate for older youth. Accordingly,

that which works well for dropouts may fail when applied to in-school youth.

The identification of program components and their use with various youth

groups is the focus of the following questions.

1) Which group(S) did your project specifically propose

to serve (e.g. dropouts, handicapped)? What were

determined to be the needs (e.g. educational, other)

of these youth?

2) Has the program been successful in reaching the desired ,

population? If yes, how?
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3) What services were given to specifically help this group

(e.g. day care for teenage parents)?

4) Which program componpnts have had the greatest influence

on the targeted group? In what ways?

5) Ask key program personnel from both the prOgram

.(ccordinators, teachers: etc.) and the operating agencies

(CETA, LEA, etc.) their Opinion as to what ib the best

approach..6.providing a bridge between the youth being

served*and the world of work. That is, what appears

to work best for dropouts or 14-15 year olds (or whatever

the specific groups 6eing served by the program)?

6) Ask students whidh aspects of the program have the

most meaning for thbm. What do you like about the program?

Any specific components--classroom career exploration,

remedial help, etc.? Be sure to note the descriptive

characteristics of the youth with whom you speak (e.g.

age, sex, special group status).

D. Program Abilitito Retain Youth

Numerous factors can enter into a youth's decision to remain

j.n or leave a program. The personal attention by staff and the availability

of a job are but two examples of factors which may influence a youth's

decision about program participation. The following questions foculs on program

retention of youth participants.

1) Describe the characteristics (age, sex, etc.) of youth

who stay in the program and of these who leave.

2) What reason6 do youth give for leaving the program?

for staying?
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3) Does the program have (7 group of students who

have returned for a second year? If yes, why

have they decided to continue in the program?

_4) What de Yooth.verceive to be the advantages
4

of remaining ittthe program?

5) Ask program personnel why they feel youth leave,

or remain in the prograM. Do the staff or

program components influence youth decisions?

II. The Social Organization

The social organization of a prograM may be an influential determinant

n tbe program experience of youth participants. The relationships which

develop between the youth anestaff may be rdlated to whether or not and to

what extent a youth is able to take advantage of the services offered by a

program. dditionally, the relationship betweA theew programs and other

programs, the administrative procedures of the program and even tilk

ability of youth to participate in the decision-billp process of the

program all may be seen as pieces comprising the social organization of the

program. c
.

A. Staff/Student Relations

Contact between youth and program personnel is a continual daily

occurence. Interaction betweedthese two group6 on both a forml and an

informal basis needs tb be investigated.

1) What are the relationships between staff and youth?

Are they strictly formal as in a a ructured clacsroom

setting or more informal as in a group discussion?

2) Do youth have' access to program staff CAenever, it Is

, desired er is there a formal process which needs to be

followed? Who initiates these interactions?

1.26o
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3) Identify the tyves and roles of prograd staff:. How

did each of these individuals leain ofthe position?

When hi?ed were they already in the system operating

the program (e.g. alielOy W-teacher in the school

where the program is being operated) or were they
\ -

located outside of.the operating system?

4) Do thi stay and youth involve in recreational

activities together (e.g.-lunch time activities)?

5) Does there exist contacf between the staff and youth

at times other than during the program hours? In

other settings? For what puiposes?

9

6) Ask students'and staff which forms of instructions

strengthen their relationships'within the program?

B. Relationshlific Between Staff and Other Program Staff

In most settings there exists any number of on-going programs fOr

youth. This area will explore the means by which the current ftograms have

r
or have not been linked with ot r youth programs.

1) Does (or has) th re exist(ed) any contact with*

prograM personnel from other programs? Who has

initiated these contacts?

,2) 'What has been the purpose-of such contact?

3) Are these relations cordial and friendly or cold

and distant? Why?

4) Has there been any exchanges of ideas concerning operation_

-df a youth progfam? Any discUssions of various program

components or strategies? What are other purposes for

these meetings?
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5) Were .the contacts intiated as a means of introducing

this program and its purposes to others?

6) How often does.the contact occur?

7) How io staff relations between programs affect the

' programs operation?

8) ,-What suggestions have been made to improve inter-
,

progiam staff relations?

C. Characterization of Program Admin1stra5ion

Administrative issues, those closely associated with program

management, are often delegated to program administrators. The delegation

of power within the program is the focus of the following questions.

1) Deseribdthe decsion making structure of the program

(e.g. director, counselors, teacher, advisory

boards., etc.).

2) How would you characterize the program administration

(e.g. a formal bureaucracy and hierarchial, participatory, .

decentralized, other)?
a .

-Would you describe the program administration as a

one-man operation or does _rtake the joint efforts

of many to facilitate (or hinder) the program?

4) What are theludministrative responsibilities and

to whom are they delegated?

5) What has been or can be done to improve the

program's administration.

D. , Student Interaction

Just a§ the social organization is influenced by the interaction

of youth and staff, so too is it influenced by the interaction of the youth
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among themselves.
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1) Does there exist a place where program youth call

congregate?

What forms of youth interaction occur (e.%.

recreationaJ,, tutoring)?

3) In What ways do these interactions influence

program functioning?

Structures for Youth Involvement in Program Operation

Youth input into the program's operation represents one means

of allowing the youth to impact upon the social organizatice.. Another form

of impact maY be seen through the freedom of choices allowed youth.

1) What kinds of structures exist for youth input

i4to the operation of the program (e.g. youth

councils, suggestion box)? Do they carry any

weight, i.e. have an impact?

2) Are the youth encouraged to participate in

the program's/operation?

3) Does there exist institutionalized options:

whereby the youth can choose to take only certain

program options or have the option to*choose among

concurreni options; whereby the youth can initiate

changes to meet their needs?

4) How much autonomy do students have in thAsidecision

about participating in various program components?

Is independent decision-making on the part'of youth

encouraged by the prograil? How? By staff? How?
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F. Role oI CETA and/or the School in the Social Organization of

The Program

Sponsoring agencies, be they CETA, LEA, orhaO, impact upon

the organization and operation of a program in some way. For this analysis

the emphasis will be on their relations with the program's students and

staff.

1) How do these organizations impact on student/staff/

program relations?

2) Do their representatives become involved with

the youth? How? Why?

3) Do their representatives become involved with

program operation? How? Why?'

III. Provision of Services

In examining what works best for whom, one essential aspect to

consider is that of the services being offered. The current programs

combine variouetincentives, such as academic credit and income, with a

variety of approaches to tlw prpblem'of-yoUth transition from school to

work. These approaches or strategies combine to form the turriculum used'

by the program.

As have been alluded to earlier various progfam component may work

better with or sPecific youth groups than with others. The focus of this

area, then, is to look more closely at the various services provided by

the current program in relatidn to the youth served.

A. Academic Credit

One aspect of many programs is the provision of academic credit

for program participation. The following.questions investigate the variety
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of ways in which academic credit is offered:

1) Is academic credit awarded? If no, why not?

2) Is academic credit awarded as elective credit or

as basic skills credit?. If the later, in which

subjects is it granted?

3) Can one receive credit in lieu of taking a

tiaditionallicourse? (For example, can one receive

credit for English by working at an employment

site--credit for what one knows or has learned.)

4) How is the equivalency of an alternative approach to a

subject (say. English) deermined to be equivalent to

that Which one learns in a traditional class?

5) Are there established competency levels at which

- academic credit will be awarded?

How much academic credit can a youth receive rom
N

prograth participation. How many credits 'do the

youth need to graduate?

7) For what program components do youth receive atademic

credit? (Only classroom phase; only Work phase; both?)

8) Who certifies that the youth have met the necessary

criteria for the awarding of credit?

9) Who was involved in establishing the criteria for the

awarding of credit? What are these criteria?

B. Program Activities fIr which Income is Received

One purpose of the current program is to provide low income 'ynuth

1

with an income. Each program has deiAsed a means by.,which this process occurs.

The line of questioning here focus on these various approaches and their

imblications.for future programs.
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1) Do youth receive income for attending class? What
0

types of classes (e.g. for career exploration but

nor remedial help)?

2) What stipulations are placed on the receipt of this

a
income (e.g. have to attend class)?

3) .Do youth receive income for participating in the

work experience phase?

4) Do youth receive a stipend for transportation costs?

5) Do the youth receive'differing rates of income

dependent upon fhe phase of the program in which they

are involved (e.g. $2.90 for classroom; $4.00 for work

experience)? What are the pay scales 11460-by the program?

6) How important to the youth is this income? Would they

participate in the pKogram without this incentive? Why?

7) What has bAkn the feedback from individuals outside the .

program (e.g. school staff', students outside the

program, the'community) in regard to the is ue of

"paylpg- youth to go to school"? How has t is been

resolved?

C. Program Curriculum / /
4

A wide variety of edcuational str?tegies ave been combined in

the designing.of the curriculum for the cur ri ent protims. yA,clearer
-1...

understanding of these.curricula and how they are teing utilized is the

focus'of the following questions,.

1) What are the components of the program? What activities

are continual in each program component (e.g. classroom

phase may cOntain values clarification, career exploration
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and employment skills, etc)? Be fairly specific as to

what is encompassed in each phase.

2) What occurs during a typical day in one of these

program components? Here your program observations

should clearly reflect what is happening.

3) How much time is devoted to each program component or

activity? DO program staff and youth feel enough time

is spent in these various componenrs?

4) Does there exist a.work expprience component? If yes,

what form does it take (e.g. in a closed program shop,

vocational exploration, OJT)? How much time is spent

in this phase of the program?

5) Who helped design the program's curriculum (e.g.

staff only, busineSsmen involved, others)?

6) How has the program been melded with the students

regular schooling? (For examile, do youth attend

regular school mornings and the pyogram afternbons?)

What problems have arisen in this melding process and

i Jhow have beesCresolved?

71/ Does ther exist a document specifying the program

curriculum's components, objectives and goals? Is it

refered to and used in measuring the prograWs progress?

8) What options exist for youth input into the program/s

curriculum? (See Section II).

9) 'Does there exist a process by which various curriculum

componenti; can be revised/deleted? Has this happened?

Why?


